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The Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) adopted twelve action steps in 2011 to encourage increased participation of ethnic minority churches and pastors in the overall fabric of Southern Baptist life. That same year, Frank S. Page, president and CEO of the SBC Executive Committee, appointed the first of numerous ethnic advisory councils to assist the Executive Committee and the Convention’s entity leaders to understand and appreciate perspectives ethnic minority churches bring to the Convention’s task of reaching our nation and the nations with the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.

The chapters in this book set a contemporary context for the Convention’s progress in racial reconciliation, summarize the ethnic advisory councils’ reports, and highlight their recommendations to strengthen the Convention’s effectiveness in reaching people from every race and language group with the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The writers inform the larger Southern Baptist family on the state of ethnic work within the SBC, reflecting on the Convention’s past efforts to reach and include ethnic churches and leaders, assessing the present reality of ethnic church participation in Southern Baptist life, identifying what needs to be done to increase effectiveness of reaching people from every ethno-linguistic group with the Gospel, and suggesting specific action steps for prayer, collaboration, and unity for a Great Commission Advance.
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For many decades, the Southern Baptist Convention has been known as the most culturally diverse evangelical denomination in the United States. This has not happened by chance; for from its inception in 1845, the Southern Baptist Convention expressed a commitment to reach lost souls in America and around the world with the saving message of Jesus Christ.

The task of reaching every ethnic/racial group in America with the Gospel has not been easy because, throughout the years, each of these groups has continued to grow, thus continually changing the cultural face of America. For example, between 2000 and 2015, the African-American population expanded by 23 percent; the Hispanic population by 60.3 percent; the Native American population increased by 62 percent; and the Asian American population grew by 76.1 percent.1

From the perspective of percentage population growth, the picture that emerges is that while in 1950 the ethnic/racial groups comprised less than one-fifth of the American population, by 2010 they comprised one-third of the population. By 2050, ethnic/racial groups are projected to comprise more than half of the US population.2

These demographic realities clearly illustrate that the cultural face of America is constantly shifting. This leads to the question, “How is the face of the Southern Baptist Convention changing?"

The answer is that in 2017, more than 20 percent of the churches and church-type missions that cooperate with and contribute to the Southern Baptist Convention were predominantly-ethnic/racial congregations. This is supported by the fact that between 2000 and 2015, SBC-related Native American congregations grew by 24 percent; Asian congregations by 52.3 percent; Hispanic congregations by 56.2 percent; African-American congregations by 61.4 percent; and “all other” congregations (including Haitian and multiethnic) grew by 71 percent.3
In light of these changing demographics, it is indeed encouraging that in 2015 the Southern Baptist Convention approved a Resolution on Racial Reconciliation that called for Southern Baptists to be more proactive in enlisting participation and representation from ethnic/cultural groups in its boards and entities.

We are indebted to Dr. Frank Page, former president of the SBC Executive Committee, for his passion to lay the foundation and carry forward the recommendations adopted by the SBC in 2011, which concluded the Ethnic Study Committee Report. The report called for greater participation of ethnic churches and church leaders at all levels of Southern Baptist life.

As a response to this 2011 report, and in an effort to seek greater involvement from the ethnic/racial groups participating in SBC life, the SBC Executive Committee was instrumental in appointing numerous advisory councils representing African Americans, Asians, Hispanics, Native Americans, multi-ethnic, and bi-vocational church leaders. The Executive Committee also appointed a Women’s Advisory Council and a Young Leaders Advisory Council.

In order to provide leadership and coordination among these groups, I was appointed vice president of convention advancement for the SBC Executive Committee. In turn, I enlisted Paul Kim to serve as Asian relations consultant and Bobby Sena to serve as Hispanic relations consultant in the Office of Convention Advancement.

This collective work contains a number of essays written by representatives from many of these advisory councils. The introduction was written by Roger S. (Sing) Oldham, SBC Executive Committee vice president for convention communications and relations, who was instrumental in crafting the Ethnic Study Committee report and worked closely with each advisory council in its work.

Daniel Sanchez wrote the foundational chapter on “The Biblical Mandate: The Ta Ethne,” and Richard (Richie) Stanley prepared a “Demographic Review of the Convention.” These chapters provide an excellent underpinning for the chapters which follow.

Robert Wilson compiled the chapter on African Americans, and Peter Yanes, Paul Kim, and Minh Ha Nguyen wrote the chapter on Asians. The chapter on Hispanic Americans was written by Daniel Sanchez and Bob Sena, while the information on Native Americans was contributed by Gary Hawkins. The Multi-Ethnic ministries chapter was penned by Lennox Zamore, and Rodney Webb wrote about Anglo church planting. The chapter on bi-vocational and smaller church ministry was scripted by Ray Gilder, and the chapter on women in the SBC was compiled by Rhonda Kelly and Candi Finch.
These chapters provide valuable information on the history of each ethnic/racial group or subset in this country, the establishment and development of Southern Baptist work among them, and the vision that they have for spreading the Gospel and expanding collaboration between them and the SBC.

The book concludes with a review of the progress made in racial reconciliation from 1995 to 2015 in the Southern Baptist Convention. This progress report, adopted by the Executive Committee in 2015 and commended by messengers to the 2015 SBC annual meeting, is truly informative of the positive collaborative steps that Anglo and ethnic/racial leaders have taken to bring about genuine inclusion and participation within the SBC family. At the same time, this report presents a realistic picture of the task that is still before us to demolish walls of partition that remain.

The conclusion, “Where Do We Go from Here?”, offers seven points to consider. It is a powerful challenge to the entire SBC family to commit our lives and our ministries to fully implementing the Great Commission.

In closing, I remain very grateful for the work of the Convention Advancement Advisory Council, which works closely with me to continue to actualize the recommendations passed by the Southern Baptist Convention.
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**Introduction**

Roger S. (“Sing”) Oldham

**Partition. Participation. Partnership.** Though these three words begin with the same set of letters, they point to very different outcomes.

**Walls of Partition**

God’s redemptive plan is that people of every nation, tribe, people, and language—equally indwelt by the Holy Spirit and equipped to fill every needed role—will be ushered into His Church. His redemptive plan also pointed to the incarnation of the Messiah, whose sinless shoulders would bear the iniquities of the world.

Jesus was born to Jewish parents, yet He consistently pointed beyond the racial identity of Israel’s chosenness as the line of the Messiah to herald God’s love for all humanity. Whether it was the cleansing of the temple (“my house shall be called a house of prayer for all nations,” Mark 11:17, referencing Isaiah 56:7), or His pointed illustrations about Elijah’s ministry to a Gentile widow and Elisha’s healing of a Gentile general (Luke 4), or His foray into Samaria where He proclaimed His Messianic identity to a Samaritan woman (John 4), Jesus repeatedly pointed to a time when the “middle wall of partition” between the races would be dismantled and the church would find unity in Christ alone (Ephesians 2:14, KJV; “dividing wall of hostility” in CSB and ESV).

The gathered Church—the collection of saints spanning multiple times and places, all of whom will be assembled in heaven for eternity—is His Bride. The expansion of the early church, as recorded in the book of Acts and beyond, reveals this often overlooked social dimension of the Gospel: namely, that God has made every nation
of humankind from one (Acts 17:26). In Christ, we are one (1 Corinthians 12:13; Galatians 3:27–29).

Throughout the book of Acts, the dividing wall of hostility between culturally-distinct groups crumbled in successive layers. The dissolution began with the cultural challenge of ministry to the Hellenistic Jewish widows in Acts 6. The Samaritan revival, recorded in Acts 8, continued the trajectory toward collapse of hostility’s divisive wall. Then, the conversion of Cornelius and his household, the first Gentile converts (Acts 10), challenged the tacit assumption that Jesus was singularly the Messiah for the Jews.

Coupled with Barnabas and Paul’s successful first missionary journey (Acts 13–14), the early church leaders called a conference to discuss this new phenomenon and all of its implications. Recognizing the unmistakable activity of the Holy Spirit, the Apostles at the Jerusalem Conference formally declared the wall of racial separation between Jew and Gentile should cease (Acts 15), setting the precedent for eradicating division among all races in Christ.

Debris from the collapsing wall, however, often impeded full partnership of the races in worship and service even among the Apostles (Galatians 2). Each successive generation of Christ-followers has had to navigate the rubble of this ever-crumbling wall in their efforts live out this social dimension of the Gospel amid a fallen world.

In the last third of the twentieth century, Southern Baptists adopted numerous resolutions that addressed the sin of partition that largely segmented the American Baptist movement along racial lines. In its historic 1995 Resolution on Racial Reconciliation, the SBC formally “apologize[d] to all African Americans for condoning and/or perpetuating individual and systemic racism in our lifetime” and “genuinely repent[ed] of racism of which we have been guilty, whether consciously or unconsciously.”

Five years later, the Convention adopted a revised statement of faith that specifically addressed the biblical truths that every person of every race possesses full dignity and worth (Article III); that heaven will be populated by believers from every tribe, and tongue, and people, and nation (Article VI); and that “[i]n the spirit of Christ, Christians should oppose racism” (Article XV).

**Greater Participation**

Between 1961 and 1995, the Southern Baptist Convention adopted ten resolutions expressing its desire to see “greater ethnic participation” in SBC life. During those
three and one-half decades, the Convention experienced significant growth in the number of non-Anglo congregations cooperating with the SBC, along with an increase in the number of ethnic-minority seminary students trained through the six SBC seminaries.

The Home Mission Board (now North American Mission Board) implemented specific church planting and evangelism strategies to reach and engage multiple ethnic and language groups with the Gospel. By the mid-1990s, the HMB reported that on any given Sunday the Lord was worshiped in more than one hundred languages across the United States through churches that cooperated with the SBC.

In 1994, African American pastor Gary Frost was elected as second vice president of the SBC. Re-elected in 1995, he was one of the principal participants in helping frame the historic 1995 Resolution on Racial Reconciliation. After the resolution was adopted, Frost responded to the resolution and led the Convention in a prayer of forgiveness and reconciliation.

Over the next fifteen years, incremental changes at various leadership levels occurred, as African American, Hispanic, and Asian pastors were elected SBC second vice president and selected to serve as senior staff at several SBC entities. At the state level, one-half of the forty-two cooperating state conventions elected one or more individuals from ethnic minorities to serve one- or two-year terms as president of their conventions. A small number of individuals were also elected to serve on SBC boards and committees.

**Steps Toward Partnership**

Despite these small steps, by 2009 it was apparent that full participation of ethnic minorities in elected and appointed roles in SBC life lagged behind the growth in the number of ethnic congregations and church members that cooperated with the Convention. That year, Korean pastor Paul Kim asked the Convention to study ways to increase participation of ethnic churches and church leaders in the total fabric of Convention life. His motion resulted in a two-year SBC Executive Committee study that called for intentional, measurable steps toward greater inclusion of all Southern Baptists in Convention processes.

In 2011, twelve recommendations contained in the report were adopted by the SBC. That same year the first of numerous ethnic minority advisory councils was appointed by Frank Page, elected in 2010 as president and CEO of the SBC Executive Committee.
Reports of these advisory councils consistently revealed a glaring void in the life of the SBC. Though SBC entity ministries and ministries at state convention and local levels engaged in numerous ministries to people of various racial and ethnic minority groups, these ministries frequently failed to yield full partnership from the targeted groups. A common refrain across the Convention’s ethnic minority churches—and echoed during the councils’ deliberations—was that ethnic minority church leaders want to be viewed as more than a mission field of the SBC (the objects of mission and ministry); they want to be part of the Convention’s mission force, valued and respected for their contributions as equal partners in reaching the peoples of our nation and the world with the Gospel.

Southern Baptists of every ethnicity embrace the doctrinal positions espoused by the Convention: personal conversion from sin through faith in Jesus Christ alone; the inerrancy of Scripture; baptism as an external sign of the inner working of God’s grace; regenerate church membership; fidelity to a biblical worldview in matters of ethics and morality; and commitment to the Great Commission—to proclaim the Gospel, making disciples of all the people and peoples of the world (mathēteusate panta ta ethnē, Matthew 28:19).

And yet . . . too often these brothers and sisters in Christ feel marginalized from Convention processes. For generations, white Southern Baptists have largely shaped the culture of the Convention. They have made the decisions about how Cooperative Program funds are distributed through state Baptist convention and SBC ministries. They have stood before SBC messengers as the visible leaders of the Convention. They have filled the vast majority of executive and administrative leadership positions. They have promoted the ministries they believe best represent the biblical mandates outlined in Scripture.

Our work is not done, and we will continue striving for a Southern Baptist Convention that reflects the diversity of God’s kingdom. This book is a brief summary of the findings of six advisory councils appointed by Dr. Page. Members of the various councils represent more than two dozen ethnic groups and cultural subsets within those groups that identify as Southern Baptist. Their reports face two directions. First, they challenge members within their ethnic minority fellowships to take the lead in proclaiming the Gospel and making disciples of the nations residing in the United States and abroad. Second, their reports call on current Southern Baptist leaders to recognize that the Holy Spirit has called, gifted, and equipped leaders from every racial and ethnic group in the SBC to serve as full partners in leading our Convention to achieve its Kingdom-focused objectives—to the praise of the glory of His grace!
PART ONE

Many Faces, One Convention

• *Ta Ethnē*: The Biblical Mandate — Daniel Sanchez
• A Demographics Review — Richard Stanley
• A Progress Overview: Report of the SBC Executive Committee
The teachings of Scripture are essential and foundational to anything we do in the Lord’s name. In this book, we endeavor to challenge and encourage Southern Baptists to reach every ethnic group and population segment with the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

While there are ethical and social reasons why we would be motivated to share the Good News of salvation with all the world, we must ensure that we have a strong biblical foundation in this endeavor. In the Word of God we find a clear and compelling mandate to lead everyone in every nation to Jesus Christ. In order to accomplish this, in this chapter we will focus on understanding the biblical mandate and implementing that command.

Understanding the Biblical Mandate

If we ask Christians whether they know what the Great Commission says, most of them will answer: “Yes, of course.” However, if we probe, most of them will give evidence that they do not fully understand it and sadly enough, the vast majority of them are not putting it into practice in their daily lives. Considering that these were the last instructions Jesus gave His followers, it is extremely important that we understand precisely what He said and then make the commitment to obey it.

Before His ascension, Jesus gave His final instructions to His followers: “All authority has been given to Me in heaven and on earth. Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all things that I have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age” (Matthew 28:18–20, NKJV).
In order for us to fully understand Jesus’ mandate and be motivated to put it into practice daily, it is important for us to have a clear understanding of the authority of the One who sends, the command that He gives, the scope of His command, and the promise that He gives.

**The Authority of the One Who Sends**

The post-resurrection account of the Gospels helps us to understand the events that unfolded immediately thereafter. Verses 16 and 17 of Matthew 28 reads: “Then the eleven disciples went away into Galilee, into a mountain where Jesus had appointed them. And when they saw him, they worshipped him: but some doubted” (KJV). To dispel any doubts, Jesus appeared to them once more. He had appeared to the women who had gone to the tomb (Matthew 28:9–10). He had appeared to the disciples while Thomas was absent (see John 20). When the apostles told Thomas they had seen the Lord, Thomas replied: “Unless I see the nail marks in His hands and put my finger where the nails were, and put my hand into His side, I will not believe” (John 20:25, NIV). When Jesus appeared to the disciples with Thomas present, He said: “Reach your finger, here, and look at my hands, and reach your hand here, and put it on My side. Do not be unbelieving, but believing” (v. 27, NKJV). Thomas responded: “My Lord, and my God!” (v. 28).

By the time of Jesus’ final appearance to the disciples, they were fully convinced that their Teacher had risen from the dead. It is very likely that the ones who doubted were others that were present at the ascension of the Lord. Paul indicated that over five hundred were present at the ascension, most of whom were still alive when he wrote to the Corinthians (1 Corinthians 15:6). There is clear evidence that the vast majority who gathered to hear Christ’s last instructions were convinced that they were listening to the risen Lord and Savior.

Believers often begin their recitation of the Great Commission with the words “go and make disciples.” While it is true that Jesus did say this, it is extremely important to know what He said before giving this command. The apostles had seen the evidence of Jesus’ power over nature (when He calmed the storm in Mark 6); over demons (when He liberated the Gadarene demoniac in Mark 5); over sickness (when He restored the sight to the blind man in Mark 8); over death (when He raised Lazarus, (see John 11); and when He rose from the dead (John 20). They also had seen Jesus teach with authority, which came only from God (Matthew 7:29). At His ascension, Jesus assured His followers that “all authority” (pasa exousia), “has been given to me” (edothe), which means that there is no limit to the time (it has been given to Him forever) and no limit to the expanse (for it is “in heaven and
on earth”). This means that no area, no people, no culture lies beyond the domain of His power and authority. Having risen, He now has exalted authority over the whole world.

It is important to note that authority precedes mandate. The mandate does not come from someone who wishfully hopes that somehow we might be able to fulfill it. Rather, it comes from the resurrected, exalted, empowered Christ who is able to provide all of the resources needed to fulfill His command. If we have any doubts about being able to fulfill the mandate, we must remember that the one who sends is the one who has all of the power to equip us to fulfill it.

Are there times when you feel that someone is simply “too resistant” to the Gospel message? Perhaps you have already tried to witness to someone who just hasn’t shown any interest. Do you sometimes wonder whether certain cultural groups are simply too committed to their religious traditions, and no matter what you say or do they have already determined that they are not going to be receptive? While it is only human to feel this way, we need to remind ourselves that Jesus has all the power in every single location of the earth to empower us to share the message of salvation and to bring people to faith in him. We are not witnessing in our power or through our intelligence, but rather, through the power of the resurrected Savior. We need to remember that Saul of Tarsus was a persecutor of the Church and was even an accomplice in the murder of Stephen. However, when he had an encounter with the resurrected Christ, he responded, “Lord, what do You want me to do” (Acts 9:6, NKJV). The power of the ascended Christ was so real in the Apostle Paul’s life that he became an instrument for spreading the Gospel throughout the known world. So convinced was he of Christ’s power that he said: “I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me” (Philippians 4:13, NKJV).

His Command

After making it clear that He has all authority, Jesus gave the missionary mandate in Matthew 28:19–20: “As you are going, make disciples, of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost, and lo I am with you always, even to the end of the world” (personal translation).

In the Greek, the words going, baptizing, and teaching are all participles. In a sense, they explain how the Great Commission is to be carried out. The mandate is “make disciples” (mathēteusate). The imperative of the command of Christ involves more than exposing people to the Gospel message or even guiding them to make decisions (which is the starting point). Making disciples involves leading people to receive Jesus as Savior and Lord, and to become an integral part of His church as
lifelong followers, learners, and ministers working toward the expansion of His kingdom. That is why we emphasize evangelism (leading people to make a decision for Christ), as well as discipleship (assembling in congregations of faith where new believers can grow in their knowledge of Jesus Christ and become evangelists and disciple makers).

**The Scope of His Command: “...all nations”**

The Greek word for “nations” is *ta ethnē*, which is where we get the word “ethnic.” This means that all people groups need to be reached with the Gospel and discipled. In order to implement the command, Christ followers must cross linguistic, sociological, racial, cultural, religious, ideological, generational, and geographical boundaries. Another way of stating this is that churches need to be planted among all segments of all societies around the world. Every barrier to the Gospel needs to be bridged by establishing churches that are as near to the unchurched as possible, not only geographically, but also socially, speaking their language and reflecting their culture.

As we seek to carry out Jesus’ command to make disciples of all people groups, we need to ask ourselves: What cultural groups and population segments in this country and around the world are not being witnessed to? The answer to this question should motivate us to do everything within our means—personally and through the use of our resources—to make it possible for unreached people groups to hear and respond to the Good News of salvation.

To obey the *ta ethnē* focus of the Great Commission, we must commit to reach every people group and population segment in America for Christ. Simultaneously, we must go to unreached people groups around world, thus reaching our “Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria and to the ends of the world” (Acts 1:8).

**The Promise that He Gives**

Chapters 16 and 18 of Matthew’s Gospel reveal two powerful and reassuring promises. In Matthew 16:18, Jesus promises: “I will build my church and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it.” It is clear from this passage that the establishment and expansion of the Church is first and foremost a divine endeavor. Jesus has promised to build His church and He never made a promise that He could not keep.

The picture Jesus gives of His Church is not one that defensively survives the onslaught of the enemy, but one that aggressively tears down the enemy’s strongholds and rescues people with the Gospel of salvation.
Second, in Matthew 28:20, Jesus promises always to be with His followers as they obey His command: “and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age.”

In the Greek, *ego meta humon* means that the resurrected Christ promises His spiritual presence will be with His followers in every life situation as they continue to obey His command to “make disciples.” Jesus promises to be with His disciples and His Church until He brings human history to the conclusion He has determined. There will not be a time when He will not be with followers who are doing His will and obeying His command.

The expression, “to the end of the age” assures us that He will not rescind His command until He has accomplished His purpose. His church has gone through many trying times throughout her long and arduous history, but true followers have never been without His presence.

Let’s look for a moment at the ways in which the word “all” is used in the Great Commission—all power, all peoples, all the commands, and all of the time. In other words, the one who has all power sends us to make disciples of all people groups, teaching them all of the things He has commanded. He will be with us all of that time. As A. T. Robertson so aptly states: “The blessed hope is not designed as a sedative to an inactive mind and complacent conscience, but an incentive to further endeavor to pass on to the farthest limits of the world that all the nations may know Christ and the power of His Risen life.”

**Implementation of the Biblical Mandate**

A clear understanding of the biblical mandate will motivate us to do everything within our power to put it into practice daily. Today there are many opinions on how the Great Commission can be fulfilled. Some have such a broad definition that almost everything they do is considered Great Commission activity. But how did Jesus’ early followers put the mandate into practice? To answer this question definitively, we can go to God’s Word and examine what two churches did to obey Jesus’ mandate—the Jerusalem Church and the Antioch Church.

**The Jerusalem Church Initiated the Mandate**

In Acts 2:40–47 we find a description of how Jesus’ followers put His mandate into practice. Here, Peter witnessed (*diemartúrato*) to the crowd that had gathered at Pentecost (v. 40). Then, among those who heard, many “gladly received” the word, “were baptized” (*ebaptísthesan*), and “the same day there were added unto them about three thousand souls.” The apostles followed Jesus’ command to baptize in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Then, the new believers
were not abandoned to fend for themselves. Through the ordinance of baptism they were incorporated into the Church, but that was not the end of their experience.

After baptism, “they continued steadfastly in the apostles’ doctrine and fellowship” (v. 42). This means that there was ongoing discipleship. The apostles did not forget that Jesus had instructed them to continue in the discipling process: “Teaching them to observe all things (pánta ósa) whatever I commanded you.” They continued in fellowship (koinonia) as they added believers. There was genuine camaraderie in which they rejoiced as members of the Body of Christ. In this spirit of fellowship they celebrated by bread breaking, following the ordinance that Jesus had given them in the upper room prior to His death.

We also find that the newly-formed church engaged in prayer. Through Jesus, they were in communication with God as they prayed. As they continued in prayer, another promise of the Great Commission became vividly evident: “and behold I am with you.” The expression in Greek (ego eimi) communicates that Jesus would be personally present with His followers. Verse 43 gives evidence of God’s presence and power, as “many wonders and signs were done by the apostles.”

Verses 44 and 45 describe the marvelous unity of the newly formed church at Jerusalem, and the inspiring way they ministered to various needs among their fellowship. Verse 46 describes the manner in which the new Christians went outside their own place of worship and into homes to fellowship and celebrate the presence of God with joy and genuine adoration. The devotion and generosity of the believers impacted the outsiders, for they were “having favor (xárin) with all the people.” As a result, “The Lord added to the church daily those who were being saved” (v. 47, NKJV) Undoubtedly, seeing this, the apostles were reminded of Jesus’ promise: “I build my church and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it” (Matthew 16:18).

From this brief study of Scripture we can obtain a clear understanding of how Jesus’ disciples put the Great Commission into practice. They communicated the message of salvation, baptized the believers, spent time discipling them, and then further engaged them in worship, prayer, and celebration of the Lord’s Supper. New disciples were encouraged to participate in caring fellowship and to accept ministry and leadership roles to the body of Christ as well as to unbelievers.

Based on these teachings we can reasonably assert that the disciples worked toward the implementation of the Great Commission by sharing the Good News of salvation and gathering believers into local congregations that contributed toward the spreading of the Gospel.
The Antioch Church Expanded the Mandate

While it is inspiring to read how the church in Jerusalem grew, we might ask, Why did it take so long for the Church to expand beyond its borders? Could it be that even though they had heard the Great Commission, Jesus’ disciples still had not captured the vision about expanding the Gospel? We find one of the clues to this in the apostles’ last question to Jesus before His ascension: “Will you at this time restore the kingdom to Israel?” (Acts 1:6).

The disciples had heard Jesus speak repeatedly about proclaiming the Gospel throughout the world. In Mark 16:15 He told them: “Go into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature.” In Matthew 24:14 He told them: “And this gospel of the Kingdom shall be preached in all of the world for a witness unto all nations; and then the end will come.” Despite their Master’s instructions to branch out, however, the disciples focused primarily on their own cultural group.

In response to the disciples’ question, the resurrected Christ reiterated the Great Commission: “But you shall receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you shall be witnesses to Me in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the end of the earth,” (Acts 1:8, NKJV).

The first seven chapters of Acts detail the expansion of the Jerusalem church. It almost seems as if the disciples heard Jesus say, “And you shall be witnesses unto me in Jerusalem and in Jerusalem and in Jerusalem,” because that is where they stayed. Included in these chapters is an introduction to Saul and the stoning of Stephen, the first Christian martyr (Acts 7).

Acts 8 opens by painting a picture of the tumultuous conditions to which the early believers were subjected: “At that time a great persecution arose against the church which was at Jerusalem; and they were all scattered throughout regions of Judea and Samaria, except the apostle.” (NKJV). It is interesting to note that it took Acts 8:1 to start implementing Acts 1:8! This leads us to ask the vital question: What will it take on a personal, congregational, and denominational level for us to implement the Great Commission today?

In Acts 11:19, the biblical narrative explains how the Gospel was spread to broader regions: “Now they which were scattered abroad upon the persecution that arose about Stephen travelled as far as Phoenicia, and Cyprus, and Antioch, preaching the word to none but unto the Jews only.” These were refugees fleeing religious persecution, but they are to be greatly commended for preaching the Word unceasingly, even while they were displaced in foreign lands. It is inspiring to see their zeal for the Lord and their commitment to be witnesses unto
the Lord. It is also understandable that they spoke primarily to their own cultural group, for it is estimated that there were at least 50,000 Jews in Antioch. They certainly understood their language and their customs, so it made perfect sense for them to start by evangelizing their own cultural and linguistic group. But there is a question that we cannot avoid: “What would have happened to the implementation of the Great Commission if they had confined themselves to their own cultural group?”

In connection with this, there is another question we cannot escape: How many Acts 11:19 churches do we have today? While it makes sense to start with the people whose language and culture we understand, it goes directly against the spirit of the Great Commission to focus exclusively on our own group. Christ did not intend for His disciples to ignore all of the other ethnic and cultural groups that desperately need the message of salvation. Is there reason for us to stop here and pray a prayer of repentance and seek the Lord’s guidance in obeying His Great Commission?

Thank God for Acts 11:20, which reads: “And some of them were men of Cyprus and Cyrene, which, when they were come to Antioch, spake unto the Greeks, preaching the Lord Jesus.” These were Jewish Christians who had been born outside of Israel. Their contact with Gentiles equipped them to understand their culture and language and to feel so much compassion for them that they wanted to share the Gospel message. We need Christians who are so committed to obey the command of Jesus that they are willing to cross all barriers to share the Good News of the Savior. We need churches that are willing to look at their communities and make a conscious decision to reach all surrounding cultural groups with the message of salvation.

The emphasis of this book is to reach all of the ethnic groups and population segments with the Gospel. This means that majority churches, as well as minority churches, must be willing to emulate the men of Cyprus and Cyrene and stretch beyond their own cultural group to reach America for Christ.

The task is not easy, and often may seem overwhelming; however, we have the promise of Christ’s presence. It is indeed inspiring to read in verse 21, “And the hand of the Lord was with them: and a great number believed and turned to the Lord.” We could paraphrase this verse and say: “And the Jesus who promised to be with them as He gave the Great Commission was right there with them when they were implementing it; and a great number believed and turned unto the Lord.” O how we yearn for the hand of the Lord to be upon us and upon our churches! We can safely say
that when we are going into the world and making disciples, the presence of the Lord will be with us in a tangible way.

The remainder of chapter 11 tells us that when the Jerusalem church received the news of how the Gospel spread in Antioch, they sent Barnabas to investigate what had happened. When he got there, he saw the “grace of God” (v. 23).

Barnabas then went to Tarsus and got Saul and together they ministered at this missionary church. We cannot overlook that it was at Antioch that Christ followers were first called Christians (v. 26). It was also this church, comprised of Jews and Gentiles, that collected an offering for the Jewish Christians who were experiencing famine in Jerusalem (vv. 27–30). A church that is willing to fulfill the Great Commission is also willing to break down the walls of partition that this world erects between the cultural groups (Ephesians 2:14, 15).

Acts 13 gives further detail of the Antioch church’s trailblazing efforts to implement the Great Commission. Verse 1 reveals the cultural and socio-economic diversity among the church’s leadership. Manaen was the half-brother of Herod. Saul was highly educated. Some scholars believe that Simeon, called Niger, was of African heritage, and some speculate that he may have been the one who carried Jesus’ cross. We have no way of knowing, but we can conclude that this church was open to diversity among its leaders.

A clear example of the missionary spirit at Antioch is that “As they ministered to the Lord and fasted, the Holy Spirit said, ‘Now separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work to which I have called them’” (v. 2, NKJV). Now, this church could have said, “No, Lord, these are our best leaders, how can we give them up?” Aside from that they could have said, “Saul is a tent maker and he tithes to our church. If he leaves, this will affect our budget.” It is good for us to reflect on the excuses we use before the Lord for not investing ourselves and our resources in the Lord’s work.

It is truly inspiring to read: “And when they had fasted and prayed, and laid their hands on them, they sent them away” (v.3, KJV). Can this be said of our churches as we focus on the dire need to reach the people groups and population segments in our nation for Christ?

G. Campbell Morgan addressed how the Church at Antioch was constituted:

Certain men of Cyprus and Cyrene had preached in Antioch to these Greek men the Gospel of the Lord Christ; and these men hearing the Gospel of the Lord Christ had believed and been baptized by the Holy Ghost, constituted the Church. There had been no consecration of a building. There had been
no apostolic visitation. The Church was not the result of official action, but of proclamation of the Lord and belief in Him and baptism into His life, by the overruling God. In that church in Antioch were gifts bestowed by the Spirit: prophets and teachers. Whence came these gifts? From the Lord himself. How? By the bestowment of the Holy Spirit.

Conclusion

The Great Commission is clear and compelling. Matthew 28:19–20 offers an explanation of the authority of the One who sends, the command that He gives, the scope of His command, and the promise that He gives. The fact that Jesus promises to be with us “to the end of the age” assures us that His commission has not been rescinded or modified. We are still under the mandate to make disciples of all people groups.

The ministry of the Jerusalem church reveals the manner in which the disciples implemented the Great Commission. Preaching the Gospel message, incorporating the believers into the church through baptism, and enabling the believers to worship the Lord in a fellowship of love and ministry made it possible for the message of salvation to spread rapidly and reach unbelievers.

The Antioch Church is an inspiring example of a congregation that understood the Great Commission and was willing to make any sacrifices necessary for the Gospel message to spread to the ends of the earth.

The contributing writers of this book have a deep burden to reach all of America for Christ. Each of the cultural groups represented is an important segment of the population of this country. May the Lord give us a vision to be His instruments in fulfilling the Great Commission so that it can truly be said of us personally and as congregations: “And the hand of the Lord was with them” (Acts 11:21, KJV).
The landscape of the United States has changed in many ways since the year 2000, not the least of which is demographically. This chapter will compare population shifts among ethnic and racial groups of the population with comparable changes in the makeup of congregations (churches and church-type missions) that cooperate with the Southern Baptist Convention (SBC).

Population Trends

Table 1 shows the change in the ethnic and racial makeup of the population during the past fifteen years. White non-Hispanic (also referred to as Anglo) population had modest growth of less than 2 percent. Hispanics experienced the greatest numeric growth (21.3 million persons), while Asians had the fastest rate of growth, 76 percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White Not Hispanic</td>
<td>194,552,774</td>
<td>197,970,812</td>
<td>3,418,038</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>35,305,818</td>
<td>56,592,793</td>
<td>21,286,975</td>
<td>60.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>34,658,190</td>
<td>42,632,530</td>
<td>7,974,340</td>
<td>23.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>2,475,956</td>
<td>4,010,885</td>
<td>1,534,929</td>
<td>62.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian³</td>
<td>10,641,833</td>
<td>18,742,385</td>
<td>8,100,552</td>
<td>76.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Population</td>
<td>281,421,906</td>
<td>321,418,820</td>
<td>39,996,914</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Population estimates may not add to the total due to rounding
² Racial/Ethnic groupings do not sum exactly due to rounding
³ Asian includes Pacific Islander and Alaska Native
Further evidence of demographic shifting is found in Table 2. During the 15 years between 2000 and 2015, the Anglo percentage of the US population decreased from 69.1 to 61.6 percent. Each of the other ethnic and racial groups increased its share of the population, led by Hispanics with 17.6 percent in 2015, compared to only 12.5 percent in 2000. Also, the numeric growth of 21.3 million Hispanics accounted for more than half (53.2 percent) of the total growth of 40 million during the period.

The growth of 8.1 million Asians resulted in a substantial increase of their proportion of the population, from 3.8 to 5.8 percent. And although the numeric growth of African Americans was also about 8 million, their share of the population remained relatively constant, increasing from 12.3 to 13.3 percent.

### Increasing Diversity within the Southern Baptist Convention

In many ways, the SBC has mirrored population trends in the United States. Table 3 shows changes in the number of congregations for six racial and ethnic groups from 2000 to 2015. As was true with the population, the slowest growing group in the SBC is the Anglo (White non-Hispanic) group. The change among Anglo congregations was only 3.4 percent, compared to 11.4 percent overall growth in SBC congregations (the phrase, "SBC congregations," is used in this chapter to refer to churches and church-type missions that cooperate with the SBC).

There is a misconception among some Southern Baptists that the Convention would be in decline except for non-Anglo growth. Although this statement is false, it is certainly true that growth among other racial and ethnic groups has greatly impacted the Convention’s congregational growth.
The largest numerical growth occurred among the African American racial group, with a net gain of 1,425 congregations. The Hispanic ethnic group also fared well, gaining 1,234 congregations.

Asian congregations also experienced a healthy numeric growth of 665, a growth rate of more than 50 percent. While it is beyond the scope of this chapter to provide details for all Asian subgroups, there is strong and significant SBC work among Koreans (872 congregations in 2015), Chinese (245), Filipinos (192), Vietnamese (151), and others.

The Native American growth rate of 24 percent was more modest, but still exceeded the Anglo rate of 3.4 percent.

Another interesting phenomenon is the growing number of churches that describe themselves as multi-ethnic or multi-racial. Included in the Other category, the number of multi-ethnic congregations grew from 148 in 2000 to 288 in 2015, an increase of 95 percent.

The Convention also has very strong work among Haitians, numbering 503 congregations in 2015. Haitian congregations are included in the Other category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Racial/Ethnic Group</th>
<th>Congregations 2000</th>
<th>Congregations 2015</th>
<th>Change Numeric</th>
<th>Change Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White Not Hispanic</td>
<td>39,268</td>
<td>40,597</td>
<td>1,329</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>2,195</td>
<td>3,429</td>
<td>1,234</td>
<td>56.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>2,322</td>
<td>3,747</td>
<td>1,425</td>
<td>61.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>24.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1,271</td>
<td>1,936</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>52.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>1,295</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>71.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>46,165</td>
<td>51,444</td>
<td>5,279</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A closer comparison of the percentage growth of population and SBC congregations makes it possible to determine if Convention growth has matched population growth. For example, the Anglo population growth rate from Table 1 was 1.8 percent, and the corresponding growth rate in congregations from Table 3 was 3.4 percent. This implies that the modest growth among Anglo congregations slightly outpaced
the corresponding population growth. Another way to make a similar comparison is to calculate and compare the ratio of population per SBC congregation in 2000 and 2015. Table 4 shows these ratios by racial/ethnic group.

Focus again on the white non-Hispanic (Anglo) comparison. Since the congregational growth rate outpaced the population growth rate, one would expect an improvement in the ratio of population per congregation from 2000 to 2015. Indeed, Table 4 shows that the ratio of Anglo population per Anglo congregation decreased from 4,954 in 2000 to 4,876 in 2015.

Conversely, population growth was faster than growth in congregations for both Native Americans (63 percent versus 24 percent) and Asians (76 percent versus 52 percent). This resulted in increases in the ratio of population per SBC congregation for these two groups in Table 4.

### Table 4
Ratio of Population per SBC Congregation by Racial and Ethnic Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White Not Hispanic</td>
<td>4,954</td>
<td>4,876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>16,085</td>
<td>16,504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>14,926</td>
<td>11,378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>6,994</td>
<td>9,116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>8,373</td>
<td>9,681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>6,096</td>
<td>6,248</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

African American Population and Growth Trends: A Closer Look

African Americans comprise the third largest population segment in the United States and have the second largest number of SBC congregations. Furthermore, Table 5 shows that the share of SBC congregations classified as having an African American majority increased from 5 percent in 2000 to more than 7 percent in 2015.

The increase of 1,425 congregations from 2000 to 2015 was more than any group, including Anglos. (Refer to Table 3.)
The momentum of Southern Baptist work among African Americans is impressive. Table 4 reveals that the growth rate of African American congregations of 61 percent far outpaced the population growth of 23 percent for this group. As a result, the ratio of African Americans per SBC congregation improved dramatically, from 14,926 in 2000 to 11,378 in 2015.

Table 6 gives an even more dramatic view of the strengthening work among African Americans. Back in 1990, only 568 African American SBC congregations existed, in comparison to a US population of nearly 30 million African Americans. That equated to a ratio of more than 50,000 persons per congregation. Each five-year period from 1990 to 2010 saw a significant increase in African American congregations relative to the corresponding population increase.

It is a concern, however, that the increase in African American congregations since 2010 has become stagnant, with a net gain of only 213. Future projections for growth in the African American population are given in the bottom portion of Table 6. For the ratio of population per congregation to reach the levels suggested, a new emphasis on planting and conserving African American congregations is needed.

Because African American population growth is less rapid than some minorities, projecting just modest net growth of 686 congregations from 2015 to 2030, 991 from 2030 to 2045, and 1,208 from 2045 to 2060 would result in lowering the ratio to 9,000 by 2060. More robust growth of churches would lower the ratio even more.
Church planters and others often ask where the greatest needs are among population segments. Seven counties in the US have African American population per SBC congregation ratios of more than 100,000. They are listed in Table 7.

### Table 7
**Counties with Largest African-American Population per SBC Congregation, 2015**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Population per Congregation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nassau County</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>172,360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens County</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>160,617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King County</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>143,352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kings County</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>114,562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>111,050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each February, the Census Bureau publishes factoids for use during African American History Month. Following are some recent figures published:

- New York State had an estimated 3.8 million African American residents in 2015.
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- The District of Columbia had the highest percentage (50.0 percent) followed by Mississippi (38.3 percent).
- In 2014, there were 108,473 businesses owned by African Americans, of which, 31,216 were healthcare and social assistance firms.
- There were 2.2 million African American military veterans in the US in 2015.
- One in five African Americans age 25 and over had a bachelor’s degree or higher in 2015. In 2015, 1.9 million attained an advanced degree.
- The median income of African American households was $36,544 in 2015, compared to a national median of $55,775.
- There were 9.8 million African American family households in 2016. Of those families, 45.1 percent were married couples living together.

Hispanics: A Closer Look

Hispanics comprise the second largest population segment in the United States and are third in the number of SBC congregations (see Table 1 and Table 3). From 2000 to 2015, the proportion of SBC congregations classified as Hispanic rose from 4.8 percent to 7.3 percent. Hispanic congregations also accounted for 1,234 (23.4 percent) of the net growth of 5,279 of SBC congregations during those fifteen years.

The net gain of 1,234 Hispanic SBC congregations yielded a growth rate of 56 percent. Since the US Hispanic population growth has exploded by 60 percent during the past fifteen years, not even the notable efforts of Southern Baptists have kept pace. Table 8 shows that the population per congregation ratio among Hispanics increased from 16,085 in 2000 to 16,504 in 2015.

The SBC added 500 to 600 Hispanic congregations every five years from 1995 to 2010. A net gain of only 68 congregations was realized between 2010 and 2015. Thus, the population per congregation ratio improved steadily from 1990 to 2010, then worsened (increased) from 2010 to 2015.

Hispanic population projections present a challenging opportunity for Southern Baptists. Improving the population per congregation ratio to an arbitrarily selected 15,000 will require the addition of 808 congregations between 2015 to 2020 and roughly 1,500 congregations every fifteen years through 2060.

Keeping pace with projected population growth will require Southern Baptist to return to the results achieved from 1995 to 2010.
Each of the ten counties listed in Table 9 had a Hispanic population per Hispanic SBC congregation ratio of more than 100,000. Every area of the country is important, yet these counties seem to be key areas for planting Hispanic congregations.

Table 8
Hispanic Population per SBC Hispanic Congregation, 1990 to 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Hispanic Population</th>
<th>Hispanic SBC Congregations</th>
<th>Population per Congregation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>22,379,000</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>34,482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>27,107,000</td>
<td>1,685</td>
<td>16,087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>43,023,614</td>
<td>2,827</td>
<td>15,219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>50,477,594</td>
<td>3,361</td>
<td>15,019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>56,592,793</td>
<td>3,429</td>
<td>16,504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Future Projections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Projections</th>
<th>Needed Congregations for This Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>63,551,000</td>
<td>4,237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td>77,463,000</td>
<td>5,164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2045</td>
<td>98,644,000</td>
<td>6,576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2060</td>
<td>119,044,000</td>
<td>7,936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9
Counties with Largest Hispanic Population per SBC Congregation, 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Population per Congregation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bronx County</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>401,111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kings County</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>256,621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>178,837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middlesex County</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>170,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Haven County</td>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>148,257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulare County</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>146,202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk County</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>139,932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee County</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>138,888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Paso County</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>111,671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne County</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>101,015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hispanic Heritage Month is celebrated each year in the United States from mid-September to mid-October. The dates for this celebration were chosen because seven Latin American countries celebrate their independence during these thirty days, including Chile, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Mexico. Interesting facts shared by the Census Bureau for the 2016 observance are listed below.

- An estimated 119 million Hispanics will live in the United States by the year 2060; Hispanics would then constitute 29 percent of the nation’s population.
- The origins of Hispanics in the US were distributed among these countries in 2015.
  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another Country</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Nine states have more than one million Hispanic residents: Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, and Texas.
- More than half of all Hispanics reside in the states of California, Florida, and Texas.
- There were 16.2 million Hispanic households in the US in 2015. Of that number, 48 percent were married couples with children.
- The number of US residents age five and over speaking Spanish at home was forty million.
- The median income of Hispanic households was $45,150 in 2015.
- Among Hispanics, 4.7 million (14.8 percent) age 25 and over had at least a Bachelor’s degree.
- Foreign-born Hispanic residents totaled 35 percent.
- The number of Hispanic military veterans in 2015 was 1.2 million.
- There were 3.3 million Hispanic-owned companies as of 2012.
- The majority of Hispanic-owned businesses (91 percent) had no paid employees.
Concluding Thought

The United States has been impacted by the realities of world globalization. By 2044, it is estimated there will be no majority population group in the US, as the White non-Hispanic population dips below 50 percent of the total population.

Southern Baptists have a heart for all people and desire to share the Gospel with them. As the United States becomes more diverse in the years ahead, Southern Baptists must continue to diversify and adapt methods to share the truth that Christ died for all people.
At the 1995 annual meeting in Atlanta, Georgia, the Resolutions Committee voted unanimously to present a resolution, “On Racial Reconciliation,” for consideration by the Convention. The Resolutions Committee felt that on the historic occasion of the Southern Baptist Convention’s 150th anniversary, it was appropriate for the Convention to address aspects of its past that needed to be acknowledged.

The resolution acknowledged that relations with African Americans had been damaged by the role slavery played in the formation of the SBC, lamenting and repudiating “historic acts of evil such as slavery from which we continue to reap a bitter harvest.” It repented of racism past and present, saying, “We apologize to all African Americans for condoning and/or perpetuating individual and systemic racism in our lifetime; and we genuinely repent of racism of which we have been guilty, whether consciously or unconsciously.” The resolution concluded by committing to pursue “racial reconciliation in all our relationships” for the glory of God.1

Gary Frost, then the second vice president of the Convention, spoke in favor of the resolution, calling on messengers from the churches to lead the reconciliation process based on the unifying power of Christ. After the resolution was overwhelmingly adopted by the messengers, Frost, on behalf of African American Christians, accepted the apology and extended forgiveness. He closed by praying for forgiveness for racism in all forms and thanking God for the grace He extends to all people.2

Nineteen years later, at the 2014 SBC annual meeting, Alan Cross moved that, in light of the resolution’s twentieth anniversary at the 2015 SBC annual meeting, the SBC president assign a task force to assess the progress Southern Baptists have made in racial reconciliation since 1995 and offer recommendations to the 2015 SBC annual meeting regarding “how Southern Baptists, facilitated by the
Convention’s entities and seminaries, may better reach, make disciples, and raise up leadership from and among diverse racial and ethnic groups in North America.” Upon recommendation by the Convention’s Committee on Order of Business, messengers referred the motion to the Executive Committee.3

Measuring Reconciliation

The Executive Committee determined that the Alan Cross motion largely paralleled a motion made by Paul Kim at the 2009 SBC annual meeting in Louisville, Kentucky, asking the Executive Committee to examine ways in which ethnic churches and church leaders could be more involved in SBC life and leadership.4 Following a two-year review, the report, A Review of Ethnic Church and Ethnic Church Leader Participation in SBC Life, was presented to the messengers at the 2011 annual meeting.5

The 2011 report included ten recommendations to the SBC and offered two suggestions to outside groups—ethnic and racial church leaders and the Southern Baptist Pastors’ Conference leadership—about ways to expand intercultural diversity in Convention life (see APPENDIX at the conclusion of this report).

The recommendations sought to provide a consistent mechanism for enlisting racial and ethnic church leaders for elected leadership positions in Southern Baptist life, including service on SBC committees and boards; to encourage SBC entities to give special attention to employment and involvement of ethnic church leaders through their ministries; and to increase visibility of diverse Southern Baptists through Convention communications and selection of platform personalities at the SBC’s annual meetings. The recommendations were adopted by the messengers, with the requests forwarded to the groups specified in the report.6

During deliberations for this present report, members of the Executive Committee considered how racial reconciliation can be measured. Suggestions included (a) whether potential “barriers to participation” in Convention life have been identified and removed; (b) what “markers of inclusion” serve as sign-posts that greater participation is taking place; (c) where “proportional representation” of qualified individuals to positions of leadership and service in Convention processes falls on the continuum of visible and strategic leadership roles; and (d) how or whether the “conversation” about intercultural engagement has changed, especially since the 2011 report was adopted.
This report provides a brief chronological overview of significant events in Convention life from 1995 through 2015 and reviews specific action steps taken since the 2011 recommendations were adopted by the Convention.

**A BRIEF CHRONOLOGICAL REVIEW, 1995–2015**

*Racial Reconciliation Task Force, 1996–1999*

Following adoption of the 1995 Resolution on Racial Reconciliation, the SBC Inter-Agency Council (IAC; renamed the Great Commission Council in 1997) named a task force “charged to work toward a strategy and implementation of full racial and ethnic reconciliation.” It named Richard Land, president of the Christian Life Commission (now the Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission), as chairman of the task force. In establishing the task force, the IAC called for SBC entity heads “to strive for representation on our boards of trustees, our staffs and faculties, and all other bodies, based on biblical qualifications and embracing the ethnic diversity of the Southern Baptist Convention.”

Then-IAC Secretary Paige Patterson told *SBC LIFE* at the time that the IAC had an obligation and an opportunity to profoundly influence progress toward racial reconciliation in the SBC. “As the IAC reflected on the resolution made last year on racial reconciliation,” he said at the time, “and as we listened to the thoughts and the counsel of a number of our fellow Southern Baptists of African American ethnic background, we decided it was essential that we take a direct leadership role in putting actual feet to the resolution.”

The task force was comprised of representatives of each SBC entity and agency and included African American, Hispanic, and Native American consultants. The Task Force met several times from 1996 through 1998, with its last meeting on January 27, 1999.

Some of the major accomplishments of the Racial Reconciliation Task Force included the following: (a) advised the Executive Committee how to administer funds raised through an “Arson Fund” established during the 1996 SBC annual meeting in New Orleans to assist ninety-five African American churches victimized by arsonists; (b) encouraged the SBC Implementation Task Force, charged to oversee the restructure of the SBC in 1997, to maintain a strong focus on “African American and ethnic ministries”; (c) affirmed redirecting the unspent Arson Fund to the SBC seminaries for theological training for African American pastors; (d) urged ethnic fellowship leaders to develop a pool of eligible candidates to serve as SBC trustees “so the SBC
Committee on Nominations can consider these individuals in their selection process”; and (e) heard reports about the “unabated” growth in the number of ethnic and language churches being planted and/or choosing to align with Southern Baptists.

SBC and State Baptist Convention Officers

In 1994, the Convention elected a Chinese pastor and an African American pastor as two of its top three officers—Simon Tsoi, pastor of First Chinese Baptist Church in Phoenix, Arizona, was elected as first vice president, while Gary Frost, pastor of Rising Star Baptist Church in Youngstown, Ohio, was elected second vice president. The following year, in 1995, Frost was reelected to serve a second term as second vice president and subsequently served as a consultant to the Racial Reconciliation Task Force.

The year after the resolution was adopted (1996), African American pastor Fred Luter, of Franklin Avenue Baptist Church in New Orleans, was elected as second vice president of the Convention. Luter would later be elected as first vice president of the Convention (2011), and then, in 2012, he was elected by acclamation as the first African American president of the Southern Baptist Convention. He was reelected in 2013, also by acclamation.

In the nineteen SBC officer elections since 1995, the Convention has elected ten presidents to first-year terms (each was also elected to a second term) and thirty-eight first and second vice presidents to one-year terms. Of the ten presidents, one was Native American (Johnny Hunt, elected in 2008 and 2009) and one was African American (Fred Luter, elected in 2012 and 2013).

Of the thirty-eight first and second vice presidents elected since 1995, four have been African American, one Hispanic, and one Korean, representing 15.8 percent of those elected to serve in these roles. Others have been nominated to serve as president, first vice president, or second vice president without being elected, most recently when Korean pastor Dennis Manpoong Kim received 40.7 percent of the vote as the runner-up in the 2014 SBC presidential election.

Numerous African Americans and Chinese Americans, as well as Filipinos, Hispanics, and Japanese Americans, had been elected as state Baptist convention presidents prior to 1995 (in Alaska, California, Hawaii Pacific, Illinois, Michigan, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania/South Jersey, and Utah/Idaho). The number of state Baptist conventions to elect non-Anglo presidents continued to grow following the 1995 SBC resolution. From 1996 to 2013, twelve additional state conventions joined
the ten above in electing almost forty African Americans or individuals from other racial or ethnic groups as state convention presidents.28 In 2014, Nevada and Tennessee became the twenty-third and twenty-fourth state conventions to have elected African American or other non-Anglo state Baptist convention presidents.29

The Baptist Faith and Message, 2000

Building upon the theological framework of the 1995 Resolution, members of *The Baptist Faith and Message* revision committee addressed the sin of racism with both explicit and implicit wording in their proposal to the 2000 SBC annual meeting. Both the 1925 and 1963 versions of *The Baptist Faith and Message (BF&M)* urged Christians to oppose “every form of greed, selfishness, and vice.”30 Among other changes, the 2000 BF&M committee added the words “should oppose racism,” placing them in the lead position in the sentence, “In the Spirit of Christ, Christians should oppose racism, every form of greed, selfishness, and vice...” (emphasis supplied),31 which was adopted by the messengers at the annual meeting.

More subtly, the committee highlighted the biblical doctrine of the unity of the human race in Article III (“every person of every race possesses full dignity and is worthy of respect and Christian love”) and Article VI (“the redeemed of all the ages, believers from every tribe, and tongue, and people, and nation”).32

Growth in Membership and Numbers of Churches

Under both the Home Mission Board and its successor, the North American Mission Board, church planting initiatives have targeted the underserved urban centers of the United States and Canada. For example, in March 2015, NAMB President Kevin Ezell reported that “more than 58 percent of the churches Southern Baptists started in 2014 were non-Anglo.”33

This NAMB report reflects a multi-year trend. The growth of racial and ethnic congregations and congregants that voluntarily cooperate with the Southern Baptist Convention has significantly outpaced that of Anglo churches. Between 1998 and 2013, growth in membership of the 40,371 predominantly Anglo churches declined by 2.33 percent (from 14,700,709 in 1998 to 14,658,060 in 2013) while total membership in predominantly non-Anglo churches increased by 115.78 percent (from 637,934 in 1998 to 1,376,504 in 2013). Church membership in predominantly non-Anglo churches now accounts for almost 10 percent of total membership of cooperating Southern Baptist churches, with almost 6 percent being African
American. Given that membership in predominantly Anglo congregations reflects varying numbers of other racial and ethnic populations, it is likely that the total percentage of non-Anglo involvement is slightly higher.

The total number of non-Anglo congregations (churches and church-type missions) also outpaced the percentage growth of Anglo congregations during the same period. In 1998, the Convention reported 44,949 congregations, of which 6,048 were non-Anglo (or 13.45 percent of congregations). By 2013, the number of congregations had grown to 50,474, of which 10,103 were non-Anglo, or 20.02 percent of total congregations. The 2014 Annual Church Profile report, which will serve as the basis for NAMB's Center for Missional Research to update these statistics, had not been released at the time this report was prepared.

Fellowships and Networks

Following an organizational meeting in 1993, the National African American Fellowship (NAAF) was formally established in 1994 and celebrated its twentieth anniversary during the 2014 SBC annual meeting in Baltimore. NAAF provides an affinity fellowship for churches and pastors who desire to identify with the doctrinal and missiological vision of the Southern Baptist Convention. Throughout NAAF’s twenty-year history, it has been on the front lines of encouraging church planting, enlisting existing churches to become part of the Southern Baptist Convention, and helping African American churches, many of which are new to the Convention, navigate through SBC culture; affect individual lives and churches; actively influence society; and fulfill the Great Commission.

The Black Southern Baptist Denominational Servants Network (BSBDSN), chartered in 1997, was designed to connect African American employees of SBC entities for scholarly fellowship and mutual encouragement. The BSBDSN produced six issues of The Journal of Black Southern Baptist History between 2003 and 2008; honored several key Southern Baptist leaders for their contributions to the advancement of African American participation in Convention causes (for example, during its 2004 annual meeting, the Network honored The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary President R. Albert Mohler Jr. for his commitment to provide black church and intercultural studies at the seminary and his commitment to employ African American faculty and staff); and hosted two Southern Baptist African American History Project seminars in conjunction with the 2003 SBC annual meeting in Phoenix, Arizona, and the 2004 SBC annual meeting in Indianapolis, Indiana.
In the inaugural issue of the *Journal*, executive editor-in-chief Sid Smith listed a timeline containing twenty-five milestones of racial progress for African American churches and church leaders in the Southern Baptist Convention. Called “Ten Years of Racial Progress in the SBC, 1992–2002,” a few of these findings noted such things as (a) progress in Baptist associations calling African Americans to serve as director of missions; (b) vice presidents elected to serve the International Mission Board and the North American Mission Board as well as one of the seminaries; and (c) Southern Baptist seminaries increasing the number of African American faculty and increasing their focus on African American church studies, “even to the point of a doctoral program in African American Church Leadership.”

Other findings noted (d) dramatic increases in attendance at Black Church Leadership Week at Ridgecrest and Glorieta; (e) SBC boards and committees included a “dramatic increase” in African Americans; (f) an African American delivered the annual sermon at the SBC; (g) two state conventions called “a man of color” to serve as executive director; and (h) SBC agencies opening mainstream management positions to African Americans.

The final item on the list pointed to the “exponential proliferation of African American churches in the SBC” as “a contemporary phenomenon in church history,” a fact attested to in the previous section of this report.

**Members of SBC Committees and Trustee Boards**

It is widely perceived that the momentum Smith observed, that “SBC boards and committees included a ‘dramatic increase’ in African Americans,” was not sustained into the twenty-first century. Statistical records of the racial or ethnic identity of individuals elected or appointed to serve on the boards and committees of the Southern Baptist Convention have not been solicited nor kept on a consistent basis, so there is no hard evidence to which one can point without doing an exhaustive review of thousands of individuals appointed to serve on SBC committees and elected to serve on SBC committees and boards.

Using the eighty-three-member Executive Committee as a representative body of the composition of the other board and committees of the Convention, the Executive Committee reviewed its own composition during the twenty years since the adoption of the Racial Reconciliation Resolution. If the membership of the Executive Committee serves as a microcosm of the other boards and committees, the presence of the intercultural make-up of the Convention was (and is) sorely lacking. Of the 249 individuals nominated and elected to serve on the Executive Committee since
1996, no more than eight were from non-Anglo racial or ethnic groups, representing only 3.2 percent of the members nominated and elected to this committee.\textsuperscript{44}

The 2011 Report anticipated a formal, consistent mechanism would be set in place to encourage selection of a wider diversity of representation on the boards and committees of the Convention. In 2014, Executive Committee staff discovered that the nomination form used by the Committee on Committees had not been amended in 2011, a situation which has since been remedied (see below).

However, since the Ethnic Study Committee Report was adopted in 2011, as shown in the following section of the report, the three presidents who have been elected have taken the initiative to make appointments that reflect the intercultural diversity of the Convention. The fact that such a careful process on the part of the SBC presidents has yielded a more balanced intercultural mix of nominees points to the need for such a formal mechanism for all positions, whether appointed by the SBC President or nominated by the Committee on Committees and the Committee on Nominations.

\section*{AN UPDATE ON THE 2011 REPORT}

In the four years since the adoption of the ten SBC-focused recommendations contained in the SBC-adopted “Directing the Executive Committee to Study Greater SBC Involvement for Ethnic Churches and Leaders,” the following action steps have been taken by various SBC entities, committees, and leaders.

\begin{itemize}
  \item In tandem with the adoption of the Ethnic Study Report in 2011, EC president and CEO Frank S. Page, during his inaugural Executive Committee report, invited leaders of each SBC entity, the cooperating state Baptist convention executive directors, and presidents of more than twenty ethnic fellowships that participate in Southern Baptist life and ministry to join him in signing an “Affirmation of Unity and Cooperation,” pledging trust and cooperation between all ethnicities and races in order to “engage all people groups with the Gospel of Jesus Christ.”\textsuperscript{45}
  \item The Executive Committee, as part of its annual “data call” from the Southern Baptist Convention entities, has requested a descriptive report of participation of ethnic churches and church leaders in the life and ministry of the respective SBC entity for 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015.\textsuperscript{46}
  \item The Executive Committee amended the SBC President’s Notebook given to each newly-elected president of the Southern Baptist Convention to include a section encouraging the president to give special attention to appointing individuals
\end{itemize}
who represent the diversity within the Convention, and particularly ethnic diversity, among his appointees to the various committees under his purview (Committee on Committees, Credentials Committee, Resolutions Committee, and Tellers) and encouraging the president to encourage the selection of annual meeting program personalities by the Committee on Order of Business that represent the ethnic diversity within the Southern Baptist Convention. 47

The SBC president reported the ethnic and racial diversity of appointees he selects for the committees under his purview in 2012, 2013, and 2015, with the descriptive information printed in the respective SBC Daily Bulletins, SBC Annual, or the SBC President’s Page on SBC.net. 48

The Executive Committee has requested the seven-member SBC Committee on Order of Business (six elected members and the SBC President) to give due consideration to the ethnic identity of program personalities it enlists for each Southern Baptist Convention annual meeting, chronicling each year’s program personalities. 49

In 2011, the Executive Committee amended the nomination form used by the Committee on Nominations to provide a place where a nominee may indicate his or her ethnic identity, should he or she so choose. 50 During the 2014 SBC annual meeting, the Executive Committee observed that the nomination form used by the Committee on Committees lacked a place where a nominee may indicate his or her ethnic identity. The Executive Committee has since amended the nomination form used by that committee. 51

The SBC entities continue to give due consideration to the recruitment of students, production of resources, offering of services, and employment of qualified individuals to serve in the various professional staff positions, on seminary faculty, and as appointed missionaries in order to reflect the intercultural diversity within Southern Baptist life as reported in the annual “data call” report contained in the Ministry Reports submitted to the Cooperative Program committee of the Executive Committee each winter and posted online at SBC.net/CP/Ministry Reports. The Executive Committee Communications Workgroup has reviewed the intercultural component of the Ministry Reports at its February meeting each year since 2011. 52

The Executive Committee, through its various publications and news outlets, continues to provide news coverage of interest to individuals of all ethnicities and to carry stories that demonstrate the wonderful works the Lord is accomplishing through the vital ministries of Baptists of “every tribe and tongue and people and nation.” A search of Baptist Press and SBC LIFE, using search terms relative to specific ethnic and racial groups or fellowships such as, for example,
NAAF, Chinese churches, Korean churches, Native American, Deaf ministry, messianic, and a myriad of other terms, will yield scores of returns. Historical articles such as those written on the fiftieth anniversary in 2013 of the Birmingham church bombing and an historical review of ethnic participation in the Convention at the time Fred Luter was elected SBC president in 2012 are also routinely sprinkled throughout these two news outlets for Southern Baptists.

- Other Executive Committee-produced publications, such as the *Forged by Faith* film series, *Meet Southern Baptists*, and *The Southern Baptist Convention: A Closer Look*, include images that reflect the diversity of the Convention.

- In concert with the North American Mission Board, the president of the Executive Committee has appointed four ethnic advisory councils (Hispanic, 2011; African American 2012; Asian American, 2013; and Multi-Ethnic, 2014), requesting reports from each advisory council designed to assist the EC, NAMB, and the other SBC entities in understanding and appreciating the perspectives the various racial and ethnic churches and church leaders bring to the common task of reaching the nation and the world with the Gospel, and to provide information, insight, and counsel to NAMB and EC staff relative to the special needs and concerns of the many ethnic churches and church leaders in the Southern Baptist network of churches. The first two have completed their three-year assignments and have submitted their reports to Executive Committee President Frank S. Page. They are posted under the “Ethnic Participation” tab at www.sbc.net/cp/ministryreports/2014/sbcec.asp.

- In concert with the six seminaries and Union University, the Executive Committee hosted an Intercultural Educational Summit to further discussions with numerous racial and ethnic leaders about how best to deliver educational opportunities for God-called pastors from non-Anglo Southern Baptist churches.

- Working in concert, the North American Mission Board and the Executive Committee have hosted the “Many Faces of the SBC” booth in the exhibit hall at the SBC annual meeting in 2012, 2013, 2014, and will again in 2015, and has conducted numerous interviews with ethnic church leaders at the Cooperative Program booth in the exhibit area. The high visibility of the many faces of the SBC in the exhibit hall and in the SBC annual meeting sessions of the SBC has raised the visibility of ethnic church leaders in Convention life and provided numerous opportunities for networking and ministry throughout the Convention.

- The SBC Executive Committee employed its first two non-Anglo professional employees, Diana Chandler, general feature writer/editor, and Ken Weathersby, vice president for Convention advancement, and has subsequently enlisted its first Hispanic and Asian ministry consultants.
As noted above, the Southern Baptist Convention elected its first African American president in 2012, one of only five presidents over the past forty years who was elected by acclamation in two successive years, and had a Korean presidential nominee in 2014 who received more than 40 percent of the vote.

In response to the killings of unarmed African Americans in 2014, ERLC hosted a Racial Reconciliation Summit in Nashville in late March 2015.

In light of the continuing “globalization” of the American population, NAMB hosted a two-day summit in April 2015 of more than twenty Southern Baptist leaders representing numerous ethnic and racial groups to discuss “current outreach efforts” and to “explore how NAMB can effectively help plant churches for diverse populations in cooperation with” the ethnic and racial fellowships that cooperate with the SBC.

SUMMARY AND FINDINGS

The hundreds of pages of information referenced in this brief report demonstrate that much has been accomplished over the past twenty years in regard to increased racial and ethnic diversity in the life of the Convention, both in terms of awareness and participation. The data indicate that many potential barriers to participation have been identified and are being systematically addressed. There are also numerous sign-posts indicating a higher degree of inclusion of individuals of every race and tribe and tongue in the total fabric of Convention life. And, clearly the conversation has changed: increased participation of individuals of all ethnic and racial backgrounds is a topic of intense interest and frequent discussion at all levels of Southern Baptist life.

We rejoice that individuals of many races and ethnicities are routinely nominated and elected to key leadership roles in state Baptist convention and SBC life.

We celebrate the tremendous growth in the number of churches and church members from every kindred and tongue and tribe and nation that we have experienced since 1995.

We applaud the numerous proactive steps our SBC ministry entities have taken to enlist qualified individuals of all races and ethnicities for senior staff positions; to serve on faculty; to be appointed as missionaries and church planters; to write, edit, and produce Christian resources; to service the retirement needs of pastors and church staff; to raise awareness of the moral issues confronting our nation; to equip leaders; and to otherwise serve our churches in a variety of ways.
We affirm efforts taken by our ethnic fellowships and advisory councils to promote increased Cooperative Program support in their respective churches, encourage enrollment in all levels of Bible college and seminary training (including Ph.D. programs), challenge church members to respond to God’s call for overseas and domestic missions and church planting, and serve as salt and light in their communities.

We humbly acknowledge the appropriateness of having repented of our Convention’s past complicity with the systemic racism that marked our country, rather than having challenged our churches and our country to tear down entrenched social structures of inequality, hostility, and prejudice.

We further acknowledge the propriety of clearly stating in our confessional statement that racism is a sin against Almighty God and against our brothers and sisters in Christ.

Indeed, we give thanks that, as a network of autonomous churches, we seek to reflect the intercultural diversity that reflects what the gathered church will look like in heaven and should look like on earth as a display of God’s glory.

However, the materials referenced in this report also reveal that more can and needs to be done. This is especially true in regard to proportional representation on SBC committees and boards.

To that end, the Executive Committee formally and humbly suggests the following action steps be undertaken for at least the next five years so that they become ingrained in our normal way of doing business.

1. That the president of the SBC report the racial and ethnic composition of the committees and group he appoints each year—the Committee on Committees, the Resolutions Committee, the Credentials Committee, and the Tellers—through *Baptist Press*; that the SBC Executive Committee include this report in the *Daily Bulletin*, Tuesday, Part 1; and that the SBC Recording Secretary include this report in the proceedings of the Convention when the president announces his appointments.

2. That each state/regional member of the Committee on Committees have a sufficient number of potential nominees to the Committee on Nominations to recommend to the full Committee on Committees so that the Committee on Committees will be able to propose a Committee on Nominations that reflects the racial and ethnic diversity of the Convention; and that the chairman of the Committee on Committees give special attention that, as much as possible, the final report reflects this intercultural diversity.
3. That each member of the Committee on Nominations solicit a sufficient number of potential nominees for the vacancies on the boards and committees of the Convention for which he or she is responsible so that the full Committee will be able to present to the Convention a list of nominees that builds or sustains equitable racial and ethnic diversity on each SBC board and committee; and that the chairman of the Committee on Nominations give special attention that, as much as possible, the final report reflects this intercultural diversity.

4. That the chairmen of the Committee on Committees and Committee on Nominations report the racial and ethnic composition of the committees and boards they nominate each year (along with other information such as representative church sizes, average CP giving of nominees’ churches, baptism ratios, representative ages, and gender considerations) when their reports are released through Baptist Press; that the SBC Executive Committee include these reports in the Daily Bulletin, Tuesday, Part 2; and that the SBC Recording Secretary include these reports in the proceedings of the Convention when the chairmen move the adoption of their respective reports.

5. That the editors of Baptist Press, SBC LIFE, and the state Baptist publications make use of the information contained in the annual Ministry Reports submitted by the SBC entities to the SBC Executive Committee each February and the entity reports printed in the SBC Book of Reports each June to tell the good news of what God continues to do through the life and ministry of our SBC entities, giving particular attention to the participation of ethnic churches and church leaders in the ministries of the respective entities.

6. That our cooperating state Baptist conventions, local associations, and racial and ethnic fellowships encourage all cooperating Southern Baptist churches to submit an annual church profile for these prevailing reasons: (1) the information contained in the ACP routinely serves as the basis for determining whether a church, regardless of its racial or ethnic identity, fully cooperates with the Convention, and is used by the SBC President, Committee on Committees, and Committee on Nominations to determine if an appointee or a proposed nominee is “qualified” as representing a fully supportive, cooperating church; (2) it is unlikely that someone from churches that fail to submit an ACP will be selected to serve the Convention, with the result that the diversity their church brings to the Convention remains unknown, uncelebrated, and unrepresented; and (3) the information contained in the ACP becomes part of an aggregated total that serves as a report card to ourselves to inform us on how we are doing as a network of churches to impact the lostness across our nation through evangelism, discipleship, missions, church planting, attendance, and stewardship and to spur us to address areas of apparent weakness in these key areas of Christian responsibility.
7. That the Executive Committee, each SBC entity, each cooperating state Baptist convention, and each racial and ethnic fellowship seek to educate all Southern Baptist churches, especially those that do not have a history with the SBC, that Cooperative Program giving serves as the primary means of measuring a church’s support for its state Baptist convention and SBC missions and ministries. While the Convention celebrates the generous support of Southern Baptists as they channel giving to Great Commission causes through their churches, the Convention voted in 2010 to “continue to honor and affirm the Cooperative Program as the most effective means of mobilizing our churches and extending our outreach,” affirming that “designated gifts to special causes are to be given as a supplement to the Cooperative Program and not as a substitute for Cooperative Program giving.” (emphasis supplied)

The Executive Committee observes that none of these steps answers the fundamental question about whether reconciliation has occurred in individual Baptists’ lives. Reconciliation is, at its core, a spiritual concept. True reconciliation is a condition of the heart. It is a restoring of right relationships between formerly estranged individuals or groups. It begins with fallen individuals being reconciled with God through Jesus Christ (2 Corinthians 5:18–21; Colossians 1:21–23). When separated from its redemptive roots, racial reconciliation, while laudable, is merely a humanistic achievement; but when grounded in the Gospel, it demonstrates the majesty and goodness of God’s grace.

Once an individual has been reconciled with God through Jesus Christ, the indwelling Holy Spirit begins a sanctification process in his/her redeemed spirit, targeting such destructive emotions as prejudice, anger, malice, and bitterness (John 4:9–42; Ephesians 4:30–32), replacing them with divine qualities such as love, joy, longsuffering, gentleness, and self-control (Galatians 5:22–23).

Such a radical transformation provides the fertile soil for reconciliation between both individuals and groups. In Christ, the “dividing wall of hostility” between brothers and sisters is torn down (Ephesians 2:14). The Lord creates “in Himself one new man from the two” and reconciles “both to God in one body through the cross,” putting the former “hostility to death” (Ephesians 2:15–16). The resultant peace cannot be given by the world (John 14:27). It is a transforming peace that “surpasses all understanding” (Philippians 4:7).

The referred motion raised the question about how Southern Baptists, facilitated by the Convention’s entities and seminaries, can “better reach, make disciples, and raise up leadership from and among diverse racial and ethnic groups in North America.”
Simply stated, the answer is to stay the course that is currently in place and intentionally implement the proactive steps enumerated above. Heightened awareness of the need to be more broadly inclusive leads to greater sensitivity to where we are and where we need to be. Greater sensitivity leads to intentional accountability, both in monitoring specific accomplishments and in celebrating continued progress through routine news reports and day-to-day conversations.

We pray God will use and bless this report for His Kingdom purposes.

Respectfully submitted,

The Executive Committee, June 15, 2015.
APPENDIX

Recommendations Related to the Executive Committee Report
A Review of Ethnic Church and Ethnic Church Leader Participation in SBC Life

Adopted by messengers to the
2011 Southern Baptist Convention Annual Meeting

Recommendation 5: SBC Referral: Directing the Executive Committee to Study Greater SBC Involvement for Ethnic Churches and Leaders

After extensive study of a 2009 motion, the Executive Committee of the Southern Baptist Convention makes the following recommendations designed to foster conscious awareness of the need to be proactive and intentional in the inclusion of individuals from all ethnic and racial identities within Southern Baptist life and recommends the Southern Baptist Convention request:

A. The Executive Committee to request from the Southern Baptist Convention entities to submit as part of its annual “data call” [as described in Bylaw 18E (12)], a descriptive report of participation of ethnic churches and church leaders in the life and ministry of the respective SBC entity; and

B. The Executive Committee to include a section in the SBC President’s Notebook given to each newly-elected president of the Southern Baptist Convention encouraging the president to give special attention to appointing individuals who represent the diversity within the Convention, and particularly ethnic diversity, among his appointees to the various committees under his purview (Committee on Committees, Credentials Committee, Resolutions Committee, and Tellers Committee); and

C. The SBC president to report the total number of appointees he selects for the committees under his purview that represent the ethnic diversity within Southern Baptist life at the time the names of the committees are released to Baptist Press; and

D. The Executive Committee to include a section in the SBC President’s Notebook encouraging the president to encourage the selection of annual meeting program personalities by the Committee on Order of Business that represent the ethnic diversity within the Southern Baptist Convention; and
E. The Committee on Order of Business to give due consideration to the ethnic identity of program personalities it enlists for each Southern Baptist Convention annual meeting; and

F. The Executive Committee to amend the nomination form for the Committee on Nominations to provide a place where a nominee may indicate his or her ethnic identity, should he or she so choose; and

G. The Committee on Nominations to include in its annual report the total number of new nominees and the total number of individuals among its nominees that represent the ethnic diversity within Southern Baptist life; and

H. The SBC entities to give due consideration to the recruitment and employment of qualified individuals to serve in the various professional staff positions, on seminary faculty, and as appointed missionaries in order to reflect well the ethnic diversity within Southern Baptist life; and

I. The Executive Committee, through its various publications and news outlets, to continue to provide news coverage of interest to individuals of all ethnic interests and to carry stories that demonstrate the wonderful works the Lord is accomplishing through the vital ministries of Baptists of “every tribe and tongue and people and nation”; and

J. The Executive Committee, through its Communications Workgroup, to receive a report from the Executive Committee staff in its February meeting each year concerning the participation of ethnic churches and church leaders in the life and ministry of the SBC entities as reported through the various means outlined in this recommendation (letters a. through i. above); and

The Executive Committee further recommends the Southern Baptist Convention respectfully request the Southern Baptist Pastor’s Conference and other groups which meet as part of the larger event of the Southern Baptist Convention annual meeting be sensitive to the desire of our ethnic brothers and sisters in Christ to see and hear individuals from their respective cultural heritages address attendees of these related groups; and

The Executive Committee further recommends the Southern Baptist Convention strongly encourage church workers and leaders from all ethnic backgrounds within Southern Baptist life to involve themselves to the highest level possible in associational life and through state convention ministries so that their participation in broader denominational life becomes the platform from which their greater involvement in visible roles of leadership in the Convention will naturally follow.68
PART TWO

The Convention Mosaic

- African American — Robert Wilson
- Asian American — Peter Yanes, Paul Kim, Minh Ha Nguyen
  - Hispanic — Daniel Sanchez and Bob Sena
  - Native American — Gary Hawkins
  - Multi-Ethnic — Lennox Zamore
- Anglo Church Planting and Ministry — Rodney Webb
- Bivocational and Smaller Church Ministry — Ray Gilder
“Blest Be the Tie That Binds” is not only the name of a popular hymn of benediction among Baptists, it is also a statement that points to the common ground of religious experience and insight shared by black and white Baptists. Without an understanding of their common heritage and history, it is difficult to understand and appreciate the involvements of African American Southern Baptist today.

“The history of both Black and White Baptists in America has been intertwined from the very beginning. In 1619, one year before the Mayflower landed the Pilgrims at Plymouth Rock, Massachusetts, the first shipload of African slaves landed at Jamestown, Virginia. The first record of a black Baptist dates to 1743 when the Newton, Rhode Island, Baptist church listed Quassey, a Black man, as one of fifty-one members.”

Blacks and whites in America have been intimately involved with one another for centuries, especially in the South. The dehumanizing institutions of slavery and segregation denied blacks the right to interact with whites as equals, but neither system could prevent the cross-cultural fertilization that occurred. Religion was no exception, for black and white Baptists have roots in the same soil, the revivalistic South.

For much of its history, the Southern Baptist Convention had no black members and, therefore, blacks were not directly involved with the life and work of the Convention. Despite this fact, it would be a mistake to conclude that blacks were not affected by or did not impact Southern Baptists.

Though there are differences in the way the majority of black and white Baptists express their religious convictions, the two are related whether they admit it or not.
Further, it is not too misleading to suggest that sociology, not theology, has kept them apart.

According to Rev. Chan Garrett, Blacks organized the first Black Baptist convention—known as the American Baptist Missionary Convention—in 1840 at the Abyssinian Baptist Church of New York.² It was in 1845 that northern and southern white Baptists split over the issue of slavery, specifically over whether slaveholders could be commissioned as foreign missionaries. From this chasm, the Southern Baptist Convention was formed with approximately 350,000 adherents, 100,000 of whom were Black.³

Some felt that Blacks were not relevant partners in the early days of the SBC and that the enslaved had no voice in the workings or formation of the Convention. I disagree with this line of thought because I believe that their mere presence had a major impact on the development of the Convention and its policies. It would have been practically impossible for their presence not to impact the thoughts and practices of the white Baptists who apparently were sincere in their desire to seek God’s will. Their sincerity in seeking God’s will is evidenced in the first charge given to the Domestic Mission Board (DMB) to: “... take all prudent measures, for the religious instructions of our colored people.”⁴ This, in my opinion, offers proof that the concept of “theology of presence” matters. This phrase was popularized by Dr. Tom Kelly, who served for many years as director of African American ministries with the California Southern Baptist Convention.

The significant involvement of enslaved Blacks helped to both shape the SBC and propel it to the prominent place it holds today in the life of the 15.2 million Southern Baptists who comprise this multicultural body of believers. This Convention of believers has been shaped by both male and female heroes of nearly every race and color. Upon their shoulders we now stand; and hopefully they will continue to uphold us in the future.

Dr. Sid Smith, a champion for diversity within the SBC, reflected powerfully upon this odd history of Blacks in the Southern Baptist Convention: “The Black Southern Baptist experience may be likened to the sound of many [a] Black preacher’s voice during the emotion of a sermon. It is bittersweet poetry in motion; it is pleasure in the midst of pain; it is progress despite resistance; it is struggle that yields movement; it is hope in the midst of uncertainty; it is a question mark with the potential of becoming an exclamation point!”⁵
Black and White Baptist Contacts Prior to 1845

Baptists began work in the South in the late seventeenth century, but it was not until the eighteenth century that their efforts were rewarded. Capitalizing on both the missionary spirit of northern Baptists, especially in Philadelphia, and the revivalist fervor of the First Great Awakening, the Baptist witness spread through Virginia, the Carolinas, and into Georgia. Blacks had limited exposure to Christianity, but some slaves did respond to the Gospel, most often becoming members of predominantly white congregations. Yet, on the eve of the Revolutionary War, a black congregation developed at Silver Bluff, South Carolina. Often regarded as the first black Baptist church in America, its history demonstrates the interdependence of black and white Baptists.

One of the men given credit for helping to found the Silver Bluff Church was George Liele (sometimes spelled Leile or Lisle). Liele was born a slave in Virginia around 1759. His master, Henry Sharpe, moved to Georgia, where Liele was converted and baptized some time prior to 1773. Sharpe, a deacon in his church, later gave Liele his freedom after Liele demonstrated satisfactory evidence of the genuineness of his call to preach. As an itinerant minister, Liele preached throughout the Savannah River region, which included the Silver Bluff plantation of George Galphin. Here Liele and a white minister, probably New Light Congregationalist Wait Palmer, organized the Silver Bluff Church between 1773 and 1775.

Following the Revolutionary War, Baptist strength increased. Baptist concepts of the church and religious liberty seemed to be in harmony with the ideals of the War of Independence, and most Baptists proved to be fiercely patriotic. At the end of the war, they reaped the benefits of that loyalty. The number of Black Baptists also grew as a result of the Second Great Awakening, which began around the turn of the century. Blacks were more directly involved in the protracted brush arbor meetings that characterized the second revival movement than they had been in the First Great Awakening. As a result, more blacks became Christian and many became Baptists. During the first decades of the 1800s, independent black Baptist congregations developed in the North, and several black churches developed in the South also. The southern black Baptist congregations most often operated under white observation, if not supervision, but the majority of black Baptists in the South became members of white churches. These blacks were allowed to worship with whites, sometimes in segregated sections of the church, but rarely were they allowed to be involved in the decision-making process of the body.

Despite the limits that were placed on the black Christian’s freedom of religious expression, the possibility for black and white interaction and contact was evident
in the development of the first organized mission efforts by black Baptists. A sound argument can be made for naming George Liele, who went to Jamaica in 1782 in order to keep his freedom, as the first black Baptist missionary. That motivation for going to the island does not detract from Liele’s extraordinary mission work on the island; but it was Lott Cary who served as the first black Baptist missionary appointed to the foreign field. The formerly enslaved Cary purchased his freedom around 1813 and settled in Richmond, Virginia. Here he was converted and baptized into the First Baptist Church of the city. Soon afterward, he began preaching.

Cary was exposed to the rising concern for foreign missions that led to the creation of the Triennial Convention in 1814 and was so moved by the need for a Christian witness in West Africa that he was instrumental in the founding of the Richmond African Baptist Missionary Society in 1815. Luther Rice was one of the men who saw the society as a potentially powerful tool for Christianizing the continent. Six years after the society was founded, Cary sailed for West Africa with Collin Teague, a minister, and the constituent members of a mission church. They landed in Freetown, Sierra Leone, in 1821. Support for the endeavor came mainly from the Richmond African Baptist Missionary Society, but had additional support. The Triennial Convention made books available. Cary served in both Sierra Leone and Liberia until his accidental death in 1829.  

Despite the cooperation that took place among Baptists for much of the early nineteenth century, Baptist unity was extremely fragile, and in 1845 the bit of unity that existed was demolished. While other issues, such as disputes over the appointment of missionaries to the South and the Southwest and concern over whether the structure of the Triennial Convention was best for carrying out the mission task caused tensions within Baptist circles, the primary issue that led to the dissolution of the Triennial Convention was slavery.

Baptists such as John Leland in Virginia and David Barrow in Kentucky had argued against slavery in the closing years of the eighteenth and the opening years of the nineteenth centuries, but their voices were drowned out by an ever-increasing number of Baptists in the South who saw no contradiction between their Christian commitment and their support of slavery. South Carolina’s Richard Furman, a leader in the Triennial Convention, was one of the leading defenders of slavery, arguing that the institution was sanctioned by the Bible. In the 1830s, however, a more vocal abolitionist movement renewed its attack on slavery, and Baptists found themselves having to wrestle with where they would stand on the issue. The majority concluded that Baptist unity was to be preserved at all costs and managed to steer a dangerous middle course. Events soon made that option even more perilous.
In 1840, Elon Galusha, a vice-president of the Board of Foreign Missions, was elected president of the newly formed American Baptist Anti-Slavery Convention. His public denunciation of slavery in his inaugural address caused a stir in the South. Though the Triennial Convention avoided a major fight over slavery at the 1841 meeting, defections led to the formation of the American Free Mission Society in 1843. Abolitionist strength grew and was evident at the 1844 Triennial Convention, even though a resolution affirming the Convention’s commitment to cooperate in the foreign mission enterprise and remain neutral on the matter of slavery was accepted. Later that year, however, the Home Mission Society refused to appoint a Georgia slaveholder as a missionary to Native Americans, indicating they would no longer appoint slaveholders as missionaries. A similar response from the board of managers of the Triennial Convention led the members of the Virginia Foreign Mission Society to call for a Convention of Baptists in the South. The result was that the Southern Baptist Convention was organized in May 1845 in Augusta, Georgia. Blacks who were part of white churches that became members of the Convention formed a large percentage of the Southern Baptist membership for the next twenty years. Ironically, while Baptist fellowship was broken between the North and South, the interaction of black and white Baptists in the South continued.

The Southern Baptist Convention and Blacks, 1845–1900

The Southern Baptist Convention articulated its concern for Christianizing slaves from its inception and, through the Board of Domestic Missions, made efforts to carry out the Convention’s directive. Laws against teaching slaves how to read and write, the general acceptance by Southern Baptists of black inferiority, as well as their acquiescence to the traditional views on race relations, however, combined effectively to limit the amount of work actually done among the slave population. Furthermore, the geographical vastness of the South, the number of whites who were not Christian, and limited financial resources also hindered formal evangelistic efforts by Southern Baptists among the slaves. For blacks who were converted and became Baptists, the church membership patterns established prior to the formation of the Southern Baptist Convention continued between 1845 and 1865. The majority of slaves became members of white churches, but others attended services for blacks that were conducted by white preachers or gathered together to hear approved black preachers. As the Civil War began, black and white Baptists in the South were involved with one another, even if the involvement was based on a master-slave relationship.

The end of the Civil War did not end black-white involvement among Baptists, but it drastically altered the nature of the relationship. Almost immediately, black Baptists
began to leave white churches. Although the evidence suggests that the parting was by mutual agreement, the split nevertheless reflected both black Baptist determination to be able to participate fully and freely in their own religious organizations and white Baptist inability to adjust to free blacks as equals in Christ.

After the Civil War and Reconstruction years, many of the Blacks who had been part of white churches left to form indigenous churches. Some remained, however, and worked alongside white missionaries to help disciple the masses.

Blacks formed their first state convention in North Carolina in 1866 and continued to develop other state conventions into the 1870s. The impetus for a national structure culminated in the formation of the Baptist Foreign Mission Convention in 1880, but even this momentous event once again reflected the ongoing involvement of black and white Baptists with one another.

The major person behind the formation of the Baptist Foreign Mission Convention was W. W. Colley, a Virginia native who had served as a missionary in Africa under appointment by the Foreign Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention. Upon his return to America in 1879, the black Baptists of Virginia commissioned him to determine whether there was enough support among blacks to establish a foreign mission agency under black control. Colley himself was convinced of the need for blacks to be more involved in the foreign mission enterprise and found enough support to hold a meeting in Montgomery, Alabama, on November 24, 1880, to establish a convention. Approximately 150 people, mainly ministers, attended the meeting, and the Baptist Foreign Mission Convention was born. William H. McAlpine, a leading Baptist minister in Alabama, was elected president, and Colley was elected corresponding secretary.12

Despite Colley's involvement with Southern Baptists and the positive results of that involvement, Southern Baptist involvements with blacks between 1865 and 1900 were hampered by financial problems and by Southern Baptists' inability to rise above the racial attitudes of the South.13 The American Baptist Home Mission Society seized the initiative, especially in the establishment of school for the education of the freedmen, which eventually helped Southern Baptists engage more in educating blacks. Though some leading Southern Baptists had serious doubts about the educability of blacks,14 there was support from the Home Mission Board for the education of ministers who would be responsible for leading the religious development of black people. In order to accomplish this, the board sponsored short-term institutes for black ministers, some in conjunction with Northern Baptists.

The board also helped sponsor some theology students at the Augusta Institute that had been established in 1867 in Augusta, Georgia, by the American Baptist
Home Mission Society. Located in the basement of Springfield Baptist Church, the school’s primary purpose was to prepare black men for ministry and teaching. In 1884 the board appointed Robert T. Pollard, a black Baptist minister in Alabama, to serve as a theological professor at Selma University in Alabama. He later became president of that institution. The Home Mission Board also wanted Southern Baptists to begin a school for blacks, but that was not accomplished in the nineteenth century. Both Pollard and William H. McIntosh, who had served as both president and corresponding secretary of the Domestic Mission Board, continued to serve as theological instructors to black pastors in the various institutes supported by the Domestic Mission Board. Later, the Home Mission Board published a long article titled, “Our Honored Brother, Dr. McIntosh, Who Has Been Crowning a Long Life of Usefulness by Indefatigable Labors Among the Negroes of Georgia.”

Continued theological training of black pastors became a major emphasis for the Board, and as a new century was approaching, partnerships with Northern Baptists expanded. A plan had been put in place that allowed this partnership to develop leadership for preaching, providing aid to churches with vacant pulpits, to settle church disputes, to quell any strife that existed between churches and associations, and “to do all possible to promote the peace, purity, and efficiency of the Colored population.” This plan gave way to hiring several persons to give direct attention to the work of education among blacks. During the early part of the new century, joint work among black Baptist women and the National (black) Baptist Conventions elevated. By 1915, these SBC/NBC collaborative relationships had culminated in hiring nearly thirty missionaries. This joint committee brought on J. W. Bailey, the first evangelist hired by the department of evangelism.

While post-slavery black and white Baptists in the South continued their separate identities, their reaction to the American Baptist Publication Society’s dominance in the field of religious literature also showed their kindred spirit, if not their actual involvement with one another. Following the Civil War, Southern Baptists began to feel the need to publish their own materials. Initial attempts to do this predated the Civil War, but became a casualty of the war. In 1863, the Convention established a Sunday school board to do the work of promotion and to develop materials for use in Southern Baptist Sunday schools. Because of periods of extreme financial difficulty, the board floundered and the Convention made it a part of the Board of Domestic and Indian Missions in 1873. Not until 1891 did the Sunday School Board emerge again as an independent entity. Black Baptists made extensive use of materials from the American Publication Society, and many black ministers worked as colporteurs. Increasing concern over the lack of materials designed to meet the needs of black Baptists, however, led many leaders to conclude that they needed their own publication facilities. The leadership was also concerned that the publication society did
not use capable black writers. These concerns alone did not lead to the formation of the National Baptist Convention, USA, in 1895, but they were among the earliest concerns that the new convention tried to address. Both black and white Baptists in the South felt they needed to control the means of producing and distributing the materials used in their churches.19

From Midnight to the Dawn of a New Day, 1900–1950

The first half of the twentieth century witnessed radical changes in the health of the Southern Baptist Convention and corresponding alterations in its relationship with African Americans. The period was indeed so complex, including massive northern migrations by blacks, two world wars, near financial collapse for the nation, and financial and theological problems for Southern Baptists, that it is not possible to provide anything but the barest sketch of black and white Baptist involvements in a study of this nature. Yet, in this period seeds were planted that began to blossom as the era came to a close. Both the midnight and the dawn of new hope, therefore, merit some attention.

Few positive things can be said about the social, political, and economic condition of Baptists in the South as the new century began. Jim Crow laws, the systemic disenfranchisement of blacks, lynchings, the boll weevil, and low cotton prices all combined to make the plight of black people difficult. Little relief came from white Christians, many of whom were themselves victims of racist presuppositions and social traditions.20 But even in the midst of an otherwise gloomy situation, there were continued positive contacts between black and white Baptists in the South, especially in the development of black Baptist denominational units and the education of black ministers. Given the fact that by 1900 there were well over 1.25 million black Baptists in America, the efforts were inadequate, but they were nonetheless welcomed signs of concern and continued the history of black and white involvement.

A plan had been devised as early as 1895 to help coordinate Northern, Southern, and black Baptist efforts to help black Baptists develop their churches and their denominational structures. The strategy, known as the New Era Plan, was modified in 1904 to include less northern Baptist participation. Under the modified plan missionaries were jointly appointed by the Southern Baptist Convention and the National Baptist Convention, USA.

By 1914, a total of forty-seven missionaries had been jointly appointed. This number was reduced by the split within the black convention in 1915 and by the beginnings
of a severe economic crunch that confronted the Home Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention so that twenty fewer missionaries were jointly appointed in 1923. These missionaries worked with churches, black associations, and conventions in a variety of capacities. Some of them served as teachers in institutes or in other teaching positions. This continued the earlier concern for the education of black ministers. One of the most striking examples of this particular concern—which also demonstrates the continued involvements of black and white Baptists—was the ongoing discussion between National and Southern Baptists regarding the establishment of a seminary for black students. The discussions, which occurred over a period of twenty years, culminated in the founding of the American Baptist Theological Seminary in 1924, which was jointly support by the two conventions.

The financial problems of the Home Mission Board grew worse during the 1920s and necessitated further cuts in personnel. These cuts affected the number of missionaries that continued to serve under joint appointment. By 1932, only six missionaries remained in the program. Within five years, however, the future of black and white Baptist involvements improved. By 1937, Noble Y. Beall was appointed by Southern Baptists to direct the Home Mission Board’s Department of Cooperative Work with Negroes. Under Beall, the position of teacher-missionary was begun. Persons serving in this position were missionaries whose primary responsibilities were in the field of education as teachers in predominantly black schools. Beall was also successful in cultivating relationships with Northern Baptists, who provided support for him in return for his continued contact with Northern Baptist schools for blacks.

Other milestones in black-white Baptist involvement in the South were achieved in the 1940s. African Americans helped to establish many of the Baptist centers that were located across fourteen states. In 1953, a partnership between the HMB and the National Baptist Convention, USA, Incorporated, was established through the employment of Costello Trotter, a general evangelist. Another milestone was in Home Mission Board personnel and yet another was in the area of education. In 1942, during the time of Beall’s leadership, the Home Mission Board employed its first black staff person, Roland Smith, who was an assistant secretary with responsibility to serve as a liaison between black and white Baptists. Although he did not have office space in the HMB building, his employment as a professional staffer was a major advance for the SBC. Smith served the board during the turbulent post-World War II years, resigning in 1949. The fruit of his work was the result of relationships that had been built by persons like A. E. L. Weeks, who in 1936 was appointed as a general missionary in cooperation with the Maryland State Mission Board. Even though African Americans could not share office space with their white
counterparts or even sit and eat in the same facility, God had a much bigger plan. More than one hundred years after the formation of the SBC, a new day was dawning in the life of the SBC, according to Dr. Smith.22

The education milestone occurred in the same year, when Garland Offutt became the first black to receive a doctorate from a Southern Baptist school. Blacks had attended Golden Gate Baptist Theological Seminary, and Offutt had already received a ThM degree from The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary four years earlier. Because of segregation laws in Kentucky, however, Offutt was unable to attend regular day classes at the Louisville seminary. Rather, several teachers permitted him to do his work in their offices, which allowed him an opportunity to complete the ThD degree requirements.

The period after 1950 brought rays of hope that were much brighter in terms of black involvement within the SBC. The Mission Board continued to cross the barrier that race had established. The appointment of men to the Department of Cooperative Work with Negroes combined with the country’s changing demographic, a shift took place in the strategy of the Home Mission efforts. Blacks, during this period, began to migrate from the states that had been part of the Confederacy. It is estimated that 1.5 million blacks had moved to the West, to the Northeast, and to the Great Lakes region. Since the work of the Mission Board related to developing continual relationships with blacks, the next logical step was to become more focused on how to enhance these relationships.

Early events indicated that at least two different approaches to black involvement with Southern Baptists might develop. On the one hand, the traditional ministries with and to blacks continued. Guy Bellamy was elected by the Home Mission Board in 1949 to continue the work of relating to blacks in National Baptist structures. Eight years later, the board employed S. E. Grinstead to develop Baptist Student Unions on predominantly black college campuses. Both the work of Bellamy and Grinstead, while somewhat different from previous work with blacks, had the same goals of providing a ministry to blacks. The work was paternalistic in the sense that Southern Baptists determined what was needed and moved to meet the perceived need, often without much black input and with little or no black oversight or control. The work was also geared to provide a ministry to blacks who were outside of the SBC.

On the other hand, a new thrust in the involvement of blacks within the SBC occurred in 1951, when the Community Baptist Church of Santa Rosa, California, and the Greater Friendship Baptist Church of Anchorage, Alaska, affiliated with Southern Baptist associations. These were the first black churches to become members of the
Convention since 1900. Although not made without a good deal of controversy, these advances meant that blacks were once again on the inside of Convention life and work.

**Moving Beyond the 1950s**

The 1960s were full of turmoil and uncertainty of change. The relationships and involvements of black and white Baptists did not escape the effects of that turmoil. The Civil Rights Movement shifted into high gear as the white church stood immobilized by fear of change and shackled by tradition. Yet even though the Southern Baptist response was inadequate in the eyes of many blacks, some meaningful changes were made. For example, more black preachers appeared before Southern Baptist audiences. Furthermore, a growing number of Southern Baptists began to see the need for a fully Christian response to the racism in America. Such men as Walker Knight, editor of *Home Missions*, Foy Valentine of the Christian Life Commission, Victor Glass of the Home Mission Board, T. B. Matson of Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, and the editors of some state papers began speaking and writing in ways that challenged long-held racial attitudes with biblical truths. The establishment of Race Relations Sunday on the Convention calendar in 1965 was also an important success. These occurrences indicated a changing mood among Southern Baptists that paved the way for closer relations with blacks within the Convention.

By 1968, the number of black Southern Baptist churches had risen to fifty-seven, and in that year the Home Mission Board elected Emmanuel McCall as an associate in the Department of Work with National Baptists, which was headed by Victor Glass. Earlier, Glass had hired Arvella Turnipseed as the first black secretary to work at the board's headquarters. Dr. McCall became the first black staff person to have an office in the HMB building. While questions remain unanswered about how much authority Roland Smith had to act during the time he was associated with the HMB, Dr. McCall had the same authority as any other staff associate. In this capacity, Dr. McCall was able to keep the respect he had among National Baptists while he cultivated the respect of Southern Baptists. His efforts did much to help Southern Baptists stretch in the area of racial reconciliation. He recruited other African Americans to work in his department and influenced the hiring of blacks in other SBC entities. It is very important to recognize that although Dr. McCall served as this change agent, many other blacks had preceded him in various areas. Nevertheless, his role there signaled a major shift in the movement of God in the life of the SBC. However, one hundred years of cooperative involvement had laid the foundation for this wind of change that had been inspired within the mindset of God’s people.
Throughout the 1970s the HMB continued to work with National Baptists primarily through the Department of Cooperative Ministries with National Baptists. The preposition “with” was very important because it defined how the two entities would relate. The natural outgrowth of this name change was to hire a staff person who could facilitate the process of establishing ministry partnerships between Southern Baptists and National Baptists. The department’s name reflected the new fraternal attitude of the department. Rather than setting the agenda unilaterally, Southern Baptists began the long and sometimes painful process of working cooperatively with National Baptists. Needs were assessed together, projects were planned jointly, and financing was agreed upon. This approach gave National Baptists joint ownership and responsibility for the success or failure of whatever was done. While not without its challenges and shortcomings, the new process helped create a more positive working relationship between black and white Baptists.

Dr. McCall (a mentor to me and countless other young African American Southern Baptists) best articulated this mentality:

The history of the relationship of the Home Mission Board (HMB) of the Southern Baptist Convention to the black community has moved through three distinct phases. The movement has been from ‘overtly paternal’ to ‘developing fraternal’ to ‘declared inclusivism.’ The paternal period began with the Board’s organization in 1845, and continued in strength until 1972. Some vestiges of the paternal spirit still remain, but are exceptions. While there were attempts at token fraternalism as early as 1904, the declared movement in that direction began as a result of a conference held April 24–27, 1972, at the Holiday Inn Central, Atlanta, Georgia. At that time, the HMB department staff, its 126 missionaries, and nine persons representing the three National Baptist Conventions, determined that a new direction would be forged that would reflect the highest ideals of Christian brotherhood. The ‘declared inclusivism’ phase began in 1975 as the board strategized for the development of black Southern Baptist churches.²³

It would take more than another decade for equal access to find its place within the Southern Baptist Convention. The strategy of racial inclusion was focused on the development of black Southern Baptist churches. This process would require more than just gaining the allegiance of churches affiliated with one of the National Baptist churches or of those with no convention affiliation. The effort to develop black Southern Baptist churches would require church planters equipped with the tools to start from conception intentional black Southern Baptist churches. In 1989, the
Convention changed the name of the Department of Black Church Relations, then under the leadership of Dr. McCall, to the Black Church Extension Division.

During the closing two decades of the twentieth century, a new era in race relations was emerging for the Convention as cooperating churches, pastors, and members alike strove to repudiate the sordid conflict of human enslavement. Since its founding, black involvement within the Convention has grown in every area of denominational life—at the local church level, the associational level, the state convention level, and even at the national level. The following is an overview of black involvement in the life of Southern Baptists since the establishment of the first two African American churches affiliated in 1951:

1950–1960s

♦ Alvin Charles Daniels was appointed to serve as a teacher-missionary in Houma, Louisiana.
♦ The first black associational moderator was the Rev. William T. Vernon in Oakland County, Michigan.
♦ Dr. Samuel Simpson, fondly called the “Bishop of the Bronx,” was appointed by the Home Mission Board as a pastor-director for the area.
♦ Race Relations Sunday was established in 1965.
♦ Dr. Emmanuel McCall began lecturing on church history at The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky. In 1968, Dr. McCall became the first African American executive housed at the Home Mission Board’s headquarters in Atlanta.
♦ Dr. Sid Smith, a home missionary in the Watts community of Los Angeles, graduated from Golden Gate Seminary in 1968.

1970–1980s

♦ Dr. Emmanuel McCall became the first African American department director at a denominational agency.
♦ Mrs. Margaret Perkins became the first African American hired as staff for the Woman’s Missionary Union.
♦ Dr. Emmanuel McCall began teaching black church studies classes as an adjunct faculty member at The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.
Mrs. Verlene Farmer was commissioned as a teacher-missionary by the HMB to serve as director for the Baptist Student Union on the campus of Langston University in Oklahoma.

Rev. James A. Wilborn, Jr. became the first African American chaplain (Air Force) endorsed by the Southern Baptist Convention.

Rev. Austin Brown became the first African American male endorsed by the SBC Chaplains Commission to serve in the Florida state prison system.

Chaplain Ivery De La Cruz was the first African American female endorsed by the SBC Chaplains Commission to serve in the US Army.

Chaplain Kathryn Browder was the first African American female endorsed by the SBC Chaplains Commission to serve in the federal prison system.

Rev. Jim Culp was appointed to head the Black Church Development Division for the Baptist General Convention of Texas.

The descendants of the enslaved believers who formed Springfield Church (after breaking away from First Baptist Church of Greenville, South Carolina, a century prior) met with First Baptist descendants for the first time on Race Relations Sunday.

Dr. Sid Smith was hired as Ethnic Liaison Consultant at the Baptist Sunday School Board (BSSB), thus becoming the first African American denominational executive at the agency. He became the first black denominational professional at BSSB. The Sunday School Board later expanded its focus on black church resources in 1987 and established the Black Church Development Section, over which Dr. Smith was appointed manager.

Dr. Willie McPherson served Southern California’s associations as a staff person for the California Southern Baptist Convention, and he later served as the California State Convention’s director for African American ministries. He also served as a national associate in the HMB’s Black Church Relations Department.

Dr. Lincoln Bingham, pastor of St. Paul Missionary Baptist Church in Louisville, Kentucky, was the first African American employee for Baptist bookstores. He later became instrumental in Black Church Relations as a cooperative ministries consultant with the Kentucky Baptist Convention. After his retirement from KBC, Dr. Bingham continued his work in racial reconciliation. On August 23, 2009, St. Paul merged with the all-white Shively Heights Baptist Church congregation to form one body, known as St. Paul @ Shively Heights Baptist Church.

Dr. Willie Simmons became the first African American staff person hired as an executive at the Foreign Mission Board.
• Rev. Tom Kelly served on the Long Beach Harbor Association staff in Long Beach, California, and later became director of African American Ministries for the California Southern Baptist Convention.

• Dr. Robert E. Wilson became one of two African American Church planter apprentices appointed by the Church Extension Division of HMB in 1984.

• Dr. Bill Perkins was elected as an associate in the Black Church Relations Department of the HMB.

• Dr. Victor Davis was appointed to a national leadership position at the Foreign Mission Board, succeeding Dr. Simmons in that capacity.

• Rev. Elgia (Jay) Wells began denominational work in Northern California on staff with Rev. Kelly in the California African American Ministries Division, as a church development associate.

• Dr. Sid Smith was appointed manager of the Black Church Development Section, an expansion of Black church work within the Baptist Sunday School Board.

• Over a two-year period, Reverends Samuel Beene, Olivia M. Cloud (the first African American female hired in a professional denominational position there), Elgia Wells, and Steven Warfield—all were hired as coordinators in Black Church Development. Upon the retirement of Dr. Sid Smith, Rev. Wells became the director of the department.

• Dr. Leroy Gainey became the first African American elected trustee-professor at a Southern Baptist institution, Golden Gate Baptist Theological Seminary, in 1987.

1990–2000s

• Dr. David Cornelius, who was commissioned by the Foreign Mission Board (now International Mission Board) as a missionary to Nigeria, was later appointed director of African American church relations, an IMB consultant for African American mobilization.

• Dr. Willie McPherson was one of the first African Americans to head a denominational division, upon his appointment as director of the newly named Black Church Extension Division.

• Rev. Michael Cox, hired as a Black Church Relations consultant at the HMB during the late 1980s, was elected assistant director of Mega Focus Cities.

• Dr. Lyman Alexander became associational missionary to two Southern California associations—Crescent Bay and Redwood Empire.
• Rev. Victor Ketchens was hired as African American church extension director for New York state.

• Dr. Robert E. Wilson was commissioned as a home missionary to South Central Los Angeles for the California Southern Baptist Convention in 1992. In 1994, he was elected associate director of the Black Church Extension Division of HMB. After the agency changed its name to the North American Mission Board in 1997, Dr. Wilson became manager of the African American Church Planting Unit.

• Rev. Michael Thurman was elected associate director in the HMB’s Black Church Extension Division. Rev. Thurman was later called to pastor the historic Dexter Avenue King Memorial Baptist Church in Montgomery, Alabama.

• Rev. Herbert Brisbane was elected director of Black Church Evangelism, HMB.

• The African American Fellowship of the SBC held its first meeting during the Convention’s 1984 annual meeting in Orlando, Florida.

• Rev. Roy Hopgood was named African American Ministry Consultant at Minnesota/Wisconsin Baptist Convention.

• Dr. Gary Frost, pastor of Rising Star Baptist Church in Youngstown, Ohio, became the first African American elected vice president of the Southern Baptist Convention. He was later elected to serve as Midwest vice president at the North American Mission Board (NAMB). He served for a time as executive director of missions for the Metropolitan New York Association.

• Dr. Sid Smith was the first African American to head a division in the Florida Baptist State Convention.

• Dr. Roy Cotton, who began African American denominational work in Virginia, was appointed director of African American work for the Baptist General Convention of Texas.

• Rev. Albert Holmes was elected the first African American associate to serve on the HMB chaplaincy staff in the area of Institutional and Business/Industrial Chaplaincy.

• Rev. Dennis Mitchell became associate director of the HMB’s Black Church Extension Division in 1995, and later became director of NAMB’s Multiplication Team. He now serves as executive director for the National African American Fellowship of the SBC.

• Dr. Phillip Davis was elected director of NAMB’s Implementation Team, Church Planting Group.
• Rev. Hal Hopkins became the first African American elected to the State Convention of Pennsylvania/South Jersey staff as African American Director of Church Planting. He became the Team Leader for Greater Philadelphia Association.

• Rev. Leroy Fountain, who had served as an HMB church planter, became the first African American to serve at the SBC Annuity Board (now GuideStone Financial Services). He later returned under NAMB’s Church Planting Group, and later engaged in work with the New Orleans Baptist Association.

• Army National Guard Chaplain Debra Berry was hired as a national consultant for the Woman’s Missionary Union.

• Dr. Joshua Smith was commissioned as a national church-planting missionary to the US Virgin Islands.

• Dr. Jerome King, who had served on the Georgia Baptist Convention staff, was hired as an associate in NAMB’s African American Church Planting Unit.

• Dr. Jeffrey Curtis, a former HMB missionary in California, was appointed as a national missionary under NAMB’s Church Planting Group Mentoring Team, and later as a contextual leadership director at Golden Gate Seminary. He served for a time at LifeWay Christian Resources before becoming an adjunct faculty member at Golden Gate Seminary.

• Rev. Chris McNairy, at one time on the staff of the Tennessee and Michigan state conventions, was commissioned as a national missionary in Multi-Housing Church Planting, National Church Planting Missionary for African, African American, and Caribbean Church Planting. Eventually he was named NAMB Strategy Coordinator.

• Dr. Ken Weathersby, who served on state convention staff in Tennessee and Louisiana, became manager of NAMB’s African American Church Planting Unit. He also served as Senior Strategist for Evangelism and Vice President for Church Planting at NAMB, and was an associate professor of Church Planting at New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. He was appointed to a joint position with the North American Mission Board and the SBC Executive Committee as presidential ambassador for ethnic church relations, and then became the first vice president to serve on the Executive Committee staff, where he currently serves as vice president for Convention advancement.

• Dr. Richard Lee was commissioned by NAMB as a national church planting missionary for African American church planting. He later became director of missions for the Philadelphia Baptist Association.

• Dr. E. W. McCall, a prominent pastor in Southern California and former president of the National African American Fellowship, was elected as SBC vice president.
After retiring as a pastor, he began serving the Texas convention as an African American consultant.

- Dr. Ken Ellis was named manager of NAMB’s Multicultural Evangelism Unit, following his and his wife’s service as SBC-endorsed prison chaplains in Florida. Dr. Ellis now serves as director of the Phillips Prison Seminary program under the auspices of New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary.

- Rev Paul Brewer, who had served on the State Convention of Baptists in Ohio staff, was hired to serve in NAMB’s Missionary Personnel Department.

- Dr. Robert Ndonga was appointed as an associate in NAMB’s Apologetics and Evangelism Unit.

- Rev. Walter Mickels was appointed as a NAMB Strategy Coordinator.

- Rev. Keith Jefferson, who with his wife was commissioned as a missionary serving in Brazil, was appointed to serve the International Mission Board as African American mobilization manager.

- Dr. Fred Luter, pastor of Franklin Avenue Baptist Church in New Orleans, was the first African American president of the Southern Baptist Convention, serving two terms. He later was appointed NAMB Ambassador.

- Dr. Mark Croston, former pastor of East End Baptist Church in Suffolk, Virginia, and past association moderator and state convention president, was named national director of Black Church Partnerships at LifeWay.24

The work of the Master in the lives of African Americans in this Convention extends far beyond the pages of this chapter. Just as it would take all the books of the world to contain the works of the Lord Jesus and His Church, certainly many, many volumes would be needed to record the contributions of the many persons of African descent who have fought and paved the way for those who now stand upon their shoulders. But I close with this relevant quote from Dr. Emmanuel McCall, “Please permit a little ‘boasting in the Lord.’”25

This chapter will never be complete until the Lord Jesus returns for His Church because red, brown, yellow, black, white, and every color in between is precious in His sight.
GOALS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Sharing Christ Among African Americans

Goal: Establish a national goal of baptizing 300,000+ African Americans by 2020, annually baptizing 50,000+ African Americans. This represents more than a 50 percent increase in annual reported baptisms.

RECOMMENDATION 1
Develop and implement effective urban evangelism strategies, as there are large concentrations of African Americans in major metropolitan areas.

Action Plans
1. Identify effective African American evangelism strategies among churches.
2. Convene leaders from effective churches to inform and index learnings.
3. Identify SBC staff with clear responsibility for urban evangelism strategies and implementation among African Americans.
4. Devise a major evangelism strategy for each Send City to reach African Americans.
5. Assist state conventions in developing and implementing evangelism strategies that impact lostness in metropolitan cities with significant African American populations.
6. Deploy sufficient missionary personnel and SBC staff to implement strategies that are developed.

RECOMMENDATION 2
Maintain support for national evangelism conferences that focus on reaching African Americans.

Action Plans
1. Continue support for the annual African American Men’s Conference (Be the Man).
2. Implement a national African American youth evangelism conference with a focus on Saving the Seed (African American males are being lost at an alarming rate to death, prison, and general environmental dysfunction).
3. Conduct national youth evangelism trainings to enlist, equip, and engage five hundred youth at various venues, such as Black Church Leadership Week, Collegiate Week, etc.

**RECOMMENDATION 3**
*Develop major communications plans for reaching African Americans.*

**Action Plans**
1. Create a communication resource (marketing) on evangelism targeted to reach African Americans.
2. Develop culturally relevant evangelism resources. African American churches are highly relational, and typical SBC contact or promotional tools are largely ineffective as they are culturally insensitive.
3. Educate and equip African American leaders regarding the purpose and use of the Evangelism Response Center.
4. Assist churches in airing radio, television, and Internet promotional campaigns in urban areas where 100,000+ African Americans reside.

**RECOMMENDATION 4**
*Assist African American churches in becoming aware of SBC evangelism resources that can help them impact lostness in indigenous communities.*

**Action Plans**
1. Assist state conventions and associations in hosting orientation sessions for African American pastors.
2. Engage and/or train majority culture SBC staff in resourcing the African American community.
3. Identify strategic churches and church leaders that already may be aware of SBC evangelism resources.
4. Establish a national evangelism awareness training process targeted to the needs of African American churches.
5. Identify internal SBC personnel and processes that will provide oversight and implementation of African American focused evangelistic initiatives.
RECOMMENDATION 5

*Develop strategies to equip African American churches to present the Gospel to unreached persons of African American subcultures, such as prisoners and their families.*

**Action Plans**

1. Study best practices among African American churches effectively addressing fatherlessness, and develop an effective training module.

2. Study how African American churches are ministering to current and former prison inmates and their families, and provide effective training for churches to minister to these groups.

3. Develop relevant ministry models to assist African American churches to effectively minister to pressing needs of African Americans (e.g., parenting, prisons, finances, abstinence).

4. Focus on prison ministry to reduce the high concentration of incarcerated African Americans.

5. Adopt-a-Prison: each church reach one correctional facility, with a national goal to adopt fifty prisons by 2020.

6. Hire a national strategist to equip and enable African American churches to strengthen their SBC connections locally and nationally. A national leader is essential to accomplish this strategy.

STARTING CHURCHES AMONG AFRICAN AMERICANS

**Goal:** Establish New Testament congregations to fulfill the biblical mandate to make disciples. In 2011, there were 3,484 African American SBC congregations. Our vision is to increase to a total of six thousand African American Southern Baptist churches by 2020. This can be accomplished by planting four hundred African American churches annually. We also hope to enlist, equip, and engage one thousand African American churches to sponsor healthy church plants within five years.

**RECOMMENDATION 1**

*Increase the number of church plants and sponsoring churches, while impacting lostness in the African American community.*
**Action Plans**

1. Assist church planters in securing church sponsors and then identifying creative methods for funding the church plant.

2. Provide contextual training and resources for planters and sponsoring churches in urban areas.

3. Enlist, engage, and equip strong urban churches in the African American community to be urban church planting training centers. Identify one church in every urban area to become an Urban Church Planting center.

4. Develop a pool of qualified coaches /mentors for church planters.

5. Identify cooperatively committed churches that have never sponsored a church and provide training, support, and coaching for both the planter and sponsoring church.

6. Develop transitional church planting strategies, teams, and networks that focus on churches in transition (or decline) who are partnered to plant African American churches in transitional communities to keep continual SBC presence and provide a jump start for new church plants.

7. Establish at least one African American church planting center in every Send City.

**RECOMMENDATION 2**

*Develop leaders in local African American churches to plant new churches.*

**Action Plans**

1. Develop a church planting school for Black Church Leadership Week that provides a course of study for equipping and training both sponsor church leaders and potential church planters. These courses will lead to certification in church leadership.

2. Develop and implement a strategy to utilize associate ministers in African American churches in church planting.

3. Permit the SBC African American Fellowship to assist by giving input in planting additional African American works in strategic cities.

4. Assist and encourage state partners in hiring African American church planting leadership at the state convention level in areas where the African American population exceeds 500,000, and part-time African American consultants at the state level for populations between 100,000 and 500,000.
5. Create a national African American church planting office with sufficient staff to impact lostness among African Americans through church planting.

**STRENGTHENING AFRICAN AMERICAN LEADERS**

**Goal:** Lostness among black people in America is rising faster than that lostness is being addressed. The African American Council believes new strategies should be implemented in order to win more souls for the kingdom of God. Some of these new strategies should be focused on equipping African American leaders, enlisting African American churches within the Southern Baptist Convention, and engaging African American culture through the power of the Holy Spirit.

**RECOMMENDATION 1**

*Implement a strategy to equip African American leaders in the SBC.*

**Action Plans**

1. Train more African American pastors to be facilitators at training conferences.
2. Train more African American pastors and church leaders to improve their knowledge base regarding all SBC ministries.
3. Equip more African American pastors to become more deeply engaged in denominational work.
4. Create a database of African Americans and their skill set to fill denominational and church positions as they become available.
5. Engage younger leaders in African American churches by identifying internships and mentorship opportunities for young African American leaders.
6. Increase gifts to the Cooperative Program, Annie Armstrong, and Lottie Moon offerings through promotional CDs and DVDs by highlighting direct African American involvement and African Americans telling mission stories.
7. Encourage alignment with the biblical requirements for leadership in 1 Timothy 3.

**RECOMMENDATION 2**

*The African American Council believes the connection between the people and leaders of the Convention can be stronger if a mechanism, which includes African American engagement, is created to oversee the implementation of the African American Council strategies. The culture can be impacted with the power of Christ. Churches will*
be reenergized to become more actively involved with people and resources if they see persons that they are able to identify with in leadership.

**Action Plan**

1. Appoint personnel to oversee the implementation of the Council’s strategies.

---

**AFRICAN AMERICANS STRATEGICALLY IMPACTING THE CONVENTION AND CULTURE**

**Goal:** If change and winning lost souls are the key outcomes, impacting African American culture is most effectively done by African Americans. There are over 46 million African Americans in the United States. The great majority dwell in large urban centers, as already recognized by the SBC. Research and reality must make a connection somewhere.

**RECOMMENDATION 1**

*Implement a strategy to impact the African American culture.*

**Action Plans**

1. Start high-impact churches in strategic urban centers.
2. Study the methods and philosophies of successful African American churches in urban cities and develop an equipping module.
3. Assist churches in developing and identifying ministries to impact a growing youth culture in the following areas: music, abortions, abstinence, gangs, and lifestyle witnessing.
4. African Americans are the largest audience in the major cities of the South; therefore, African Americans should be used in direct advertisement when developing marketing strategies for evangelism and appeals to churches.
5. Develop a discipleship process that impacts the church and culture.

**RECOMMENDATION 2**

*Implement a strategy to impact the Southern Baptist Convention culture.*
Action Plans

1. Continue ongoing dialogue to help sensitize SBC constituents and entities.

2. Encourage the SBC Executive Committee and SBC entities to seek continuing input from the NAAF.

3. Develop a database of African Americans for recommendation to strategic SBC entity positions.

AFRICAN AMERICANS SENDING VOLUNTEER MISSION TEAMS

Goal: Increase annual Mission Project involvement among African Americans by 100 percent to over 50,000 by the year 2020. We also aim for the SBC to lead in communicating North American and International Mission opportunities to African American churches.

RECOMMENDATION 1
Assist state conventions, associations, and African American churches in identifying, tracking, and reporting mission activity.

Action Plans

1. Assist local churches in tracking and reporting volunteer mission activities already being done such as summer camps, food pantries, clothing closets, hot meals for the homeless, etc.

2. Make ACP completion a Convention-wide promotion during the month of September each year.

3. Assist in development of an ACP Short Form highlighting the most crucial data for churches, including African American churches that have not returned the ACP form in prior years, the purpose being to capture critical data.

RECOMMENDATION 2
Increase African American awareness of opportunities for missions.

Action Plans

1. Enlist key leaders in local African American churches to participate on short-term mission trips with existing mission-minded churches and/or other SBC personnel.
a. Focus on high density African American population areas.
b. Share past experiences of successful National African American Fellowship /NAMB/IMB projects, such as Paint the Town project.
c. NAMB and IMB can help create opportunities (awareness of need).

2. Create more projects that are easy to buy into in strategic urban areas and around the world. Example: Bronx Middle School Paint Projects.

3. NAMB and IMB can provide undated African American sensitive mission media to promote Annie Armstrong and Lottie Moon missions giving within the African American Church. (Provides a more relevant delivery system to African American church). Examples range from DVD, to print, to web casting, etc.

4. Communicate activity in Disaster Relief ministries and other mission projects by African American churches.

RECOMMENDATION 3
*Highlight models within the African American church community who are volunteering in missions.*

**Action Plans**

1. Identify local churches that exemplify the use of volunteers in missions.

2. Team up African Americans churches that are not volunteering in missions with others who are, for exposure.

3. Tell the stories of missions from the African American experience.

4. Teach mission action from an African American perspective.

5. Include African American testimony of life changes that have taken place as the result of mission involvement.

6. Assist African American churches in clearly defining objectives and mission purposes.

7. Document and share feedback from mission projects.

RECOMMENDATION 4
*Engage African American churches in understanding and participating in the Annie Armstrong and Lottie Moon missions offerings.*
Action Plans

1. Engage African American churches to invest in the church in Baltimore in which Annie Armstrong was baptized and a member. The church building is in dire need of refurbishing at the physical plant located in Baltimore, Maryland. It is a critical church in an urban setting and is currently pastored by an African American.

2. Make Annie Armstrong’s former church a mission laboratory to help tell the story of missions to increase African American giving and volunteer missions project involvement.

3. Plan mission trips to China to explore the path blazed by Lottie Moon.

4. Enlist and engage African American pastors to pray for volunteers in missions in key population areas.

5. NAMB and IMB can assist African American churches in missions promotion and prayer by telling our story in print media or in audio (CDs, DVDs, web casting, etc.).

AFRICAN AMERICAN VOCATIONAL MISSIONARIES

**Goal:** To enlist, equip, engage and challenge African Americans to fill at least 10 percent of the North American Mission Board’s and International Mission Board’s goals for sending missionaries. This will result in over 1,500 African American missionaries and chaplains and over 200 student missionaries.

**RECOMMENDATION**

The North American Mission Board and International Mission Board should lead in assisting African American churches in calling out the called through specific enlistment efforts focused on African Americans.

Action Plans

1. Provide regional and national conferences informing pastors and key leaders about funded and jointly funded mission service opportunities.

2. Over the next six years, focus on key pastors in twelve regions with high African American populations to host strategic mission conferences to raise mission awareness, spiritual growth, and mission participation.
3. Provide culturally sensitive DVDs and other electronic media that will challenge young African American believers about God’s purpose and the mission challenge, the careers available, and the process to become an appointed missionary.

4. Develop culturally sensitive Week of Prayer materials including prayer for current missionaries, prayer for those God is calling to missions, and greater missions giving through the Christmas and Easter offerings.

4. Find more ways to encourage African Americans to participate in the Mission Pathways options.

*Portions of this chapter were extracted from “An Overview of Black Southern Baptist Involvements,” by Dr. Edward L. Wheeler, *Baptist History and Heritage* (July 1981, Vol. 16, No. 3), published by the Historical Commission of the SBC and the Southern Baptist Historical Society. Dr. Wheeler served as a consultant in the Black Church Relations Department of the Home Mission Board under Dr. Emmanuel McCall and is currently president of the Morehouse School of Religion in Atlanta, Georgia.*
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In 1620, a small group of faithful pilgrims sailed on the Mayflower from England and landed on the shores of Massachusetts. They dreamed of religious freedom in the New World as they fled persecution in their homeland. They settled in the New World and built a new nation—America. About three centuries later, another group of immigrants and refugees came to America’s shores from Asia. They came from Cambodia, China, Hmong, Japan, Korea, Laos, the Philippines, and Vietnam. Their dreams were similar to those of the Pilgrims—to raise their children in a land where they could obtain better education and better living, and be free from political persecution. These migrants are identified in this chapter as “Asian Americans.”

Asian immigration dates back to the nineteenth century, when the first groups of Chinese citizens migrated to America to work in the nation’s railroad

### Asian Americans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congregations</th>
<th>1,936</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Members</td>
<td>155,087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>16,235,305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Born</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd and 3rd Generation</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of Asian Americans without a personal relationship with Christ

15,497,386

This represents 95% of the total Asian American population

1 to 8,133

is the ratio of Southern Baptist congregations to population of Asian Americans

---

Asian Americans in the SBC

Peter Yanes, Paul Kim, Minh Ha Nguyen
and gold-mining industries. They banded together and built their own communities that became known as “Chinatown.” Other Asian immigrants journeyed to the islands of Hawaii to work on sugarcane plantations. Still other Asians came to study as international students. Vietnamese migration to the United States began mainly as a humanitarian response after the end of the Vietnam War in 1975, and over time transformed into migration for family reunification.¹

These first-generation Asian Americans are rooted in a unique culture, language, and set of religious beliefs. They worship in their native language. Their children born in this country are known as second-generation Asian Americans. This next generation differs from their parents and grandparents. For them, America is their homeland and English is their first language.

Currently, there are 1,936 Asian Southern Baptist churches.² Some are strong and healthy churches, but the majority are too small to survive in their communities. Some Asian pastors need more theological education and training to minister more effectively to their people groups. In addition, many US-born second and third generations need to hear the Gospel of Jesus Christ within the context of their respective Asian cultural affinities in English-speaking churches, independently of first-generation churches.

I thank Peter Yanes and Minh Ha Nguyen, members of the SBC Executive Committee’s Convention Advancement Advisory Council, who spent many hours compiling this valuable chapter. Others have contributed in their Asian Advisory Council Report in 2014. As the first-ever Asian American Relations Consultant of the SBC Executive Committee, I thank them all as partners in spreading the Gospel.
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CAMBODIAN SOUTHERN BAPTIST FELLOWSHIP

Brief History of Cambodia

The Khmer (Cambodian) people are immigrants who came en masse to the United States during the 1980s and 1990s, after dictator Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge movement. He annihilated more than one million Cambodians at several interment camps that became known as the Killing Fields of Pol Pot.

Within days of coming to power, and applying a radical communist ideology, Pol Pot, the top ruler of the Cambodian

---

**Cambodian**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congregations</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members</td>
<td>2,157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>275,738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Born</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd and 3rd Generation</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Communist Party, began emptying all large cities, including Phnom Penh, the capital city, of all inhabitants. All residents—young and old, healthy, handicapped, or ill—were forced to abandon their homes and walk away into the countryside. These displaced people were ushered to agricultural camps, where they were forced to perform manual labor every day from dawn to dusk.

The ruling communists especially targeted the well educated (including anyone who wore glasses)—government officials, military leaders, teachers, doctors, engineers, city dwellers, merchants, etc.—viewing them as having been corrupted by the Western culture, and therefore enemies of the Communist regime. These groups were the first to be executed, and were buried in 20,000 mass graves scattered across the country. Between April 1975 and December 1978, an estimated one-third of the population (around 2 million people) perished at the hands of the communists from starvation, forced labor, illnesses, or execution, during a period of just under four years.

When the Pol Pot Communist regime fell at the end of 1978, the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia triggered a mass exodus. Hundreds of thousands of Cambodians flocked to neighboring Thailand in search of freedom. Unfortunately, as they crossed the borders, thousands more fell victim to bandits or stepped on minefields that had been planted by the Khmer Rouge along the nation’s borders.

Furthermore, the Thai people refused to accept Cambodians into their country and pushed them back into their own land. A humanitarian relief operation came in response to an international outcry, leading to the establishment of refugee camps at the borders.

The Beginning of Cambodian Churches

Numerous relief agencies came to the Cambodians’ rescue, and among them were many Christian teams. They came not just with humanitarian aid, but also with the message of hope in the Lord Jesus Christ. Thousands gave their lives to the Lord, and churches began to spring up in the camps. Key to this rapid church development was a few hundred believers who had survived the Killing Fields and became crucial players in early Christian work within these camps.

Within months of the US government-sponsored resettlement process, several thousand Cambodian refugees were transported to the United States. Many of them settled in California, especially in the greater Long Beach area, after a short stay in Camp Pendleton. Several thousand more were scattered in large cities across the country, including: Philadelphia, Atlanta, Houston, Dallas, Jose, Seattle,
St. Paul, Chicago, Boston, Lowell (Massachusetts), Columbus (Ohio), and Richmond (Virginia). Many sponsoring churches took up the crucial task of helping refugees start a new life by assisting them in finding employment, registering their children in school, or integrating them into the larger society. Many believers kept their faith after resettlement, and new believers were added. As a result, a number of churches were planted in these cities. Most of them still worship the Lord today.

Cambodian Southern Baptist Fellowship

The Cambodian Southern Baptist Fellowship is one of the largest association of Cambodian Christian churches in the United States. The Fellowship was formed in the mid-1980s, after a historic gathering of the newly arrived Cambodians at the SBC Annual Meeting. Since that time, Cambodian Baptists have come together for annual conferences. Typically, between 150 to 250 people attend the three-day conference, held during the Fourth of July weekend.

At the conference, first-generation Cambodians worship in their native language, whereas the second generation speaks English. Out of the thirty or so churches in the Fellowship, a few have acquired their own church buildings. Some Cambodian pastors are Christian converts from the refugee camps who had a chance to obtain a theological education.

At the same time, the church of Cambodia has grown at a very good pace, thanks to the relative openness of the government.

The Status of Cambodian Churches Today

Ministry among Cambodians in the United States, which was quite fruitful when refugees first arrived in the 1980s and 1990s, has leveled. Today, only a few churches experience baptism and growth. Although the Cambodian Baptist Fellowship annual conference attracts a respectable number of participants, the church planting movement has flagged due to a lack of leadership. We do need an awakening!

Nevertheless, the Baptist movement in Cambodia, led by Fellowship members who travel there regularly, seems to have produced a significant number of new churches, especially in the poorest and remote rural areas. Our Fellowship is in contact with nearly 400 churches in at least twelve (out of twenty-five) provinces. The Lord adds more believers every time a leader from our Fellowship travels to the provinces to conduct teaching and training classes for the villagers.
Unlike its neighboring countries, today’s Cambodia is receptive to the Gospel and the current government under Hun Sen seems to be lenient in allowing the Gospel to be preached freely. A few thousand churches already have been planted throughout the land, including the countryside. Currently, there are approximately 20,000 believers and about 1,200 churches and home-based churches throughout Cambodia.

The pioneer work of Southern Baptist missionaries there was started in the early 1990s by Rev. Bruce Carlton and his team. Their early efforts are part of the foundation of the Cambodian Baptist Union (CBU).

**Challenges for Partnership**

*Theological Education*—Cambodians need a significantly greater number of seminary-trained teachers and preachers. This deficiency has translated into a shortage of capable teachers of the Word among first-generation Cambodians. An obvious remedy should be for our Baptist seminaries to offer scholarships, making theological education affordable to prospective students.

*Church Planting*—It is difficult to find leaders who are interested in church planting and who are willing to relocate to where a plant is needed.

*Literature*—The Cambodian Baptist churches generally use Bibles, hymnbooks, and other church resources printed in the Cambodian language, but these materials are produced by other denominations. This lack of Southern Baptist literature in Khmer (which would help describe our Southern Baptist identity) often puts our Baptist members in a difficult position to explain our heritage and distinctiveness. A short booklet, which would briefly summarize basic Southern Baptist beliefs, practices, and history, and include the work among the ethnic groups, would help us explain Baptist tenets with proper perspectives.

*Church Revitalization*—The Cambodian Baptist Fellowship plays a vital role in encouraging its members and in keeping the connection and communication among churches alive. Another critical task is to draw more of the younger generations into the Fellowship. Each year, attendants receive discipleship training and return home energized for service.

“Our From the Killing Fields to the Blessing Field” was the theme from which the name Blessing Field was inspired. The Blessing Field is located in Macon, Georgia, where the camp and conference have been held every year since 2007. It is a strategic gathering point for churches in the eastern United States, where most Cambodian
Southern Baptist churches are located. The Fellowship is contemplating a more frequent use of the camp for training, retreats, and discipleship, which would further benefit churches in the area. The Blessing Field is now recognized as a 501(c)(3) organization by the IRS and opens its doors to non-Cambodian Baptist church groups for use.

**CHINESE BAPTIST FELLOWSHIP**

**Chinese Population in North America**

Chinese people have an extensive history in North America. Many from southern China came to North America in the early nineteenth century to escape famine in their homeland. After World War II, the Chinese population in America began to grow significantly as laws that limited Chinese immigration were amended or abolished. After the Communist Party took over China in 1949, many Chinese living in the United States could no longer return to their home country. As a result, many highly educated Chinese immigrants were granted refugee status in the US. During this same time, students from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Southeast Asia came to North America to pursue higher education and professional careers.⁴

Since the People’s Republic of China adopted an Open-Door emigration policy in the early 1980s, large numbers of people from Mainland China migrated to North America to reunite with their families and seek a better life. As the economy in Mainland China improved, more people came to North America to study, and then made this land their home. As the Chinese economy has

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congregations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Born</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd and 3rd Generation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of persons of this ethnic group without a personal relationship with Christ

3,978,849

This represents 96% of the ethnic group total population

1 to 15,526

is the ratio of Southern Baptist congregations to population of this ethnic group
continued to expand in recent years, many of its citizens have come to conduct business and invest in North America.

Among the Chinese population in the US are immigrants from Southeast Asia who hail from countries such as Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam.

From these immigrants, four types of Chinese cultures developed in North America:

1. Cantonese-speaking Chinese from Hong Kong
2. Mandarin-speaking Chinese from Taiwan
3. Chinese from Mainland China
4. American- or Canadian-born Chinese (ABC and CBC, respectively)

There are vast differences in their habits, values, political views, and their adaptation to North American culture. Chinese churches in this melting pot have faced the challenges of having two cultures and three languages among one people, which makes pastoring more complicated than among some other ethnic groups.  

### Language Variations

In the early days, most Chinese were from counties in the western Guangdong province and spoke the dialects of their home villages. After WWII, the Chinese migrants from Hong Kong spoke Cantonese, while those from Taiwan spoke Mandarin. Since the large number of immigrants came to the US from Mainland China after the 1980s, the common language among Chinese immigrants is Mandarin, though many also speak their own dialects, such as Fujianese.

The second generation of Chinese, those born in North America or who came as children, speak English, with many of them speaking English only.

### Chinese Population Growth

According to American census records from 2000, the Chinese population in the United States was 2,432,585, or 0.9 percent of the total population. According to the latest census data, the Chinese population has grown close to over four million, a 40 percent increase in a single decade. The four states with the highest Chinese populations are California (1,253,100), New York (577,000), Texas (157,000), and New Jersey (134,500).
Send Cities

The major cities that NAMB’s Send North America strategy (locations where NAMB has prioritized its work in the cities with the greatest spiritual need and potential influence throughout North America) has targeted are some of the same cities with large Chinese populations. For example, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and New York all have Chinese populations of over half a million each, while Chicago has close to 100,000 residents of Chinese ancestry.

Chinese Southern Baptist Work

Chinese Southern Baptist work can be dated back to 1854, with the Chinese Baptist Chapel of the Baptist Church in Sacramento, California. By 1987, there were 156 Chinese Southern Baptist ministries (including ministry locations in western Canada). Per the 2015 Annual Church Profile, there are 245 Chinese congregations that cooperate with the Southern Baptist Convention. Their Cooperative Program giving per resident member is higher than the national average of all churches.

The Chinese Baptist Fellowship

The Chinese Baptist Fellowship of the United States and Canada was organized in 1980, when Chinese Baptists worldwide attended the Baptist World Alliance in Toronto to connect with Chinese Baptists in North America. As of February 2015, there are 194 Chinese Baptist churches that cooperate with the SBC in the United States and 82 Chinese Baptist churches affiliated with the CNBC (Canadian National Baptist Convention; formerly the CCSB, Canadian Convention of Southern Baptists) and CBOQ (Chinese Baptists of Ontario and Quebec).

Since 2010, the Chinese Baptist Fellowship and NAMB have shared and promoted the singular vision of planting Chinese Baptist churches. As of February 2015, there have been 65 Chinese church plants, with the majority being in the United States. This church planting movement has a dual focus:

1. Many Chinese from Mainland China are concentrated in the newly developed areas, and there is great need for the Gospel. We call and send church planters to go there to establish Bible study and home groups. We also rent churches or schools to start worship services. English-speaking churches often adopt these church plants and make them their Chinese ministries. This model stabilizes and grows the Chinese work.
2. Strong churches, after research and analysis of the population in the new cities, can send pastors or equipped Christians to Chinese population centers to start new work. With the support and supervision of the mother church, the success rate of developing a healthy and growing Chinese church plant is phenomenally greater.

If Southern Baptist churches open their facilities to a church plant, and even serve as its mother church, this will reduce the failure rate of these church plants.

**English-Speaking Chinese Ministry**

The challenge for an English ministry in Chinese Baptist churches in the United States involves balancing the outreach needs of new immigrant Chinese with the needs of second or third generation Chinese born in the US. The growth of Chinese-only worship services is projected to continue with the ongoing influx of immigrants, many of whom have children. As these Chinese children grow up in America and assimilate (this is the 1.5 generation), they become proficient in English, expanding the need for an English ministry.

There is also a growing number of children of Chinese ancestry who are born in the US. Ministry to the 1.5 generation born overseas is similar to that of their parents, yet much different from the ministry to the American-born Chinese. There are over a half million second-, third-, and fourth-generation Chinese in the US.

Some Chinese churches address this need by providing interpretations of the services in English. But hearing the Word preached second-hand becomes a burden for the next generation. The problems of limited resources and few English workers can be overcome, however, as the church grows larger. Notice the column with separate Chinese and English services in the western parts of the US. However, many Chinese Baptist churches do not get to this stage, as succeeding generations often leave the church. Some join non-Chinese, multi-ethnic churches, but many drop out and do not attend any church. Some churches may encourage this group to form English-only church plants, as has been done in Southern California. This can also motivate those from smaller Chinese-speaking churches to gather in significant numbers in this mission church. NAMB can assist in starting such English-speaking next-generation mission churches.

Larger churches in heavily Chinese-populated areas can minister by developing separate Cantonese (or Mandarin) and English services. Some can provide all three languages. Most Chinese Baptist churches are small, however, and cannot offer English on their own, as indicated by the large number of Chinese-only services and
Chinese-to-English translated services. NAMB can assist in recruiting non-Chinese English-speaking ministers to begin a separate English service.

One of the needs of the next generation is to be included in the church’s decision-making process, and Baptist polity in Chinese Baptist churches may take longer than this generation can tolerate. They desire more technology and social-media solutions, which they already use at work, in helping the church. NAMB can train church members to share effective congregational/committee/small-group decision making to promote church unity. NAMB also can create dialogue between pastors born overseas and English workers to foster acceptance and team ministry.

The next generation may also feel discouraged that the biblical mandate to move beyond an exclusively Chinese church environment is not being implemented. They desire community involvement, especially multi-ethnic cooperation. They want hands-on, practical ministry in the community. They also want to follow the first generation’s model to obey the Great Commission and to work with them to do missions beyond the Chinese culture and reach other ethnic groups. (NAMB can assist in community efforts to reach other ethnic groups to model Christ-like outreach.)

Resources from Baptist associations, state conventions, and the Southern Baptist Convention can be used to encourage monetary contributions and personnel for calling out and training English workers. Perhaps both Chinese and non-Chinese workers from one part of the United States can be sent to those churches with limited resources to do English ministry.

**Challenges for Partnership**

*Funding:* The Cooperative Baptist Fellowship has put together a $50,000 budget to cover church planting tasks in two years. This effort is commendable, but such limited funding can only provide for the promotion, training and planter retreat, as well as some startup funding for equipment and materials. The budget is not sufficient to supplement a church planter’s monthly salary. We are 100 percent dependent on the support from partnership churches, local associations, state conventions and NAMB to fund church planter’s monthly supplements.

*Training:* There are two types of new pastors: recent seminary graduates and pastors with a wealth of experience from other denominations, but with no background in the Baptist faith. Orientation is a definite help to them. Some Baptist churches will require these pastors to attend a Baptist seminary to learn Baptist faith and polity. Some of these pastors refuse to attend. Due to the shortage of pastors, however,
this requirement is often overlooked. Even deacons may not have Baptist backgrounds. As a result, the congregation’s demand for their leaders to embrace Baptist faith and polity is lessened. This is a serious situation among the churches.

The growth of the Chinese population presents both opportunities and challenges. The big opportunity is that the harvest field is ripe here in North America. Chinese Southern Baptist churches are a growing force for the Great Commission. Many new churches have to be planted among the new immigrants and the next generations. The SBC has to develop resources to disciple believers from different backgrounds and cultures, as well as mobilize and develop workers for the harvest.

FILIPINO SOUTHERN BAPTIST FELLOWSHIP
OF NORTH AMERICA

The Philippines started as a colony of Spain in the early 1500s, and remained under Spanish rule for over three hundred years. Spanish colonization introduced a political and religious system according to their model, thus making the Philippines the only “Christian country” in Asia (surrounded by Hindu, Muslim, and Buddhist neighbors). Overall, the Philippine population is 85 percent Roman Catholic, 10 percent Protestant, and 5 percent Muslim and other religions. American missionaries introduced Protestantism to the islands in the early 1900s. Thus, most Filipinos migrating to North America are members of Roman Catholic churches, while a small number belong to Protestant and evangelical denominations.

Filipino Americans

Filipino Americans in the United States America are a diverse group with a population of about four million, according to the US State...
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Department, with the largest numbers residing in the California and tri-state areas (Connecticut, New Jersey, and New York).\(^1\) Filipino Americans rank as the second most populous Asian American subgroup in the United States. With strong historical ties to the US, Filipinos are proficient in English.

Attracted by economic and educational opportunities, Filipino Americans tend to live in and around metropolitan areas or in other urban areas. A high proportion of Filipinos immigrate to the US as professionals, many of them having acquired college or graduate degrees from the Philippines. Significant proportions are nurses, students, and from families of immigrants. Filipino females represent the largest number of Asian nurses in the US. With household incomes in the middle and upper-middle income brackets, many Filipino Americans enjoy a higher standard of living, as compared to other Asian American subgroups.\(^1\)

Knowing the differences in Filipino generations in the United States can be helpful in witnessing to them. Three cultural influences affect Filipino thoughts and decisions: (1) Malayan timid passivity; (2) superficially absorbed Spanish pride; and (3) Americanized democratic ideals. Furthermore, Filipinos in the US may be classified according to their place of origin, dialect, religion, education, profession, economic standing, and length of residency. First-generation Filipinos bring to the United States their cultural and linguistic lives and values. Second-generation Filipinos (Filipino Americans) endeavor to assimilate into American society. Third-generation Filipinos (American Filipinos) easily assimilate into American society. Fourth-generation Filipinos are Americans by language and by culture. Each of these generations demands an indigenous approach for evangelism and church-planting strategies. It is important to have compatible leadership and ministries targeted to each generation of Filipinos in North America, as significant positive behavioral differences can be observed after Filipinos experience conversion to Jesus Christ.

Filipino Canadians

Filipino immigration to Canada began in 1930. These first immigrants were mainly women who worked as nurses, teachers, or other healthcare workers. During the 1990s, more Filipinos came as families and independents instead of being sponsored by family or recruited as contract workers. Since the 1990s, there has been a steady increase in the flow of Filipinos entering Canada. As of 2006, Filipinos comprise the largest group of new immigrants to Canada, surpassing groups from both China and India.\(^1\)
According to the 2011 Canadian census, there are around 660,000 Filipinos living in Canada, most of them living in urbanized areas, especially Greater Toronto and Winnipeg. This number is growing yearly due to Canada’s more liberal immigration laws to compensate for their low population growth. Filipino Canadians are the third-largest Asian-Canadian group in the nation after the Indian and Chinese communities. On average, Canada received about 20,500 Filipino immigrants every year from 2001 to 2006.

Overwhelming Challenges

The population growth of immigrant Filipinos over the last decade is overwhelming and presses an urgent need for Gospel partnerships among churches and mission organizations. Currently, only about 200 Filipino Baptist churches in the US and Canada work with Southern Baptists. Indeed, the harvest is great (Luke 10:2)! In response to the challenging need, the Filipino Church Planting Network of North America was formed in 2010 through a partnership of passionate Filipino pastors from various state conventions and the North American Mission Board.

The creation of the network gave birth to 20/20 Vision, a national shared-strategy of starting 100 Filipino churches by the year 2020. The national fellowship adopted its process as part of the campaign across North America. The church-planting strategy covers three important key processes to realize the vision: 1) Discover (Identify Places, Partners, and Planters); 2) Develop (Planter, Sponsoring Church, Church Planting team); and 3) Deploy (Church Planter, Sending Church, Partner Agencies). This process is in line with our partnership with NAMB and several state conventions.

Opportunities for Partnership

- Intentionally promote our two viable options to reach the four million with the Gospel in partnership with our 200 churches to develop homegrown church planters and the legally sponsored importation of church planters from the Philippines.
- Proactively promote and partner in Filipino American Church Planting in North America for funding and resourcing.
- Allow Filipino Americans the opportunity to reach their own people with the Gospel as IMB missionaries to the Philippines.
The Hmong people are a Southeast Asian highland people who are predominantly hill farmers, raising livestock, and cultivating rice and other grain for their needs. The Hmong trace their ancestry back to China and claim China as their native homeland. They are relatively new arrivals on the Southeast Asian peninsula, many moving south in order to avoid harassment by Chinese emperors.

Today, there are more than nine million Hmong people living in China (Guizhou, Yunnan, Hunan). There are also significant numbers living in Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, and Burma. Animism is the basis of faith for most Hmong people, including the practice of ancestral worship and shamanism.  

Hmong Believers in the Southern Baptist Convention

An amendment passed by the American government in 1976 made it possible for many Hmong refugees to migrate to the United States. There are more than 300,000 Hmong people living in the US today. The three states that have the highest number of Hmong people are (in descending order): California, Wisconsin, and Minnesota.

At the start of 1975, Southern Baptists and other Christian denominations began to sponsor Hmong refugees to the United States. This eventually led to the conversion of many Hmong people and the start of Hmong churches. Today, five percent of the Hmong population have been reached with the Gospel of Jesus Christ in the United States.

The influence and leadership of Southern Baptists has been the reason for the many Hmong people who have given their lives to Jesus Christ and for the start of Hmong-speaking churches across the United States. Among those leaders, Rev. Joshua Vang
was the first Hmong leader appointed by the Home Mission Board as ethnic missionary for Indochinese refugees in the USA. He coordinated Lao and Hmong refugees joining Southern Baptists in 1976.

**Hmong Baptist National Association**

While many Hmong churches were planted and established through the help of Southern Baptist leaders, these churches were facing difficulties such as language barriers, lack of printed material, and no worship facilities. In 1991, leaders from Hmong Baptist churches came together in Kansas City, Kansas, to discuss and establish a coordinating office for all Hmong churches. The Hmong Baptist Fellowship came into existence through their recognition of the need for guidance and leadership. Pastor Tong Zong Vang was elected as the first executive director of Hmong Baptist National Association (HBNA), headquartered in St. Paul, Minnesota.

The association adopted as its mission: “To equip and empower churches and Christian leaders to effectively serve and to make a difference in the growing Body of Christ around the world until we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God and become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ (Ephesians 4:12–14).” Further, the association has a vision: “To see effective Christian leaders and churches fulfill the Great Commission (Matthew 29:18–21) and the mobilization of all Hmong Baptist Churches to fulfill the Great Commission. Matthew 28:18–20.”

**The Work of the Hmong Baptist National Association**

Currently there are 56 Hmong Baptist congregations across the United States: Georgia (5); North Carolina (6); Tennessee (1); Arkansas (4); Oklahoma (2); Texas (2); Michigan (4); Minneapolis (10); Wisconsin (8); Kansas (1); Ohio (1); Missouri (1); California (9); and Colorado (2).

The Hmong Baptist National Association has the following ministries: men’s, women’s, youth, love and care, education, Sunday school and small group, and collegiates. On leadership and church strengthening, the association has offices for pastoral leadership, church administration, church finance, evangelism, discipleship, and stewardship.\^17

HBNA also has home missions components that include WMU and Brotherhood organizations, and global missions focusing on Hmong works in Vietnam and
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Thailand. HBNA also has a church planting team with leaders that are responsible for the western, northern, and southern regions.

**CHALLENGES FOR PARTNERSHIP**

**How the SBC can help HBNA**

1. Develop resources for discipleship materials.
2. Learn and grow into a better way of structuring Hmong Fellowship churches.
3. Arrange for SBC seminaries and their colleges to meet with high school students and share information during summer camps and annual meetings about their programs and education possibilities.
4. Develop a pastoral study program for Hmong pastors who have been unable to attend seminary or engage in other higher education opportunities.

**How HBNA Can Help the SBC**

1. Promote and challenge local Hmong churches to be more involved with their local associations and state conventions.
2. Partner with LifeWay to translate discipleship materials into Hmong language.
3. Develop more leaders who will have a sense of passion for joining SBC leadership and the mission field.

**JAPANESE CHURCH PLANTING NETWORK**

**Background**

The SBC’s Japanese Church Planting Network (JCPN) was organized in March 2003 by seven Japanese churches. Since 2000, the network has planted eleven Japanese churches, and fifteen additional churches are working with the cooperation of JCPN, the local association, state conventions, and the SBC.18

JCPN churches are located in Lynnwood and Tacoma (Washington); Portland and Eugene (Oregon); Pasadena, Paloma, and San Diego (California); Phoenix (Arizona); Denver (Colorado); St. Louis (Missouri); San Antonio (Texas); Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania); Washington, D.C; Orlando (Florida); and Pearl City (Hawaii).
Demographics

Total population of Japanese in USA and Canada

- USA: 841,825 (US Census Bureau, 2010)
- Canada: 73,315 (The visible minority population by ethnic origin for CMAs: 2001)

Currently there are about thirty Japanese churches and thirty Japanese mission churches in the SBC. The Network plans to plant an additional thirty churches.

Opportunities for Partnership

1. We continue to work with SBC entities to plant new Japanese churches and will expand our work to Asian American church planting for the second generation. We will also plant new churches in Japan and support church planters in 10/40 Window nations.

2. The Network appreciates the SBC’s cooperation in supporting church planters, but greater cooperation is needed. The following are the basic steps to effectively start a church working with state conventions, association, and local churches:

   - JCPN identifies a city that has no Japanese Southern Baptist church, putting a priority on the size of the Japanese population and the number of existing Japanese churches.
   - JCPN finds core families willing to start a Bible study. The Network waits until we identify someone to start a Bible study in Japanese.
   - The Network connects partners with the help of the North American Mission Board. We continue to want NAMB to serve as the connection between JCPN and state conventions and local associations to start Japanese church planting in any city, just as Brother Jeremy Sin has done until now.
   - The Network recruits Japanese church planters in the USA and Japan.
◆ The Network starts a Japanese Bible study before the church planter comes in because it takes time to get a visa, and even more preparation to deploy the church planter.

◆ The Network decides on sponsoring churches.

◆ The Network organizes the church-planting team with the state convention, association, and local sponsoring church and designs a financial plan to support the church planter.

3. The Network needs SBC assistance or sponsorship for immigration visas for Japanese church planters to come to the US.

4. The Network needs Southern Baptist churches for partnerships. All JCPN staff are local pastors, working as volunteers for the Network. The work of the board of directors is limited because of their pastoral care for their own congregations.

---

**KOREAN BAPTIST FELLOWSHIP**

Korean Americans, or Americans of Korean descent, are mostly from South Korea, with a small percentage from North Korea. There are more than 1.4 million Korean Americans in the United States, according to the latest US census, up by 41 percent since 2000. In 2011, they made up 9.5 percent of the total Asian American population in the United States. Nearly 62 percent are foreign born. Koreans are the fifth largest Asian American community, after Chinese, Indians, Filipinos, and Vietnamese. Many Korean immigrants attain US citizenship, ranking them twelfth among all US naturalizations in 2012, and fifth among Asians. The US is home to the second largest Korean diaspora community in the world, after the People’s Republic of China.¹⁹

Here are the ten states, based on 2010 US Census Bureau statistics, with the largest Korean American populations: California (505,225), New York (153,609), New Jersey (100,334), Virginia (82,006), Texas (85,332), Washington (80,049), Illinois (70,263), Georgia (60,836), Maryland (55,051), and Pennsylvania (47,429). Hawaii was the state with the highest concentration of Korean Americans, compared to its total state population, with 48,699 residents of Korean descent.
History and Current Status

The Korean Baptist Fellowship, which was established with the support of the Southern Baptist Convention in the 1960s, rapidly developed during the late 1970s after revision of the Immigration Act under President John F. Kennedy. The Korean Fellowship Group has now reached more than 850 churches that are widely spread throughout America, with the foundational support of the Language Missions Division of the Home Mission Board.

However, due to a severe language barrier and cultural differences, Korean immigrants could not fully participate within the full range of Southern Baptist life. This prevented most Korean pastors and leaders from participating in association and state convention activities, which were conducting businesses in English. Most were unable to take advantage of English resources provided by the associations and state conventions.

With help from the Language Mission Division of the Home Mission Board, Korean churches met in 1981 for the purpose of fellowship and encouragement, as well as to share ministry information. The following year, they were able to establish the Council of Korean Southern Baptist Churches in America. With this new entity, Korean churches were able to engage its ministries at the association and state convention levels.

The Korean Fellowship has officers (president, first vice president, second vice president, executive director, secretary, and treasurer) and eight agencies (Korean Baptist Overseas Mission Board, Home Mission Board, Education Department, Pastoral Department, English Ministry Department, WMU, Brotherhood, and the Seminary Department) to meet and support the needs of the Korean Baptist churches in America.²⁰

The Korean Baptist Overseas Mission Board, in close cooperation with IMB, has sent approximately 320 missionaries worldwide through IMB, and currently has 188 in mission fields. It has also sent out over 45 missionaries on its own.²¹

### Korean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congregations</td>
<td>872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members</td>
<td>72,584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>1,460,483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Born</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd and 3rd Generation</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of persons of this ethnic group without a personal relationship with Christ

1,270,483

This represents 87% of the ethnic group total population

1 to 1,655

Is the ratio of Southern Baptist congregations to population of this ethnic group
The Korean Home Mission Board, in cooperation with NAMB, has initiated three mission conferences to mobilize church planters for the Koreans and for other ethnic groups. They have worked diligently to plant a new Korean church and raised a special mission fund to sponsor thirty-seven Korean church plants.

The Education Department and the Pastoral Department each held annual conferences to meet various pastoral needs and to provide resources on evangelism, discipleship, preaching, and spiritual renewal. The English Ministry Department has supported the English-speaking Korean churches in planting new churches and providing pastoral fellowship and mentorship.

The WMU has conducted its own annual seminar to promote missions, to cultivate future WMU leaders, and to promote annual missions offerings.

The Brotherhood, in cooperation with the Annuity Board, has promoted the annuity program for Korean pastors. The Seminary Department has compiled information about Korean or Korean American students enrolled at the six SBC seminaries and given it to Korean churches. This program also helps the students find ministry fields upon graduation.

The Council of Korean Southern Baptist Churches has organized thirty associations in all fifty states. The council has two major committees: the operating committee, which is composed of six elected officers and eight department leaders; and the executive committee, which is composed of twenty delegates from the thirty Korean associations. The Council holds its annual convention in June, where it elects new officers and committee members and adopts a new operating budget and various resolutions. The Council executive director is a full-time position that directs all business while working closely with other offices and department leaders.

Challenges for Partnership

Korean Southern Baptist churches in America have operated within their own council since 1981 in order to accomplish greater mission work. To fulfill this purpose, the Korean churches have pledged to give double or triple their Cooperative Program mission offerings.

With the help of the Home Mission Board, Korean churches started the Korean Fellowship, which was truly to foster fellowship among Korean pastors. Over the years it has expanded to the Council of Korean Southern Baptist Churches in America, mirroring the Convention's structure. The Council, with limited resources, has been
serving Korean churches and their various ministry needs, just as associations, state conventions, NAMB, and IMB do for all Southern Baptist churches.

Historically, Koreans have found it difficult to assimilate to Western culture due to unique language and cultural barriers. Therefore, the Fellowship seeks guidance from the SBC Executive Committee for better solutions. Since the beginning, the leadership of the Council has been working hard to find better solutions for its fellowshiping churches.

### LAOTIAN BAPTIST FELLOWSHIP

#### Laotian History/Heritage

Lao or Laotian people arrived onto the shores of the United States because of the Indo-China War. They came from Laos, a small landlocked country in Southeast Asia situated between Thailand to the west, Vietnam to the east, Cambodia to the south, Myanmar to the northwest, and China to the north.

Laos became a French protectorate in 1893 and gained its independence from France in 1954 as a constitutional monarchical state. From French colony to a self-governed country with Western influence, the country was under a kingship and a democratically elected government. As soon as the country became an independent state, it was unable to meet its own needs politically, economically, and militarily. The people were dependent upon financial, economic, and military aid from Western countries such as the United States, England, France, and others for basic needs. Because of that, the Communist political segment of Lao society fought against a democratically elected government. That faction re-

### Laotian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congregations</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members</td>
<td>2,392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>213,954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Born</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd and 3rd Generation</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of persons of this ethnic group without a personal relationship with Christ: 205,903

This represents 96% of the ethnic group total population.

1 to 5,023 is the ratio of Southern Baptist congregations to population of this ethnic group.
received its political influence and support from countries like the Soviet Union, China, and communist or socialist countries, but most importantly, North Vietnam.

The country received its independence, but it involved itself in a civil war. Three factions, the neutralist, the communist, and the conservative, fought over the ideology of the West versus the East. War ensued for over thirty years. After US armed forces withdrew from Vietnam in July 1975, the Pathet Lao or Lao Hak Xat, the communist faction, took control of the country.

**Laotian Refugees**

When communists took control of the country politically, there was much chaos and uncertainty. Laotian citizens, especially those who formerly worked for the government and those who aided the United States in the war effort, were afraid of retaliation. They fled from their families and their homes by thousands. They crossed the Mekong River under the cover of night into Thailand. From 1975 to the mid-1980s, more than 300,000 crowded the few refugee camps available in Thailand. Unsanitary living conditions and harsh treatment by camp officials made life extremely hard and horrible for the Lao refugees.22

After 1980, the government of Thailand tried to stop or slow the flow of Laotian refugees pouring into the country by turning them back or not admitting them into already crowded refugee camps. The purpose of doing so was to close these refugee camps as soon as it was feasible. The policy created an enormous international outcry and controversy among countries that supported humanitarian aid to homeless people. Out of this chaos, the suggestions were to screen economic refugees. Only political refugees would be admitted into refugee camps. After these people were admitted into the camps, they could be given opportunities for resettlement in countries such as the United States, Canada, France, Argentina, China, and others. Once they were found qualified, they could be processed speedily for resettlement in order to close those camps by certain target dates.23

**Resettlement Programs**

For the sake of humanitarianism, the United States government established a resettlement program for Laotian refugees who had worked closely with the American aid agencies, armed forces, and those who were ex-government employees, including those who were part of armed forces, Lao royal army, policemen, and other civilian state servants.
According to information published by the UCLA Asian American Studies Center, citing the 2000 Census, 198,203 Laotians lived throughout the United States. It explained further that from 1979 to 1981, an estimated 105,477 “first wave” Laotian refugees were admitted into the United States under the Indochina Migration and Refugee Assistance Act. From 1986 to 1989, a total of 52,864 “second wave” Laotian refugees arrived in the US and settled in communities across the country, and were sponsored by resettlement agencies, religious organizations, churches, and American families. Laotian people often settled in medium-sized cities such as Fresno, San Diego, Stockton, and Sacramento in California.  

According to the 2001 Canadian census, there were 16,950 living in Canada. The largest Laotian concentrations in Canada were in Toronto, Montreal, Quebec, Vancouver, Calgary, and Winnipeg.

The Growth of Laotian Communities

Though the numbers from these sources are slightly different, according to the US census of 2000, the Laotian population grew to 168,707. Ten years later, the US census indicated that the Laotian population in the United States further grew to 191,200. This figure of Laotian people is included in total Asian population growth according to the 2010 US census.

States with fewer than 937 Laotians were not listed. These numbers could shift due to secondary migration to different states where their employment took them. Normally, the people also liked to congregate near relatives and friends to benefit from mutual support and to encourage one another in coping with difficulties and barriers to full resettlement.

According to the 2010 US census, Laotian population distribution was only slightly different from the 2000 census. Some of the Laotian population numbers in certain localities were collected through Buddhist temples, Laotian associations, and Lao American Societies, which would have the most accurate numbers since they worked with Laotian residents on a regular basis.

Challenges for Partnership

Change in Church Planting Strategy

Some Baptist associations have more than one people group; however, church-planting efforts should not be limited to only one church plant for a particular group. Instead, more churches should be planted to encourage churches to reach more.
The effort for church planting should not be limited only to the state Baptist convention and/or NAMB levels. Strategies should include the local church level and should work hand-in-hand with local ethnic minority leaders. Current strategies frequently posture NAMB and state conventions as experts without taking into consideration input from local Baptists who know the people and the culture.

NAMB and the local Southern Baptists should partner with local Lao leaders to recruit, invest in, and train future local leaders. Currently, fewer and fewer Laotians are qualified for church planter positions due to their lack of seminary experience.

**Global Need**

Laotian people are scattered around the world. In fact, there are more Laotians outside of Laos than are within the borders of Laos. Cambodia is home to approximately 1.5 million Lao, known as Cambodian-Lao. Thai-Lao, Laotians living in Thailand, number more than 40 million. Millions of people living in southern China speak Lao, as do millions more in northern Vietnam. In addition, a large number of Laotians live in various countries in Europe, as well as Argentina.

**VIETNAMESE BAPTIST FELLOWSHIP**

The history of Vietnamese Americans begins with the end of the Vietnam War in April 1975. After an almost twenty-year involvement in Vietnam, the United States government unenthusiastically agreed to withdraw its financial and military support for South Vietnam by signing the Paris Agreement. The US government changed its direction toward the Vietnam War. There were many reasons leading to this troop withdrawal policy—increased anti-war protest, the overwhelming loss of pride regarding the war, the depressed economy, the decreased global credibility, and a loss of faith in the government.

After twenty years at war, Vietnamese people longed for peace. They expected all sides to honor the promises of the Paris Peace Agreement. However, soon after the withdrawal of the United States’ military and economic support, the Communist regime from the North invaded South Vietnam. The North Vietnamese army attacked Phuoc-Long Province, located about fifty-eight miles from Saigon, to test the US government’s policy. President Gerald Ford responded to the Communist invasion by holding a press conference stating that the US government was unwilling to re-enter the war in Vietnam.
Knowing the US government’s unwillingness to fight, in mid-March and early April 1975 the North Vietnamese army attacked the South highland and took control of areas such as Pleiku, Kontum, and Ban-methuot. As a result of this military offensive, about one million refugees poured out of these areas and headed for Saigon and the coast. Saigon, the former capital of South Vietnam, fell to the North Vietnamese regime and Viet Cong on April 30, 1975. The first wave of Vietnamese refugees to the United States took place at that time.

**Pre-1975**

In over a thousand years of history, Vietnamese have rarely escaped their homeland. During nearly one hundred years under French rule (1858–1945), some Vietnamese were forced to leave their country to labor in French colonies.

Before the 1950s, there was a small number of Vietnamese Americans. During the 1950s and 1960s, a few hundred Vietnamese arrived in the United States for academic and military training purposes. According to the US Immigration and Naturalization Services, only 650 Vietnamese arrived in the United States from 1950 to 1974.

**Post-1975**

Most Vietnamese Americans arrived in the United States after the end of the Vietnam War. According to the US Census Bureau, in 2015 there were more than 1.7 million Vietnamese living in the United States, including 1.2 million refugees and immigrants, and about 550,000 US-born citizens of Vietnamese heritage. They became the fourth largest group of Asian Americans, after Chinese Americans, Filipino Americans, and Asian Indian Americans. Between 2000 and 2015, the US Vietnamese population gained approximately 600,000 residents.
Vietnamese Americans mainly live in metropolitan areas, including Orange County, San Jose, and San Diego, California; Houston, Texas; Fairfax County, Virginia; King County, Washington; and Chicago, Illinois.

VIETNAM REFUGEES AND IMMIGRANTS

The First Wave 1975–1977

The Vietnamese Communists took over Vietnam on April 30, 1975. In an attempt to pursue the gift of God that is called liberty, Vietnamese people decided to escape their homeland. Within the first week after the end of the Vietnam War, about 130,000 Vietnamese fled Vietnam (US Immigration, 2000). They were airlifted and sealifted out of Vietnam by US military forces. This created the first massive wave of Vietnamese from Vietnam to the US. Many of these Vietnamese served with the South Vietnamese government and fought alongside the American forces. Religious leaders also escaped Vietnam. Vietnamese people left Vietnam during this first wave for political and religious purposes. Most of them had political connections with the US government, high levels of English proficiency, education, and wealth.

These early Vietnamese refugees faced many difficulties when they first came to the New World. They were moved to a military camp and had to live there until an American citizen sponsored them. Many churches and non-profit organizations were their main sponsors.

The Second Wave 1978–1986

Shortly after the end of the Vietnam War, the Vietnamese Communist government sent leaders of the former South Vietnamese government, leaders of political parties, and religious leaders to prisons called “re-education camps” and their families to “new economic zones.” These sites had been undeveloped or abandoned during the turbulence of war. Most of the leaders had a close relationship with the first wave of Vietnamese refugees and were associated with the South Vietnamese government. Their connection to both the former South Vietnam government and the United States government made them targets of persecution for the Vietnamese Communist government.

Scholars A. Do, T. Phan, and E. Garcia (2009) believe that about one million people were imprisoned without formal charges or trials, and approximately 165,000 people died in the Socialist Republic of Vietnam’s re-education camps. These horrible situations caused hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese to flee the country. They
left Vietnam’s shores by sea on makeshift boats and rafts. Additionally, in 1979, Vietnam was at war with the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Many Chinese Vietnamese living in North Vietnam were the targets of that government’s policies and made their escapes by boat.\textsuperscript{28}

The second wave of Vietnamese refugees seemed to be poorer, less educated, and subject to greater trauma than the first wave (Chung & Bemak, 1998; Matsuoka, 1993). According to stories of the boat people, they often feared Vietnamese policemen, suffered from dehydration, and lost family members and friends during their escape. They were victims of hunger, malnutrition, assault, rape, and robbery by Thai pirates. Many children witnessed these violent behaviors.\textsuperscript{29}

Some boat people escaped from Vietnam on large vessels. However, many boat people left their homeland on little wooden boats with old rebuilt engines. Dozens and sometimes hundreds of refugees crowded into small boats. They sat next to each other like fish tightly packed in a can of sardines. Days and nights went by, and sometimes the engine would suddenly stop. They would float with the wind without food and water. They dealt with fear from the crashing waves every minute. They suffered storms, robbery, and rape repeatedly. Many lost husbands, wives, children, parents, and relatives in their desperate search for relief. Some of them were kidnapped and others were killed and buried at sea.

After traveling on the ocean, many boat people came to refugee camps in Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines, Hong Kong, and Indonesia. The conditions at these camps were very poor. The Vietnamese boat people in the camps were treated horribly, with frequent camp inspections and constant police oppression. An entire generation of children born in the camps had never known life outside the hurtful wire that surrounded them.

Without boat people’s strength in seeking liberty and freedom, escape would have been impossible. No words can describe how terribly boat people suffered on these unforgettable escapes. The number of Vietnamese boat people was estimated at 600,000. They confronted death and risked their lives on the high seas to escape the unimaginably terrible reign of the Vietnamese Communist government. According to the report of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, one-third of the boat people died at sea by murder, storms, illness, and food shortages. Many women were captured, molested, and raped by pirates.

In addition to the boat people of the second wave, another group of Vietnamese refugees escaped by land across the Cambodian border. They came to Thailand and ended up at the same camps, just like those who escaped by sea.
The Third Wave 1987–2000

Under Communist leadership, Vietnam became one of the poorest, most isolated countries of the world. This caused many Vietnamese people to leave the country in search of a better life. Alongside the second wave of Vietnamese refugees, the third wave began to rise up. These refugees came to the US by airplane directly from Vietnam. The third wave of Vietnamese immigrants to the US included the combination of Vietnamese refugees and immigrants in the Orderly Departure Program (ODP).

In 1987, the United States Congress passed the Amerasian Homecoming Act to welcome the US Amerasian children and their families to America. Many of these children were the progeny of US soldiers and Vietnamese women. Under this act, about 75,000 Amerasians and their family members arrived in the US. Phan (2003)cites a study from Ohio State University that found that 76 percent of Amerasians wanted to meet their fathers when they came to the United States, but 70 percent did not know their father’s name. About 22 percent of them had tried to make contact, and only 3 percent had actually succeeded in meeting their biological fathers. In reality, many American fathers did not want to meet their left-behind children, because of fear, embarrassment, or lack of desire to take responsibility.30

In 1989, the US government signed an agreement with the Vietnamese government about releasing the political prisoners. This agreement requested the Vietnamese government to free all former South Vietnamese soldiers, officials, and religious leaders who were held in re-education camps and to allow them to come to the United States. According to the Encyclopedia of the New American Nation, the Vietnamese government released more than six thousand military and political prisoners in September 1987. In 1990, the first group of former Vietnamese political and re-education camp prisoners arrived in the United States under the Humanitarian Operation or “HO” Program.31

The Fourth Wave 2001–Present

The Vietnam Communist Party implemented a free-market economic reform program, known as Doi Moi (reform or renovation), which carefully managed the transition from a centrally-planned economy to a Socialist-oriented market economy. With the authority of the government remaining unchallenged, private ownership of farms languished and large companies engaged in commodity production and deregulation. Foreign investment was encouraged, while the government maintained control over strategic industry. The economy of Vietnam achieved rapid
growth in agricultural and industrial production, construction and housing, exports and foreign investment.

During the Clinton administration, the US government established full diplomatic and economic relations with Vietnam in 1995. A new chapter in Vietnam was opened. Vietnamese exports to the United States increased near the $800 million mark in 2001; $3 billion in 2005; and $12.9 billion in 2008. The increase in business, trade, and educational relations between the US and Vietnam continued the flow of Vietnamese immigrants and Vietnamese international students to the US in the twenty-first century. Many of these people chose to live in the United States permanently. In addition, Vietnamese Americans usually seek to bring relatives to the US. Some Vietnamese Americans and US citizens of other ethnicities travel to Vietnam to marry Vietnamese citizens and start a new round of immigration for their spouses.

**Resettlement Process**

At the end of the Vietnam War, the majority of US citizens did not support a large-scale program to bring refugees to the United States. The majority was unfriendly toward Vietnamese refugees. The oppositional concerns of Americans were based on political conservatism, refugee crisis, and economic self-interest, such as job losses and increased public welfare expenditures.

The United States government used the Dispersal Policy on Refugees to reduce the social and economic impact of this large arrival of Vietnamese refugees. Do Hien Duc states that the main purposes of this policy were to: (1) relocate the Vietnamese refugees as quickly as possible so that they could achieve financial independence; (2) ease the impact of a large group of refugees on a given community which might otherwise increase the competition for jobs; (3) make it easier logistically to find sponsors; and (4) prevent the development of an ethnic ghetto. A ghetto is defined as a “portion of a city in which members of a minority group live, especially because of social, legal, or economic pressure” (Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, www.merriam-webster.com). Vietnamese refugees and immigrants were spread across the country by this policy.

The government’s Interagency Task Force contracted with nine voluntary agencies to oversee the refugee resettlement process: Church World Service, the Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Service, the United Hebrew Immigration and Assistance Service, the International Rescue Committee, the American Funds for Czechoslovak Refugees, the United States Catholic Conference, the Travelers Aid International Social Service, World Relief, and the Council for Nationalities Service.
The primary task of the agencies was to find sponsors possessing the capacity to fulfill both financial and moral responsibilities and to match these sponsors with the refugee families. In short, the sponsors were to introduce the Vietnamese refugees into the new society while also helping them to become economically self-supporting. Sponsors included churches, affiliates, individual families, corporations, and companies with former Vietnamese employees.

**Growth of Protestantism Among Vietnamese Americans**

Protestantism officially came to Vietnam in 1911 by way of Dr. Robert Alexander Jaffray (1873–1945), a missionary commissioned by the Christian and Missionary Alliance (C&MA). During the presence of the US forces in Vietnam during the 1960s–1970s, American Protestant missionaries from different denominations such as Baptists, Presbyterians, Reformed, Church of Christ, and Methodists came. About half of Christians in Vietnam are members of ethnic minority groups.

Around 2 percent of Vietnamese are evangelical Christians. Many Vietnamese Christian churches have been established in the United States, and Southern Baptists represent the fastest growing denomination among Vietnamese American Christians. The two largest Protestant denominations among Vietnamese Americans are the Christian & Missionary Alliance (about 100 churches) and Southern Baptists (about 150 churches). The Vietnamese National Baptist Fellowship, US was established in 1984, and Christianity is one of the fastest expanding religions among Vietnamese Americans.

Vietnamese refugees and immigrants were influenced by American Christians during their resettlement process. Many churches and Christian believers opened their arms in welcoming the Vietnamese people. Among these American churches and groups, Southern Baptists made a significant impact in helping and sharing the Gospel to Vietnamese people.

Vietnamese Americans are much more likely to be Christians than Vietnamese who are residing in Vietnam. While Christians (mainly Roman Catholics) make up about 6 percent of Vietnam’s total population, they comprise as much as 23 percent of the total Vietnamese American population.

**Opportunities for Evangelism**

Existing agencies and organizational structures are already in place to provide opportunities to expand Christ’s kingdom among Vietnamese Americans. These include the opportunity to:
 Expand beyond the 150 Vietnamese Southern Baptist churches in the United States. Many Vietnamese Baptist churches have been established in Vietnam since 2000. In 2006, Agape Baptist Church was established in Vietnam.

Send more short-term US volunteer missionaries who are willing to go to Vietnam.

Vietnamese Baptist Fellowship of North America has the Vietnamese Baptist Theological School (Education & Training), headquartered in Dallas, Texas, with five additional satellite centers in Vietnam.

Vietnamese Mission Board (Evangelism & Mission).

A network among Vietnamese Baptists around the world.

**Challenges for Partnership**

Better Connections. SBC representatives can join the annual Vietnamese Baptist Conference to share information and show support.

Better Missions Acts. The SBC can encourage local Baptist churches to send more short-term volunteer missionaries, and the IMB to send more permanent missionaries, to Vietnamese populations around the world.

Better Network. The SBC can encourage local churches to sponsor Vietnamese church starters and church planters. The VBF can help to coordinate this network.

Better Mentality. Leading Vietnamese Americans can be engaged to reach other people groups.

**CONCLUSION**

Asian American churches in the SBC face common challenges and share common recommendations with the SBC entities to assist them in Gospel ministry at home and abroad. We are part of the SBC family whom God has called from Asia to this land in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, just as He brought European immigrants from many countries to build America over the past four centuries. Still, new immigrants arrive from both continents.
We desire to leave a legacy for the next generations showing how we worked together as equal partners in the Gospel. We have the same theological agreements and ministerial viewpoints to reach the world with the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ through our cooperative efforts and the Cooperative Program. Thus, we seek to work together in prayer and communication as equal partners in the Gospel.

Asian American Baptist churches can contribute much in information and consultation regarding church planting and international missions. These eight Asian American fellowships and churches can work with the International Mission Board in those Asian countries. We speak both our native language and English. We know the culture and our people. Regarding the North American Mission Board, these Asian American pastors and leaders can reach out to our people groups. We can reach more people with NAMB’s help, mobilizing more churches to plant new churches targeted toward Asian Americans. We are to work together, but as it stands today there are only a few denominational workers for these people groups. Both IMB and NAMB should consider hiring more workers to help the 1,900 Asian American Baptist churches in the SBC.

Asian American Southern Baptists can serve as trustees on the national boards and on the state Baptist convention boards, as well as in associational ministries and many other shared ministries to build the SBC stronger. Now is the time to see full reconciliation through the Gospel, serving as equal partners in ministry. Asians are not mission objects but rather partners in the Gospel, as Apostle Paul writes of Jews and Gentiles in his epistles.

We live in a new day, not as past generations. Our future will be brighter if we work together in equal partnership for the Great Commission. Many Asian Americans are highly educated from top-notch universities in America and in many top-paid professional fields. The next generation will be the minority group that experiences the most significant population growth in the US. Thus, we must prepare the next generations for the Great Commission, until the return of Christ for His Church.34
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As the largest cultural minority, Hispanics are a significant part of America’s population that can be seen as a mission field and a mission force simultaneously. The Hispanic American population has experienced rapid growth in the past four decades. Since 1980, the number of Hispanics living in the United States has increased from 15 million in 1980 to 55.4 million in 2014. While Hispanics currently constitute 17 percent of the total population in the US they are projected to become almost one third of the US population by 2050. We rejoice over the fact that today 23 percent of the Hispanics identify themselves as Evangelical/Protestant. An understanding of the history, culture, and religious orientation of Hispanics is crucial in reaching many more for Christ.

Socio-Historical Overview of Hispanics in the United States

A historical overview of Hispanics in the United States begins with the arrival of Spanish explorers and colonizers who became the first Spanish Americans. Other groups that joined America’s mosaic of ethnicities were Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, Cubans, and Central and South Americans, as well as those who were placed in the Census Bureau category of “Other Hispanics.”

Spanish Americans

The presence of Hispanics in what is now the southwestern United States can be traced to the early 1600s. In 1528, explorations of New Mexico, Texas, and California began.1 Also in that year, Juan de Oñate (who married explorer Hernán Cortéz’s niece)
established the first colony in what is now New Mexico. Subsequently villas (provincial towns) were established in Santa Fe, Santa Cruz (Española valley), and San Felipe de Neri, which is now Albuquerque. In California, the famous Franciscan missionary Fray Junípero Serra founded twenty-one missions along the California coast (the mission of San Diego was founded in 1769 and Monterrey in 1770). By 1821, four principal areas of settlement had developed in New Mexico, California, Texas, and Arizona.

**Mexican Americans**

Due to a variety of historical factors, significant numbers of Hispanics were added to the colonial Spanish Americans living in California, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas. The largest of these groups are Mexican Americans, some of whom already resided in these territories when they became a part of the United States. Others arrived through the ongoing process of immigration. Today Mexican Americans constitute 66.9 percent of the US Hispanic population. While initially concentrated in the southwestern states, Mexican Americans now have significant numbers throughout the country.

**Puerto Ricans**

Puerto Ricans gained legal status in 1889, when their island became an unincorporated territory of the United States. They officially became US citizens in 1917. The first large wave of migration to the continental US occurred during the 1920s and 1930s, driven by high rates of unemployment on the island. The sharp drop in job opportunities was caused in part by severe hurricane systems in 1928 and 1932 that devastated the coffee plantations, the primary source of income at the time. Following World War II, large numbers of Puerto Rican migrants who came as contract farm workers, as well as those who had served in the US armed forces, became permanent mainland residents. The advent of affordable airfare dramatically increased the numbers traveling to and from the island. “The movement can best be understood in terms of a continuous internal migration within the United States.” Puerto Ricans constitute 8.6 percent of the Hispanic population in the US.

**Cuban Americans**

As early as 1830, Cubans were living in Key West, Florida. Toward the end of the nineteenth century, in the waning years of Spanish colonial rule, other Cuban political refugees settled in the Tampa area. Still other Cubans came during the 1930s when
Cuba came under the dictatorship of Fulgencio Batista. Then, in 1959, when Fidel Castro overthrew Batista, and it became evident that he intended to establish a communist government, large numbers of people sought asylum in the United States. Between 1959 and 1962 more than 155,000 Cubans immigrated to the US. The Mariel boatlift movement in the 1980s, as well as ongoing arrivals of political refugees, has contributed to the continuous increase of the Cuban population. Today Cubans constitute 3.9 percent of the Hispanic American population.

**Central and South Americans**

Central and South Americans constitute a variety of national and ethnic groups, representing eighteen different countries. Immigration from Central America began in the 1830s and continued at a slow rate. Following World War II the number of immigrants from Central America increased rapidly. In the 1980s, this number increased at an even faster rate due to political turmoil in such countries as Nicaragua, El Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala. Today Central and South Americans make up 14.3 percent of the Hispanic population.

**Other Hispanic Americans**

The US Census Bureau uses the category “other Hispanics” to identify Hispanics of other national and regional origins that are not represented in sufficiently large numbers that require a separate designation. This category includes Hispanic people who trace their origins to Spain, Germany, Portugal, Jamaica, Trinidad/Caribbean Islands, Italy, or “other countries.” These people, therefore, may come from a wide variety of places where the Spanish language and culture are predominant. The fact that they come from a Spanish-speaking area means that they have some things in common with other Hispanic Americans. “Other Hispanics” constitute 6.5 percent of the Hispanic population. Since the presence of Hispanics in the US dates back to the early 1600s, the various other Hispanic groups listed above migrated at different periods and through a variety of circumstances.

**Socio-Cultural Characteristics of Hispanics**

While the term “Hispanic” is used as an overarching term, the people within this group represent significant variety in terms of national origin as well as generational status. As seen in the opening overview, Hispanics migrated to the United States from Spain and Latin America, and from other countries and territories and as well. Nonetheless,
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their commonalities relative to language and culture make it possible for us to view them as a socio-cultural group with characteristics that need to be considered in the development of evangelistic and church planting strategies.

Generational Diversity

In addition to Hispanic American diversity relative to national origin, there is significant variety in generational status due to the assimilation process. In *Hispanic Realities Impacting America*, Dr. Bobby Sena outlines the various levels of assimilation among Hispanics:

1. Traditional (First Generation: Immigrants) — They arrive in this country speaking only Spanish. Their social contacts (close friends) are primarily confined to their own cultural group.

2. Bi-Cultural (Second Generation: US born, or arrived as children) — These migrants are bilingual (perhaps a bit more fluent in Spanish than in English) and have social contacts in both their cultural group and the predominant society.

3. Marginal (Third Generation: US born) — These Hispanics are more proficient in English than in Spanish and have more social contacts in the predominant (Anglo) society than within the Hispanic American community.

4. Acculturated (Fourth Generation: US Born). They basically speak only English and have the majority of their social contacts outside of the Hispanic American community.

These stages of assimilation need to be considered in determining language and methodologies to employ in leading Hispanics to a personal faith in Jesus Christ. It needs to be pointed out, however, that some Hispanic sub-groups will progress more rapidly along the assimilation ladder than others. Educational, economic, and even residential patterns will either accelerate or delay the assimilation.

Linguistic Diversity

An additional factor that needs to be taken into account in reaching Hispanics is their linguistic diversity. As can be seen in the following chart, first generation Hispanics overwhelmingly utilize the Spanish language, while third generation Hispanics are mostly English speakers. Only the second generation is able to utilize both languages with reasonable fluency.
Spanish Language by Generations

Language is a critical and often pivotal factor in ministry among Hispanic people groups. The Spanish language is essential for reaching most first-generation Hispanics; however, 60 percent of Hispanics can be engaged through witnessing and ministry using the English language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>Percent of Population</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>Bilingual</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>40 percent</td>
<td>72 percent</td>
<td>24 percent</td>
<td>4 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>28 percent</td>
<td>7 percent</td>
<td>47 percent</td>
<td>46 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>32 percent</td>
<td>0 percent</td>
<td>22 percent</td>
<td>78 percent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overview of SBC Work Among Hispanics

Evangelistic efforts initiated by individuals from Latin America and from the United States have taken place in the Southwestern region for decades, and the establishment of constituted Baptist churches can be traced to the early 1880s. Starting in the 1950s, intentional, coordinated efforts on the part of the Home Mission Board and several Baptist state conventions (utilizing sponsoring churches) contributed to significant growth in the establishment of Hispanic congregations.

The period between the 1970s and 1980s realized a marked increase in the number of Hispanic Southern Baptist congregations across the country. Since then there has been continued growth in the number of churches started. Several factors contributed to this.
Visionary Leadership

While other leaders had contributed to the expansion of Hispanic Baptist work in the United States\textsuperscript{10}, the arrival of Dr. Oscar Romo at the Home Mission Board in the early 1970s resulted in the implementation of strategies that were both missiologically correct and culturally appropriate.

Spanish Language Congregations

During the early 1970s many mainline denominations (Methodist, Presbyterian, etc.) determined that integration was the best strategy—merge Hispanic congregations into Anglo congregations—in order to foster better relations between these two groups. While the intention was sincere, at that time ethnic groups in United States wanted to establish their own identity and to find cultural expression within the context of worship.

With a profound understanding of the times, Dr. Romo led the Home Mission Board, and thus Southern Baptists, to focus on establishing Spanish-speaking Hispanic congregations. While not opposed to churches utilizing bilingual approaches for younger generations, Dr. Romo understood that more Hispanics would respond to the Gospel when presented in their heart language. Further, they needed the opportunity to express their Christian faith in terms that were consistent with their culture.

Today there is a need for Hispanic churches that offer some services in Spanish, some bilingual, and some in English. The principle, however, remains the same—one must take into account where people are spiritually and culturally in order to be more effective in leading them to faith in Christ and empowering them to start congregations in their communities.

Refugee Resettlement Ministries

Southern Baptist efforts in Cuban resettlement in the United States resulted in the establishment of Hispanic congregations along the eastern seaboard as well as in states outside of the Southwest region. Deeply concerned about the communist takeover of their country, many Cubans asked for political asylum in the United States. Having left their homes and possessions behind, Cubans received some assistance from the US government, but still needed help and encouragement as they started their lives in this country. Led by the Home Mission Board, and with the cooperation of state conventions, many Baptist churches ministered to them.
by opening their homes and their congregations to feed them, teach them En-
glish, and help them adjust to life in this country.

The fact that a significant number of Cubans were already Baptist led to the
establishment of congregations in Miami and numerous other areas, including the
Carolinas, Georgia, New Jersey, New York, and California. The love expressed by
these American congregations led to the conversion of many Cubans, who then
joined the church starts. The experience gained from the Cuban resettlement effort
helped Southern Baptists to be very effective in resettling Vietnamese and other
Southeast Asian refugees years later. This, in turn, aided the establishment of many
churches among them.

Leadership Training

An additional factor that has led to the growth of Hispanic Baptist work has been
the emphasis on leadership training. The Home Mission Board and some Baptist
state conventions were aware that Hispanic congregations needed well-trained
pastors and leaders and made provisions for Hispanic students to receive college
scholarships. The earliest recipients of these higher education resources included
Joshua Grijalva, Carlos Paredes, Mike Mojica, Rudy Hernandez, and Oscar Romo. All
of these men became outstanding leaders in Baptist work in SBC entities.11

The Home Mission Board developed the Ethnic Leadership Development Program to
assist Hispanic Baptists who had no opportunity to obtain a college education. The
program continues to offer courses in numerous states to this day. Other entities, such
as the seminary extension program and some of the Southern Baptist seminaries, also
make it possible for Hispanics to further their formal education in ministry.

Many other factors have contributed to the expansion of Hispanic Baptist work
throughout the years; however, those mentioned stand out as being among the
most significant. The result of these combined efforts throughout the decades is
that today there are more than 3,200 Hispanic Baptist congregations across the
country. This figure does not include the increasing number of Hispanic congrega-
tions that are meeting within Anglo churches.

Current Status of Hispanic Americans

This segment will explore current population trends among Hispanics, and review
the status of Hispanic churches and current needs among Hispanic Americans
related to evangelism, church planting, and leadership training.
Population Trends

The Hispanic population in the United States has tripled since 1980 to a total of 55.4 million by 2014. Middle baseline projections estimate that Hispanics in the US will reach 128 million by the 2050, or 29 percent of the total population. Even with these expanding numbers, immigration among Hispanics has hit a dramatic decline. The increase is attributable primarily to an annual birth rate among Hispanic Americans of approximately one million. In light of the large number of births annually, the Hispanic population is projected to become a majority in the state of Texas by 2027 and in other states (such as California) shortly afterward.

States with the largest concentrations of Hispanics are: California (14.4 million), Texas (9.8 million), Florida (4.4 million), New York (3.5 million), and Illinois (2.1 million). The states with the largest percentage growth since 2000 are: South Carolina (145 percent), Kentucky (132 percent), Arkansas (123 percent), Minnesota (120 percent), and North Carolina (120 percent). Further, Hispanic populations grew by more than 100 percent in South Dakota, Nebraska, Mississippi, Iowa, Louisiana, Maryland, West Virginia, Georgia, and Tennessee. The Hispanic population has grown in 3,000 of the nation’s 3,141 counties. In ten counties, the Hispanic population grew by over 400 percent in the past decade.

As statistics indicate, the Hispanic population has grown and has spread throughout the country. In light of this trend, the late Harry Pachon, Latino scholar, advocate, and former director of the Tomas Rivera Policy Institute, observed: “The major significance is that it’s a national presence.” This national presence has significant implications for evangelism and church planting among Hispanic Americans. Hispanic churches are desperately needed in these areas of growth.

Status of Hispanic Evangelism

Keeping up with the pace of growth is challenging; however, the Hispanic population is more receptive to the Gospel message than at any other time in the history of this country. A recent survey by the Pew Research Center discovered that 23 percent of Hispanic adults identify as “Protestants/Evangelicals.” Taking into consideration that there is a greater percentage of Hispanic young people who have a similar identity, one can safely assert that one-fourth of Hispanics in America today are Protestants/evangelicals. Interestingly, the number of Hispanics identifying themselves as Catholics has decreased from 67 percent in 2010 to 55 percent in 2013. While there is cause for rejoicing over the fact that more Hispanics are responding to the evangelical mes-
sage, there is also room for deep concern over the 18 percent who identified themselves as “unaffiliated” with any faith community.

The Pew survey offers reasons why Hispanics change their religious affiliation and sheds light on the factors they considered in decision making, which has implications for Southern Baptist outreach ministries. The survey reveals: 45 percent simply strayed; 52 percent quit believing the teachings of their church; 31 percent found a congregation that reaches out and helps members; 23 percent experienced a deep personal crisis; 19 percent moved to another community; and 9 percent married someone practicing a different religion. It is apparent from the survey’s findings that compassionate ministries can be effective in reaching people who are experiencing confusion in their beliefs, who are going through personal crises, and who are in transition, as they can be very receptive to the Gospel message.

Status of Hispanic Churches

The Hispanic population expansion has impacted the number of Southern Baptist Hispanic churches, which increased from 1,235 in 1998 to 3,206 in 2011. This is a net gain of 1,235 Hispanic churches, or 67 percent growth. This is certainly cause for rejoicing! The deep concern we have, however, is that the Hispanic population has been growing at a faster rate than the Hispanic church planting rate. Whereas in 2002 the Hispanic church to Hispanic population ratio was 1:13,856, the 2011 ratio was 1:16,181. We are not keeping up with the population growth.

Another area of concern is that the Hispanic population-to-church ratio lags significantly behind that of the SBC in general. For Hispanics nationwide, one Hispanic church exists for every 16,181 Hispanics. The general ratio for the SBC is 1:6,000. In some states the church-to-population ratio is much more challenging, ranging from one Hispanic Baptist church for every 30,000 Hispanics to one for every 174,000 Hispanics. In addition, there are 19 counties with a Hispanic population ranging from 48,000 to 748,000 but with no Hispanic Baptist church. Given the high receptivity of Hispanics to the Gospel message, this field is truly ripe unto harvest.

Status of Hispanic Leadership Training

The Hispanic population has made significant strides in the area of education. The percent of high school graduates among Hispanics (ages 18–24) increased from 52 percent in 1991 to 76.3 percent in 2011. While we are still concerned about those
who did not finish school (and recommendations are offered in a subsequent section), there is rejoicing that many more Hispanics are completing their high school education. The same applies to the marked increase in the number enrolling in college, which increased from 35 percent in 1993 to 49 percent in 2012. The university graduation rate among Hispanics has also increased. The overall college attainment percentage among Hispanics (ages 18–24) increased from 20 percent in 2000 to 33 percent in 2011.

Hispanics Enrolled in Universities

Educational attainment among Hispanics (ages 25 and older)—many of whom were born abroad—lags significantly behind the group that is 18 to 24 years old. While there are several contributing factors, including finances, proficiency in English is one of the major challenges. As seen in the chart, 52 percent of Hispanics over age 18 speak English “less than very well.”

Language Proficiency

The educational panorama among Hispanics is a tale of two cities. Native-born Hispanics and those who came to this country at a very early age are in a position to plug in to existing institutions and obtain an education. Those who are older, and mainly those born abroad, should start their training in Spanish while they learn English in order to continue their journey to higher levels of education. There are two ministries that can be offered by churches to address this challenge. One is English as a Second Language (ESL). The other ministry is GED (general education development) exam preparation courses. Students who pass the GED exam may qualify to take college level courses. While the initial interest of these ministries is...
educational, in many instances people have been won to the Lord after they have seen the love and concern manifested by those who are ministering to them in those areas. Furthermore, this is a vital area in which lay people can be involved.

The trends in ministry training give us cause for rejoicing as well as reason for concern. The rejoicing stems from the fact that three of our Southern Baptist Seminaries have degrees in Spanish ranging from Master’s level to PhD level. Southwestern Seminary has a Master of Theological Studies online degree program offered in Spanish. Southeastern Seminary has a similar program. Southern Seminary has a Master of Divinity degree program offered in Spanish, which can be done partially online and partially on campus. Midwestern Seminary offers a Doctor of Ministry degree in Spanish, while Southwestern offers a PhD in World Christian Studies, which can be done in Spanish with three weeks on campus each year. These excellent degree programs are meeting many urgent needs among Hispanics training for ministry.

One of the major unmet needs is that of an undergraduate degree program that begins at an entry level. Such a program would provide a ramp for students to obtain credit for courses taken in Spanish, with the goal to fully engage in a bachelor’s degree. This would open the way for Spanish-speaking ministry leaders to move on to a Master’s degree and beyond.

In addressing the status of the Hispanic population in this country, the status of Hispanic evangelism, the status of Hispanic churches, and the status of Hispanic leadership training, there is definitely cause for rejoicing over the marvelous progress that has taken place. At the same time, all of us are aware of the fact that the Hispanic population continues to grow, thus presenting us with the challenge of developing
strategies that will enable us to lead significant numbers of them to a personal experience of salvation and then on to start many more churches among them.

**Strategies for Significant Advance Among Hispanics**

In its work, the SBC Executive Committee's Hispanic Advisory Council gave special attention to discover best practices in the areas of Evangelism, Church Planting, and Leadership Training. These will be shared along with some recommendations for greater effectiveness in implementing the Great Commission among Hispanic Americans.

An analysis of evangelistic methodologies reported by church leaders revealed that the following are the most effective ones among Hispanics.

**Relational Evangelism**

A survey conducted by LifeWay indicates that 77 percent of Hispanics who are now evangelical Christians first heard the Gospel message from a family member or a friend.35

The same survey sheds light on the willingness of Hispanic persons to receive information through personal conversation with a friend or neighbor from the church.36

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heard for the first time</th>
<th>percent of Converted Hispanics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family Member</td>
<td>45 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Friend</td>
<td>32 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Church Member</td>
<td>11 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own Effort or Declined Comment</td>
<td>10 percent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The survey conducted by the PEW Hispanic Center affirms the importance of relational evangelism in the Hispanic setting:

Family members and acquaintances emerge as important factors in the conversion process. Frequently they are the ones who introduce the new religion. That personal
relationship is far more important in impacting conversion than the influence of the media or personal contacts with other members of the church.\textsuperscript{37}

Therefore, close church members of other cultural groups can be very effective in leading Hispanics to Christ if they make an effort to establish meaningful friendships with them.

**Ministry-Based Evangelism**

Ministry-Based Evangelism is proving to be one of the most effective ways to share the Good News of salvation. Ministering to the felt needs of Hispanics establishes relationships that open many doors to evangelism.

A recent survey conducted by the George Barna Institute revealed that the most pressing needs among Hispanics centered on issues related to family, education, occupation, economy, and immigration.\textsuperscript{38} These issues and concerns provide meaningful opportunities for ministries that open doors and foster the types of relationships that are instrumental in leading Hispanic people to a salvation experience through Jesus Christ. Among these, the most time sensitive are those related to immigration.

Excellent resources have been developed and are being utilized to minister to those needing counseling on immigration issues.\textsuperscript{39} This ministry can open countless doors for the sharing of the Gospel message.

**Ministry with Adults**

The Hispanic Advisory Council fully supports the resolution “On Immigration and the Gospel,” adopted by the Southern Baptist Convention on June 15, 2011. In efforts to minister to undocumented Hispanics and lead them to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ, the resolution calls “on all churches to be the presence of Christ in
both proclamation and ministry to all persons regardless of country of origin or im-
migrant status.”

Thousands of Hispanic adults will benefit greatly from ministries related to En-
glish as a Second Language (ESL) and citizenship classes. These ministries have the potential of establishing relationships with untold numbers of Hispanics who will become receptive to the Gospel message. Churches, associations, and state conventions that have these ministries will see unprecedented opportunities to lead Hispanics to Christ.

Ministry to Hispanic Young People

Of the 1.7 million children of undocumented parents who now qualify for the De-
f erred Action Program, 1.3 million are Hispanic. In order to qualify for this program, candidates need to have enrolled in high school, have a high school diploma or a GED or have been honorably discharged by the military, not convicted of a felony, and enrolled in school by their application date if they have not finished high school.

Ministries that address these needs among young people will open an untold number of doors to lead them to a saving faith in Jesus Christ.

Target “Event” Evangelism

A LifeWay survey found that Hispanics are more open to consider matters of faith during certain holiday seasons or life experiences. Christmas and Easter provide marvelous opportunities to host special events (dramas, cantatas, films, videos, dinners, block parties, celebrations, etc.) that can help cultivate friendships and invite Hispanics to participate in Bible studies. The other events also represent further opportunities to open doors and share the Gospel message.

Cell Group Evangelism

In light of the fact that Hispanics are so relational, small group gatherings lend themselves to the establishment of personal communication that can offer a non-threatening presentation of the Gospel message. Cell groups in homes are especially effective in sharing the message of salvation with Hispanics. The saying: “Mi casa es su casa” (“My home is your home”) expresses the type of hospitality that opens doors to evangelization. Home cell groups overcome many of the ap-
prehensions that non-evangelical Hispanics have initially associated with attending evangelical churches.

_Gospel in the Rosary (Evangelio en el Rosario)_ is an evangelistic Bible study resource that is being used very effectively as a bridge to lead Hispanics to a personal experience of salvation in Jesus Christ. In preparation for these types of Bible studies, and in light of the religious background of many Hispanics, the book, _Sharing The Good News with Roman Catholic Friends_ can be an excellent resource as well.

**Children and Youth Evangelism**

Hispanics have the largest percentage of children and young people of any socio-cultural group in this country. The median age of Hispanics is 27. For native-born Hispanics, the median age is 18. In light of the fact that half of the Hispanic population is under age 27, it is imperative that churches and SBC entities focus as never before on evangelistic strategies to reach them with the Gospel message. In its survey of key Hispanic pastors, the Hispanic Advisory Council learned that tutoring programs and youth ministries are among the most effective tools to led Hispanic children and youth to faith in Christ. In these types of efforts, members of churches from other cultural groups can partner with Hispanic congregations in reaching this highly receptive group.
Vacation Bible School

As a result of its long years of involvement in children’s ministries, LifeWay has found Vacation Bible School to be the most effective evangelistic tool to reach this population segment among Hispanics, as well as the other cultural groups. LifeWay is to be commended for making Vacation Bible School resources available in Spanish.

While numerous other outreach activities are proving to be effective in leading Hispanics to a personal faith in Jesus Christ, those named here are among those the Lord is blessing in a greater manner for His honor and for the implementation of the Great Commission.

Hispanic Church Planting Strategic Considerations

The following considerations are based on the extensive study and experience of this author as well as on the input received from the Hispanic Advisory Council.

Necessity of Concerted Prayer

Reaching Hispanics (with their socio-religious background) is a challenging task, but one we must undertake without ceasing. Many will face pressure or alienation from their families. There are many obstacles; therefore, prayer is essential.

If we are going to reach this growing and diverse people, it is incumbent upon Hispanic leaders to bathe everything in prayer. This has been the weak link for many in the past. Our calling and our purpose come from God—not from human beings, not from a denomination, nor from an agency. Let us call for solemn assemblies of prayer. Let us call for times of fasting and prayer. Let us call for confession and repentance as a Hispanic people. Then let us stand back and watch what God does in our midst!

Need for Culturally Relevant and Informed Strategies

Research scholar Miguel de la Torre makes the observation that a clear understanding of the generational and socio-cultural variations among Hispanics is essential in the development of effective strategies to reach them with the Gospel. Regarding strategies, he affirms, “one size does not fit all.” He explains the concern of some scholars with regard to the exit of significant numbers of Hispanics from the Catholic Church:
Catholic scholars maintain that a principal cause for defection of Hispanics from the Catholic Church is that the church is not equipped or structured to meet the diverse needs of the growing number of Hispanic believers. They insist that the church lacks sufficient numbers of Spanish-speaking clergy who understand and appreciate the Latino/a community’s diverse cultural and religious idiosyncrasies. They note that there is a lack of awareness of ethnic and social class distinctions. Instead, an undifferentiated “option for the poor” on the part of socially active clergy reveals a tendency to conceive of Hispanics only in terms of deficits or dysfunctions, which can lead Hispanics who happen to be upwardly mobile to regard themselves as outside the church’s pastoral concerns.

We must not repeat the mistakes others have made. Taking into account the social and generational differences among Hispanics, developing appropriate strategies will result in their responsiveness and willingness to be involved in the culturally contextualized congregations. The Pew Foundation report underscores the fact that a significant segment of the Hispanic population prefers Hispanic-oriented congregations:

The houses of worship most frequented by Latinos have distinctly ethnic characteristics. Foreign-born Latinos are most likely to attend Hispanic-oriented churches and to comprise the largest share of Hispanics who worship at such churches. While 77 percent of the foreign born Latinos attend Hispanic-oriented worship services the phenomenon is also widespread among the native born, with 48 percent saying they attend ethnic churches.

These findings underscore the fact that language is only one factor in reaching Hispanics with the Gospel message and starting churches among them. There are cultural factors that lead many Hispanics to look for churches that reflect their heritage and values. The PEW report also underscores this:

Indeed, a great many Latinos who speak only English were born in the US and trace their ancestry in the US for several generations attend churches that are characterized by a Hispanic orientation. The willingness and ability of Evangelical denominations to make provision for the establishment of Hispanic-oriented congregations will greatly enhance their effectiveness in reaching unprecedented numbers of Hispanics with the Gospel message. Conversely, the assumption that all Hispanics are the same and that they are all assimilating into the predominant society at the same rate will lead them to make the types of strategic mistakes that De La Torre describes as being made by some Roman Catholic leaders.
THE NEED FOR SPECIALIZED TYPES OF CHURCHES TO REACH ALL SEGMENTS OF HISPANIC POPULATION

Spanish Language, Hispanic Culture Churches

An estimated 77 percent of foreign-born and 48 percent of native-born Hispanics attend Hispanic oriented churches where: 1) A majority of those in the congregation are Hispanic; 2) Some Hispanics serve as clergy; 3) Liturgies are available in Spanish. The Spanish language and culturally relevant approaches are essential to reaching large segments of the Hispanic population. Of the Hispanic Catholics who always attend a Spanish-language mass, 74 percent are immigrant and 24 percent are native born.

Spanish-speaking congregations are essential to outreach efforts in states with large percentages of foreign-born Hispanics. There are fifteen states in which foreign-born Hispanics exceed 40 percent (Maryland, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, Virginia, Alabama, Louisiana, South Carolina, Mississippi, Arkansas, Nevada, Illinois, New York, Utah), and nine states in which they exceed 30 percent of the Hispanic population (Nebraska, Indiana, Kansas, Iowa, South Dakota, Kentucky, Washington, Kansas, Wisconsin, and Texas).

Churches and ministries among Spanish language congregations need to recognize that their children and young people are rapidly becoming more proficient in the English language and are absorbing some of the cultural values of the predominant society. If they ignore this fact, these churches risk losing their children and young people—not only to their local congregation but to church itself. The mission of the Hispanic church must be to evangelize and disciple all segments of the Hispanic community, not merely to preserve the culture. Nevertheless, cultural sensitivity can empower the Hispanic church to “reach beyond the barrio” to cultural groups in their communities, in this country, and in other countries as well.

English Language Hispanic Culture Churches

Due to selective acculturation, native-born Hispanics are fluent in the English language, yet they retain socio-cultural elements that motivate them to worship in these types of churches. Therefore, church planting strategies should include the following options: 1) English language services; 2) Bilingual Services; 3) Two services—English and Spanish.

Some of the largest Hispanic congregations in North America are those that are bridging linguistic and generational barriers by employing a variety of worship ser-
vices that have a “Latin flavor.” These Hispanic congregations are characterized by: (1) High level of relational warmth—emphasis on love and friendliness; (2) Latino flavor in their music; (3) Events for the entire family (some have as many people on Mother’s Day as on Easter; Christmas Eve services attract many families as well); (4) Messages that are relevant to their life experiences (identity: “Who we are in Christ, not second class”; hope: “A better future in Christ”); (5) Relational outreach—life groups for ministry and discipleship.

**English-Speaking, Anglo-Cultural Churches with Hispanic Culture Sensitivity**

While the more acculturated Hispanics may be more attracted to English-speaking, predominantly Anglo culture churches, the greater the cultural sensitivity of these churches, the more effective their ministries will be.

Some of the suggestions made by Hispanics to Anglo culture churches with Hispanic visitors or members are: 55

- Don’t give us the impression that we are welcome but that we have to check our culture at the door.
- Don’t stereotype.” If we visit you it is because we are comfortable with the English language.
- Have people on your staff (and praise team) that are representative of our cultural group.
- Remember, we have more things in common in our daily struggles than we have differences.
- Have a high level of relational warmth.
- Honor the family in your services and ministries.
- Do a survey of Hispanics in your community.56
- Above all, speak the language of love.

**The Necessity for Exponential Church Planting Methodologies**

The Hispanic population is growing exponentially and our church planting initiatives are not keeping pace with their growth. Church starts with the resources to have their own building (even with the initial help of partnership churches) are to be commended. The fact remains that there are literally thousands of communities where Hispanic churches are needed and traditional modes of funding are not available. New and innovative church multiplication strategies must be employed.
The underlying concern is that the Hispanic population is multiplying exponentially while our church planting methodologies are incremental at best.

**Small Groups in Church Planting**

The Hispanic congregations that are reaching the largest numbers of people are those utilizing small groups (home cells) or in house churches. 57

Hispanics are very relational. In Hispanic culture, establishing a relationship of trust is often necessary before they respond positively to the presentation of the Gospel message. Bible studies in homes often become a bridge between Hispanics and evangelical churches. Small groups meeting in homes provide a nonthreatening environment where Hispanics can hear the Good News of salvation.

**House Churches**

The house church approach is useful to overcome geographical and relational barriers. This approach will also appeal to many first generation Hispanics, those who come from a Catholic background and who tend to stay away from the traditional “Protestant” churches. These individuals may feel more comfortable worshiping and studying the Bible in a home (“a safe zone”) than at a church building. 58

House churches can be catalysts in helping believers to mature spiritually and to be what God has called them to be as they live the Great Commission. House churches can also help to solve many of the financial struggles of more traditional churches and freeing up funds for other Great Commission ministries that would not normally be possible due to operational costs. House churches can be a vital part of raising, training, and multiplying many servant leaders.

**The Total Effort Needed**

Hispanic churches need to plant more churches at a faster rate than ever before. Hispanics have come to North America from diverse backgrounds and for a myriad of reasons. In their journey, seeking the American dream, numerous Hispanics have come to faith in Christ. For many years the Hispanic Church has been on the receiving end of Southern Baptist work in North America. Today, however, as a result of the investment of faithful Southern Baptist leaders, the Hispanic Church is strong, visionary, and poised to lead in cross-cultural evangelism and ministry among the nations in North America. Established Hispanic church planting and evangelism networks can provide the necessary avenues for mobilization of the largest ethnic group in North America.
Then, churches of other cultures need to start Hispanic churches. We are seeing instances where African American and Korean churches are starting Hispanic churches. Churches of other cultures and Hispanic churches need to partner to start churches. Hispanic congregations need to start churches of other cultures within their buildings as a strategy to launch churches with relevant cultural and language worship experiences. English-speaking churches need to start churches of other cultures within their buildings to function as a multi-congregational church. Examples of these are: 1) Prestonwood en Español in Plano, Texas; 2) Champion Forrest en Español in Houston, Texas; and 3) Shadow Mountain en Español in El Cajón, California.

The growth of the Hispanic population is about more than just statistics. It’s a reality that poses both challenges and opportunities for NAMB as a national denominational agency assigned the task of reaching the peoples of North America. This challenge extends to state conventions, associations and established churches as well.

There continues to be a need to mobilize Hispanic and non-Hispanic congregations for a church planting movement within the Hispanic population that extends to all the generational levels of Hispanic work.

**A Critical Need for Partner Churches**

In discussing “best practices,” one must take into account the new paradigm being implemented at the NAMB. New church plants are being initiated with the assistance of partner churches throughout North America. The majority of these are traditional church plants in one of the thirty-two Send North America cities. Churches are clustering their resources for church planting, including a number of Hispanic churches. Many of these clustered Hispanic churches are planting outside the Send Cities where resources are limited. An increasing number of Hispanic churches are being identified as churches that are raising their own planters through an intentional process.

**Hispanic Leadership Training Recommendations**

The advances of Hispanics in the area of education as well as the challenges they face have been presented in the introductory segment. In this segment we want to make some recommendations to parents, to churches, and to Baptist agencies to enhance the attainment of unprecedented goals in this strategic area of Hispanic work.
Recommendations for Parents of Hispanic Students

We encourage parents to get more training themselves. This will enable them not only to become more efficient, but also to assist their children in their educational tasks. This can be done by taking special classes, such as ESL and GED. Parents need to partner with schools and teachers to be better informed on ways to guide their children in their educational process. Parents need to help their children with homework or find someone who can help tutor their children. It is important for parents to sacrifice time and resources to make an investment in their children. Families need to clarify and solidify their values between helping the family financially (thus dropping out of school) and sacrificing to attain an education that will bring greater long-range benefits to the student and the family. Above all, parents need to catch a vision of what the future can hold for their children if they attain a higher education.

Recommendations for Churches

Churches need to help parents and reinforce to children of the value of getting an education. At the dedication of babies at the altar, the church can give the parents a Bible and take up an offering (or purchase savings bonds) to assist in the establishment of an educational fund for the child. Churches need to encourage their young people to stay in school. Churches can provide tutors (some churches do this on Wednesday nights, during Sunday school, or at other times). Churches can have a recognition service for graduates to emphasize the importance of educational achievements and reward their efforts. Churches need to invest financially in education by partnering with colleges to provide scholarships or by establishing a church scholarship fund. Churches need to have ministers of youth who encourage their young people to pursue higher education. Churches can declare their community a “no dropout zone” and partner with the schools to address the issues that cause students to drop out. Churches can get official training to function as a community-based accredited organization and give legal advice to undocumented children and parents on how to qualify for deferred action, thus enabling the young people to attend college.60

Recommendations for Baptist Agencies

There is much that the entities of the Southern Baptist Convention can to enhance educational endeavors among Hispanics. They can write articles that include success stories of young people from different ethnic backgrounds and stress the value of obtaining an education. They can address this topic in literature (e.g., Sunday school
lessons). They can provide conferences that emphasize education and provide information on Baptist colleges/universities. They can include this topic in brochures (e.g., IMB and NAMB including educational qualifications for appointment). These are a few of the things that Baptist entities can do in their effort to undergird the work that parents and churches are doing to enhance the education of Hispanics.

**Recommendations for Southern Baptist Seminaries**

While there is cause for rejoicing over the bold and visionary actions that SBC seminaries and colleges have taken to recruit and train more Hispanics, there is serious concern about those who have not attained a college education. This is especially true of the Hispanic immigrant generation. There is a gap between the graduate-level courses that our seminaries offer and the Hispanics who have not attained a baccalaureate degree. Entry-level courses offering theological training are desperately needed.

A number of Hispanics are getting enrolled in training centers sponsored by churches and associations. Some of these take Seminary Extension courses. In the past, a number of Baptist colleges and seminaries granted credit for these courses in light of the fact that Seminary Extension was accredited through adult education. Since courses offered in Spanish are no longer accredited, this prevents Hispanic students from receiving credit that could help them obtain a college degree. A partnership among SBC seminaries and colleges could provide entry-level (basic) courses to Hispanics in Spanish.

As the Hispanic population continues to grow and expand, the ability to evangelize and congregationalize Hispanics will continue to depend on the ability to provide theological education for the leaders of these congregations. As it stands now, significant percentages of the pastors of Hispanic congregations have little or no formal theological education.

In light of this we make the following recommendations:

- SBC seminaries redouble their efforts to recruit and train Hispanics for ministry.
- Find ways to coordinate the work of the institutions and centers providing entry-level training so that the necessary access routes to higher education are established.
- Employ the use technology as a delivery methodology (e.g., online courses) for theological education in order to train the largest numbers of Hispanics possible.
- Seminaries continue to be intentional in the employment and recruitment of Spanish-speaking professors to teach courses in a manner that takes linguistic and cultural factors into account.
• In light of the severe financial limitations of many Hispanic pastors and leaders, the cost of seminary courses should offered should be made as affordable as possible.

• Churches with sufficient financial resources should consider providing scholarships for Hispanic pastors and leaders desiring to obtain a theological education.

**CONCLUSION**

The Hispanic population continues to grow at such a rapid pace that they are predicted to constitute one-third of the United States population by the year 2050. Their diversity in terms of national origin, generational assimilation, and linguistic skills requires that these factors be taken into account in reaching Hispanics for Christ. It is indeed encouraging to know that nearly one-fourth of Hispanics identify as “Protestant or evangelical.” Their receptivity to the Gospel message challenges all of us (pastors, lay people, mission leaders) to make bold plans in evangelism, church planting, and leadership training so that the Lord will be pleased and future generations will say “This was their finest hour.”
Native Americans in the SBC
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When a people group must deny who they are to become acceptable to others in order to become acceptable to God, a major barrier arises. Therefore, in order to effectively reach the 5.2 million people who identify as American Indian or Alaska Native, Southern Baptists must understand their various subcultures to develop and implement effective outreach strategies.

According to the 2010 Census, the US population totaled 308.7 million. Of that total, 2.9 million people (0.9 percent) identified themselves as American Indian or Alaska Native. In addition, another 0.7 percent, or 2.3 million people, reported American Indian or Alaska Native ethnicity in combination with one or more other races. Together, these groups totaled 5.2 million people. Thus, slightly less than 2 percent of United States residents identify as American Indian or Alaska Native, either alone or in combination with one or more other races.

Socio-Cultural Characteristics of the Native American

Social Challenges

Both within and outside reservations, Native Americans often deal with a plethora of social challenges. Of all ethnic groups in the USA, American Indians have the highest rates of the following conditions:

- Highest rate of school drop outs (54 percent)
- Highest rate of child mortality
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- Highest rate of suicide
- Highest rate of teenage suicide (18.5 per 100,000)
- Highest rate of teenage pregnancy
- Lowest life expectancy (55 years)

Exacerbating these conditions are unemployment, environmental destruction, and the decay of the reservations. There is a dearth of positive prospects or leisure time activities to distract them from their circumstances, which undoubtedly makes their harsh living conditions harder to bear. Substance abuse is a common form of escape. Drug abuse and alcoholism are massive problems among American Indians. On some reservations, eight out of ten families have problems with alcoholism; unfortunately, these numbers include children.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>American Indian and Alaska Native Populations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma City, Ok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchorage, AK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucson, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cultures

Native Americans are not monolithic; there are many subcultures within this people group. Additionally, these cultures are in a constant state of fluctuation. Native Americans value the past and we visualize the future through that lens; although, just as all other cultures are changing, so is ours.

Four generic groups can be identified to describe the diverse world views of Native Americans. These groups are actually continuums, with distinctives within and among each group.

Group One: Traditional/Ceremonial

- This group of Native Americans has been reared in their traditional culture, to the extent that it survives.
- They resist the dominant culture and its attempts to acculturate them. For the most-part this group views Christianity as the “White man’s Religion.”
- Traditional/Ceremonial Native Americans usually are bilingual, yet prefer to speak in their heart language. Even when they come to faith in Christ, they prefer worship, teaching, and preaching in their heart language.

Group Two: Artisans

(Traditional Singing and Drumming Groups, Pow Wow Dancers, Etc.)

- These are Native Americans who have a primarily traditional Native world view, but function proficiently in the dominant culture. They are not satisfied with the dominant culture’s world view and have a feeling of incompleteness.
- They are interested in anything about their people’s history, mythology, customs, and culture. They are attempting to better understand who they are by returning to their roots.
- This group identifies more with Native religious practices rather than with Christianity.

Group Three: “Pan Indians”

(Found Mostly in Larger Metropolitan Areas)

- These Native people are active in Pow Wows (Native gatherings that celebrate “Indian-ness”), which began to spread in the early twentieth century.
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- Pow wows cross intertribal lines, advancing pan-Indianism through song, dance, regalia, honoring ceremonies, giveaways, prayers, and speeches in native languages and English.
- These persons are proud to identify as Native American, yet some may be predominantly of another race.

**Group Four: Acculturated**

*This group often lacks knowledge of their heritage, language, customs, and culture and have incorporated a “generic identification” to validate their “Indian-ness.”*

- They have accepted the dominant culture’s world view. In so doing, they have rejected their Nation’s traditional world view.
- They primarily speak only English and the majority of their social contacts lie outside of the Native American community.
- They are referred to as “card carrying” Native Americans, meaning they are enrolled tribal citizens who utilize tribal entitlements (health care, educational programs, housing, etc.).
- These are people who may or may not be distinguishable by appearance and have little involvement with cultural or spiritual activities.

These descriptions are not all inclusive; rather, they are offered to illustrate that a “one-size-fits-all” approach does not have extensive success among Natives. An effort must first be made to learn how Christ can impact their lives at their given time and place.

Non-Native or tribal people unfamiliar with another tribe would do well to seek out a "Person of Peace" (a person who serves as a bridge to the community) in advance of mission endeavors to individual groups. This will prove beneficial and will help them to better understand bridges and barriers to ministry entry points. What worked in New Mexico may have little or no impact among tribes in Montana.

The following graph demonstrates why the ministry approach to and among the 567 tribes of the United States has, in many instances, failed. When churches and ministry groups fail to learn the basic culture of the Indigenous People they are seeking to reach, it is viewed as gross negligence and creates significant resistance to the Gospel.
Understandingly, all cultures are challenged by the Word of God, yet the philosophy of “kill the Indian, save the man,” was what the Native people grew to understand as the “White man’s gospel.”⁶

Beginning in 1887, the federal government attempted to “Americanize” Native Americans, largely through the education of Native youth. By 1900, thousands of Native Americans were studying at almost 150 boarding schools across the United States. The US Training and Industrial School founded in 1879 at Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, was the model for most of these schools. Boarding schools like Carlisle provided vocational and manual training and sought to systematically strip away tribal culture. They insisted that students drop their Indian names, forbade the speaking of native languages, and cut off their long hair. Not surprisingly, such schools often met fierce resistance from Native American parents and youth. But the schools also fostered a sense of shared Indian identity that transcended tribal boundaries. The following excerpt (from a paper read by Carlisle founder Capt. Richard H. Pratt at an 1892 convention) spotlights Pratt’s pragmatic and frequently brutal methods for “civilizing” the “savages,” including his analogies to the education and “civilizing” of African Americans.
It is a sad day for the Indians when they fall under the assaults of our troops, as in the Piegan massacre, the massacre of Old Black Kettle and his Cheyennes at what is termed “the battle of the Washita,” and hundreds of other like places in the history of our dealings with them; but a far sadder day is it for them when they fall under the baneful influences of a treaty agreement with the United States whereby they are to receive large annuities, and to be protected on reservations, and held apart from all association with the best of our civilization. The destruction is not so speedy, but it is far more general.⁷

**Visionary Leadership of Annie Armstrong⁸**

In 1880, in her first prominent leadership position, Annie Armstrong served as the first president of the Woman’s Baptist Home Mission Society of Maryland, which involved women in supporting the Home Mission Board (now North American Mission Board) of the Southern Baptist Convention. The society’s first priority locally was forming an Indian school and ministering to Chinese immigrants. The organization also provided support for work in Cuba and New Orleans. One of Armstrong quotes still inspires: “The future lies all before us . . . shall it only be a slight advance upon what we usually do? Ought it not to be a bound, a leap forward, to altitudes of endeavor and success undreamed of before?”

**Visionary Leadership of David Brainerd⁹**

When Brainerd was twenty-four years of age, he entered upon his missionary career among the Indians. The Apostle Paul was his great hero as he carried on his missionary endeavors. He was deeply influenced by the ministry of John Elliot. Brainerd was sent to the Stockbridge Indians in Massachusetts in the year 1743 under the auspices of the Scottish Propagation Society. He established a school for Indian children, and, with the aid of an interpreter, preached to the adults. There was no English family within many miles and his dwelling was a room made of logs. There was no floor other than the hard-packed earth, and his bed was a heap of straw. His principal food was boiled corn and bread baked in the ashes. After about a year, Brainerd was asked by his mission director to begin work among the Delaware Fork Indians. About the same time, he received a call to the pastorate of the largest and wealthiest church on Long Island, but he deemed that the will of God was not always found where comfort, ease, and wealth are offered. He determined to continue as a missionary to the neglected red-skinned people of America.
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF SBC WORK
AMONG NATIVE AMERICANS

Domestic Mission Board—Native Americans and New Orleans Slaves

When the Southern Baptist Convention was formed in 1845, the constitution adopted by this body established two distinct mission boards—Domestic and Foreign. Initially, the Domestic Board of Missions focused on evangelism and church planting exclusively in Southern (slaveholding) states. In these early years, much of their missions efforts were dedicated to ministry among the African American enslaved population.

During the 1850s, the mission board turned its interests westward. Missionaries were sent to California and to the Native peoples living in western territories. In 1855, the Domestic Board merged with the American Indian Mission Association to become the Domestic and Indian Mission Board of the Southern Baptists.10

Language Missionaries

There have been some great men who served as national missionaries for the Native Americans of the Home Mission Board and the North American Mission Board, and some who have worked in conjunction with the mission boards to advance God’s Kingdom to the Native Nations of the United States of America.

Dr. B. Frank Belvin11, a Choctaw Indian from Oklahoma was chosen by the Baptist Home Mission Board to serve as a missionary to Apache, Creek, Kiowa, and Seminole Indians. During his forty years with the Board, he was responsible for building over sixty mission churches and for the conversion of countless numbers of Native Americans to Christianity.

Jimmy Anderson (Muscogee Creek) from Oklahoma is perhaps the most well-known and beloved Native minister. He dedicated his entire life to ministry among Native Americans. "Bro. Jimmy," as he was called, followed Dr. Belvin as the appointed Native National Missionary for the Home Mission Board. He helped organize Native mission teams that assisted missionaries across the United States. Bro. Jimmy has been retired as a national missionary for quite some time. However, he had continued to lead teams as recently as 2016, when he led a team to the Northwest Territory to assist a missionary to the First Nations People.
Russell Begaye (Navajo) from New Mexico served as Native national missionary for the Home Mission Board. Russell entered the political arena in public service to the Navajo Nation in 2011, after serving four years as director of missions for the San Juan Baptist Association in Farmington, New Mexico. Previously, he retired from a thirty-year career as a missionary, church planter, and foreign language outreach director with the North American Mission Board, and had served as a preacher while earning a Master of Divinity degree from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary. He is now president of the Navajo Nation, the nation’s largest Native Tribe.

Mark Custalow (Mattaponi) from Virginia followed Russell Begaye as the national missionary for Native Americans at NAMB. Mark presently serves as the church planting specialist for the Southern Baptist Conservatives of Virginia and continues to be an advocate for presenting the Gospel to Native People of North America. Mark is a progressive thinker in developing strategies and approaches to reaching Native communities.

Ledtkey (Lit) McIntosh (Muscogee Creek) followed Mark Custalow as the national missionary for NAMB, and pastors Oklahoma’s largest Native church, Glorieta Baptist Church in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Lit is chairman of the FoNAC (Fellowship of Native American Christians) executive board, established in 2012. While Lit served as the national missionary for NAMB, he saw the value of having an advisory council to aid him in formulating plans and strategies directly affecting Native ministry.

Dr. Emerson Falls (Sac and Fox and Choctaw) served as FoNAC (Fellowship of Native American Christians) chairman. Dr. Falls was very instrumental in forming FoNAC in 2012, and served as president until June 2016. Dr. Falls has a long list of personal accomplishments. He was founder (1989) and director of the Rocky Mountain Campus of Golden Gate Seminary, in Denver, Colorado. He has served as president of Cook College and Theological School. Dr. Falls also became the first elected Native American to serve as president of the Baptist General Convention of Oklahoma. He currently serves as president of the Gathering and campaign chairman for Indian Falls Creek.

Dr. Mike Cummings (Lumbee) from North Carolina, was an integral part of the development of the FoNAC, encouraging Native congregations to support prayerfully and financially the origination and development of the organization. Dr. Cummings served the North Carolina Baptist State Convention as president in 1999, the first Native American ever elected to that office. The Burnt Swamp Association of Lumbee Indians in North Carolina has led and been involved in missions across many areas of Native America as well as some mission endeavors internationally.
Early Native American Language Congregations

The Indian Removal Act was passed by Congress on May 28, 1830. The law authorized President Andrew Jackson to negotiate with Indian tribes in the southern United States for their migration to federal territory west of the Mississippi River in exchange for their ancestral homelands. The relocation of tribes spanned from east of the Mississippi River to Oklahoma Indian Territory, which became the state of Oklahoma in 1907. “Oklahoma” is a Choctaw word that means “Red People.”

Between 1898 until 1907, names were accepted from the Choctaw, Cherokee, Creek, Chickasaw, and Seminole tribes that were allotted land grants that were used to build homes, plant crops, and to build places of worship. The traditionalists built ceremonial grounds, while those who were believers in Christ built churches. Many of these churches are still in existence; yet sadly, many have disbanded, no longer have a pastor, or have very few members.

Leadership Training

The greatest church planting movement among Native people in Oklahoma occurred as a result of indigenous men and women who were forcibly removed from their homelands to Indian Territory. These were remarkable people of faith, in spite of very difficult circumstances. The churches trained leaders from within their own families and congregations. They sang and preached in their Native tongue, but as time progressed the people were forced to speak English in order to function in the dominant society. Eventually, fewer and fewer could speak their heart language fluently. As a result—during the transitional period from these Natives being fluent speakers to being limited in their understanding of their native tongue—many lost connection with their spiritual heritage. The growing younger population moved to urban areas in search of employment, education, and housing. Upon leaving their family’s allotted lands, many only returned for special occasions.

Population Trends

The Indian Relocation Act of 1956 (also known as Public Law 959 or the Adult Vocational Training Program) is not to be confused with the Indian Removal Act.

The Public Law 959 was a United States law intended to encourage Native Americans in the United States to leave Indian reservations, acquire vocational skills, and assimilate into the general population. Part of the Indian termination policy of that
era, which terminated the tribal status of numerous groups, it played a significant role in increasing the population of urban Indians in succeeding decades.

In 1960, it was reported that in excess of 31,000 people had moved from the reservation and to urban areas since 1952, with about 70 percent of them becoming self-sufficient in their new cities. It is estimated that between the 1950s and 1980s, as many as 750,000 Native Americans migrated to the cities, some as part of the relocation program; others on their own. By the time of the 2000 census, the urban Native population was 64 percent higher than it had been in the pre-termination era of the 1940s.

Overall, the Relocation Act had devastating long-term effects. Transplanted tribe members became isolated from their communities and faced racial discrimination and segregation. Many found only low-paying jobs with little advancement potential. They also suffered from a lack of community support and were economically challenged by the higher living expenses that are typical for urban areas; but they could not return to dissolved reservations.

Given the rapid urban expansion of the period, Native Americans found that lower-cost housing was often in areas most likely to be targeted for urban renewal and replaced with office buildings, freeways, and commercial developments. This added to the instability of their lives. Further, the practice of redlining by financial institutions made it nearly impossible for Natives and other people of color to find homes near their employment or to afford desirable housing. Children of relocated workers had difficulty enrolling in segregated public schools and faced the same social discrimination as their parents.

The American Indian and Alaska Native population grew in every region between 2000 and 2010. The American Indian and Alaska Native alone-or-in-combination population also grew in every region between 2000 and 2010, led by 36 percent growth in the South and 35 percent growth in the Northeast (see Table 2). In the West and Midwest, the American Indian and Alaska Native alone-or-in-combination population increased as well, but at slower rates. The American Indian and Alaska Native alone population also increased in every region, but at slower rates than the alone-or in-combination population. The American Indian and Alaska Native alone population grew most in the Northeast, increasing by 31 percent.

**Education and Poverty by Race in the US**

The American Indian/Alaska Native, Black, and Asian racial groups include mixed-race populations among their numbers, and all of them have high percentages of
poverty and lack of education. Regardless of their origin, Hispanics can be of any race/color, but they also have high dropout numbers. Whites, however, include only single-race, non-Hispanic Whites.

Dropouts are defined as people ages 16–24 who are not enrolled in school and who have not attained a high school diploma or equivalent credential, such as a General Educational Development (GED) certificate.\footnote{18}

**Status of Native American Southern Baptist Churches**

The number of Native churches affiliated with the SBC has not increased significantly in the last several years. The vast majority of churches whose ministry focus group is Native Americans exists in two states—North Carolina and Oklahoma. More than 70 percent of
the Native population is located in the larger cities of the US, yet less than 25 percent of the churches are located in these cities. Many factors contribute to this lack of church plants in the cities, such as lack of planters/pastors, the high cost of meeting places, and the lack of primary churches willing to serve as a sponsoring church.

**Status of Native American Leadership Training**

Strides are being made in leadership training, small in comparison to need, yet not insignificant. Training schools are being designed to develop leaders among the indigenous peoples of the United States. Minnesota, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arizona, North Carolina are among states that are partnering with state conventions, associations, or other mission sending organizations to take on this God-sized task.

**Ministry-Based Evangelism**

Ministry-based evangelism is proving to be one of the most effective ways to share the Good News of salvation. Ministering to the felt needs of Native Americans establishes relationships, which opens many doors for evangelism. Native People are among the most economically depressed in America. Offering a “hand up” without developing a need for dependency can be very rewarding for people who sometimes feel neglected or those engulfed with a sense of hopelessness. The most pressing needs among Native Americans are centered on issues related to family, education, occupation, economy, and health issues.

**Children and Youth Evangelism**

Vacation Bible School has been a very effective tool of reaching into communities, reservations, and urban areas. Native children are very artistic and love using their creative ability. Storytelling about Bible characters has always intrigued children of all ages. Learning songs and following active movements become an exciting learning time for kids of all walks.

- Our Native people as a general observation are oral learners.
- The idea of enlisting workers from within the particular focus group to serve alongside mission volunteers, doing the teaching or instruction, can be a positive mentoring tool.
- For many years, Native people have felt that they had to have outside help to conduct VBS. This could be attributed to two distinctive factors: 1) The zeal of
volunteers having a set way of doing things and little willingness to share responsibilities; 2) The reality of having others do something that they have never felt comfortable attempting, and thus drawing the false conclusion that their attempts would never be as effective as others.

Native American Church Planting Strategic Considerations

- Prayer is the absolute first step in planting new works to unreached and under-reached people, especially as it relates to different ethnicities.
- Enlist teams to do prayer walking.
- Pray for a “Person of Peace” who will add validity and credibility to those mission volunteers and agencies.
- Develop a ministry profile, an essential element in finding out key information to aid in strategy building.
- Enlist ministry partners who can financially lend support to assist volunteers from other states or regions.
- Locate a meeting place, whether in homes, community centers, schools, churches, or any place affording a place of gathering.
- Gather small groups and identify and develop leaders.

Need for Culturally-Informed Strategies

All cultures have practices that are challenged by the Word of God, but Native Americans have long felt that their entire culture was condemned. They have often felt that in order for them to have a right relationship with God, they had to abandon who they were to become acceptable to God.

Today, there is a movement to become so culturally relevant that some well-intentioned ministries have presented a syncretistic message (the blending of traditional religion with Christianity), which does little, if anything, to rescue sin-sick souls for Jesus. Missional churches walk a razor’s edge—if they fall to the left, they fall into syncretism; if they fall to the right, they fall into obscurantism.

The Strategic Importance of Partner Churches

New church plants are in desperate need of partnerships that will help enable them to become successful without dependency. Beginning with and never excluding prayer, the Lord said it best: “The harvest truly is plenteous, but the laborers are few;
Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that He will send forth labourers into His harvest” (Matthew 9:37–38, KJV).

Laborers are people without any particular skill set but are people with a willingness to do whatever they can with whatever they have, working together to accomplish a common goal.

Partnerships can offer workers, facilities, resources, and financial support. Each of these will aid in facilitating a stand-alone new healthy church plant with indigenous leadership.

**Recommendations for Churches**

Churches can adopt a church or mission pastor that is serving in a repressed area. I know personally the feelings of being displaced among a people who possess a world view that was quite foreign to what I was accustomed to in Oklahoma. It was always a blessing to receive letters of encouragement or for my children to receive small gifts from a church on special occasions.

Many churches could offer surplus items (not junk) to aid in carrying out ministry to children and youth. Adults could receive items that help promote discipleship and books that address the needs and growth of new believers (Bibles, DVDs, Christian literature, Christian computer software, and Christian worship resources).

**Recommendations for SBC Entities**

- There is much that the entities of the Southern Baptist Convention can do to enhance educational endeavors among Native Americans. They can begin by enlisting writers to craft articles that include success stories of young people from local and different tribal backgrounds.
- Recognizing and realizing the life difficulties of poverty, high school drop-outs, alcohol abuse, teen suicides, and a host of other social issues, Baptist entities can partner with Native ministries that may be lacking in resources, workers, and finances to deal with such hard issues and offer assistance to support those in the heat of the battle.
- Provide conferences that emphasize education and provide information on Baptist colleges/universities. They can include this topic in brochures (e.g., IMB, NAMB), including educational qualifications for appointment.
• Prayerfully and financially partner with SBC Native organizations and ministries whose sole purpose is ministry to Native Americans across North America, presenting a doctrinally-sound, culturally-relevant message of hope, care, love, encouragement, and instruction in the Christian life and its impact on the world.

• Establish partnerships with Native Americans. Native Christians are not seeking a handout from the Southern Baptist Convention. We know that too often Native Americans are viewed as a demographic that many people associate with entitlements and social programs. As God’s children, we seek to partner with other Christian groups and organizations as an approach to bring the Gospel to Native people. We believe that we can accomplish more when we work together to reach the lost for Christ. We believe that partnerships with associations, state conventions, churches, and auxiliaries of the Convention can work to bring the Gospel message to Native people.

Recommendations to Baptists

• Develop world view resources that are culturally-relevant and doctrinally-sound. Culturally relevant resources that focus on Native Americans’ particular worldview can help to bridge the gap that has for so long separated Native people from churches in their particular region. The perception of Native people used to be, “How will I be accepted by the church?” The perception today among many Native people is, “How will I be accepted among my peers?”

• Adopt a missionary, church planter, existing pastor, or people group.

• Provide resources: the need for resources can at times can be overwhelming.

• Prayerful support when ministering is the key to effective ministry.

• Financial support in light of a partnership that includes accountability and responsibility.

• Join in praying for a “Person of Peace,” which can help open doors to the community, tribal leaders, and denominational leaders.

• Assist leader development by providing training resources, office equipment, books, resource kits, video series, etc.

• Provide financial assistance for Native mission teams. Many volunteers have very limited resources yet they are sent to areas of the most pressing needs.

• Serve with compassion, remembering that Native Americans lead the nation in many disturbing areas such as teen suicides, accidental deaths, alcoholism, and diabetes.
CONCLUSION

The Indigenous people of the United States and Canada are unreached or mostly under-reached people. The ministry to these proud people has been considered difficult at best. Many factors contribute to this—history of the government, forced removal from their homelands, forced acculturation, boarding schools (government and religious), job relocations, addictions, suicides, and suspicions of those asking too many questions.

The great Apostle Paul once said, “For a great door and effectual is opened unto me, and there are many adversaries” (1 Corinthians 16:9, KJV). Partnerships are vital, networking is key, understanding worldview is essential, and total reliance upon God is without question!
Race can be a determining factor for people when they decide where to worship. Research cited in this report shows that approximately 92.5 percent of both Catholic and Protestant churches throughout the United States can be classified as “mono-racial,” where 80 percent or more of the individuals who attend are of the same ethnicity or race.

In 1998, the number of non-Anglo Southern Baptist congregations totaled 6,044. By 2014, 10,709 congregations (out of 51,636 total SBC congregations) identified themselves by an ethnicity other than Anglo, an increase of 77.18 percent. (The SBC disparity is depicted by the chart.)

A similar disparity exists for Deaf Christians in the US. There are roughly 26,228,529 Deaf people living in this country, and only eighty-four uniquely Deaf Southern Baptist churches. This means there is approximately one church per every 312,244 Deaf people.

Southern Baptists are not strangers to multi-ethnic missiology. However, the rapidly changing demographics of America presents an unprecedented opportunity for
the SBC to chart a broader course on multi-cultural missiology. To that end, President Frank Page has proactively seized the opportunity to address the ethnic divide in SBC by formulating a Multi-Ethnic Advisory Council comprised of twenty three individuals representing the following respective ethnic groups:

1. Arabic Baptist Fellowship
2. Caribbean Baptist Fellowship
3. Ghanaian North American Assembly
4. Haitian Baptist Fellowship
5. Intercultural Ch. Planting & Missions
6. Jamaican Baptist Fellowship
7. Multi-Ethnic Church
8. Native American
9. Central Eastern African Ministry
10. Native American
11. Nepali Baptists
12. Romanian (E. Euro.) Fellowship
13. Romanian Baptist Fellowship
14. Russian Fellowship
15. SBC Conference of the Deaf
16. SBC Messianic Fellowship
17. All-Ukrainian Baptist Fellowship

**Ethnic Groups Chart**

The formulation of the Council was predicated on the biblical mandates of: the Great Commission (Matthew 28:19); the example of Jesus (Luke 8:25; 9:52; 10:25); the model of the Gentile church (Acts 13:47); and the eventual composition of heaven (Revelation 7:9). The Council served a three-year term and provided general and specific recommendations to the president on ways to bridge the ethnic gap in our local churches and convention.

**General Recommendations**

The council developed general and specific recommendations pertinent to the ethnic groups indicated above. The following are the general recommendations:

1. Partner with relational church networks, like Mosaix Global Network, that exist to establish healthy multi-ethnic and economically diverse churches throughout North America and beyond.
2. Appoint church leaders who will review and provide evidence-based best practices.
3. Continue to lay out the framework, which includes theology, sociology, our commitments, challenges, obstacles, and the need for models of multi-ethnic ministry.
4. Study healthy multi-ethnic churches that are flourishing in the US and beyond.
5. Adopt a set of recommended core values that promote unity and diversity.

The following were suggested core values.

**SPECIFIC ETHNIC GROUP REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

**The Deaf Population**

**Demographics**
The term “Deaf” is used in this report to refer to seven distinct groups: Hearing Impaired, Hard of Hearing, Congenitally Deaf, Adventitiously Deaf, Accidentally Deaf, Pre-lingually Deaf, and Post-lingually Deaf. The Deaf community is both a culture and a community, and they are often overlooked in both policy and practice, both within the faith and without. Therefore, in this report, they are considered an ethnic group.

**Challenges**
The first challenge in reaching persons in the Deaf community is that hearing people regard Deaf communities as monolithic. The second is that the models used for hearing ministries are not the most effective for reaching Deaf individuals. The third is that few hearing people are willing to immerse themselves that deeply into Deaf culture. The fourth challenge is that few Deaf are ready to take on the task of running or establishing a church. Finally, cookie-cutter methods of conventional “hearing culture” outreach are not effective in reaching Deaf persons.

**Recommendations**
The recommended missiology for reaching Deaf individuals is to establish ministries that are Deaf-led, or led by hearing people who are committed to affirming Deaf culture, supporting Deaf culture, and living “as Deaf as possible.” Also, our outreach models need to be missiological rather than pathological. Deaf should be seen as people first, and not by their impairment. It involves waiting to be accepted, not imposing hearing values, but giving up the rights of our hearing culture just like we do for international missions. The Deaf language must be honored and learned fluently, and Deaf culture and values must be respected and followed, unless they violate Scripture.
The Caribbean

Demographics

The Caribbean comprises thirty-three major island nations and 7,000 smaller islands, with more than forty million people. Originally, the Caribbean was home to Caribs, Arawaks, and Tainos, some of whom still thrive on reservations today. Most of the Caribbean is now populated by the descendants of freed slaves, most of whom came from West Africa. They have lost all connections to their ethnic groups in Africa, however. Post-slavery indentured servitude also brought large numbers of East Indians to the Caribbean. As a result, the Caribbean is a confluence of diverse people groups that have blended through slavery, immigration, and tourism.

Languages of the Caribbean (in order of prevalence) are Spanish, French (including French Creole), English, Papiamento, and Dutch. The major religions of the Caribbean islands are Roman Catholicism, non-Catholic Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism, Obeah (Voodoo), and Rastafarianism.

Challenges

The primary challenge to evangelization of Caribbean people is the stigma and stain of colonialism. Religion was a major tool of colonization and, as a result, resistance to colonialism is transferred to religion.

The second is the very real geographic challenge of non-contiguous nation islands, separated by hundreds of miles of ocean, each with individual governments and residual European sovereignties. Another challenge is widespread poverty. When survival is the foremost concern, eternal salvation has little urgency. Another challenge is the rapid growth of the Rastafarian religion that seems to have swept over youth in various areas of the Caribbean for two generations. The fifth challenge to outreach and evangelism is two generations of ineffective and dying churches. Finally, the ancient African religion or cultural practice called Obeah or voodoo is a great challenge.

Recommendations

Following are some practical steps for outreach and evangelism in the Caribbean Islands:

- Revitalize dying churches and/or plant new multi-ethnic churches.
- Teach Caribbean people to be missional.
The Many Faces of the Southern Baptist Convention

- Affirm Caribbean people and encourage them understand and appreciate their own ethnicity.
- Identify, train, and develop ethnic Christian leaders.
- Identify a strategic multi-ethnic Caribbean council.
- Address quality of life issues through the churches.
- Plant more Spanish, French, and Papiamento churches.
- Emphasize reaching the twenty largest cities.

**Jewish People**

**Demographics**

There are an estimated 5.6 to 6.7 million Jewish people in the US, with a only few of them affiliated with the 37 Southern Baptist Messianic congregations. The members of the Southern Baptist Messianic Fellowship (SBMF) are scattered across North America. The SBMF is a member of the International Organization of Jewish Evangelists called the Lausanne Consultation on Jewish Evangelism (LCJE).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CITIES/REGIONS</th>
<th>NO. OF SYNAGOGUES</th>
<th>NO. OF MESSIANIC CHURCHES</th>
<th>SBMF CHURCHES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NORTHEAST</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDWEST</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST</td>
<td>1,480</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Challenges**

- SBMF represents only a small portion (6.25 percent) of the Messianic congregations. Other factors should be considered with conducting outreach among American Jews.
- Only 33 percent of American Jews born after 1980 have two Jewish parents, which means they may have experiences with non-Jewish religions. Further, Messianic Jews tend to be more committed to Judaism than the general American Jewish community.
- Multi-ethnic evangelism efforts seldom target Jews, so Southern Baptists and most other non-Jewish believers are seldom taught how to reach Jews.
- The SBMF does not receive Cooperative Program support through NAMB, which has caused them to look outside the SBC for help.
Recommendations

- The SBMF needs to partner with other biblically-sound groups that engage in the same type of evangelism and teaching as do the members of the SBMF.
- Do not target Jewish people with tract evangelism strategies.
- Learn about this people group and engage in prior planning, training, and research before doing outreach.
- Contact SBMF for recommendations on best approaches and other suggestions.
- The SBMF should recommend speakers/instructors on Jewish evangelism, Jewish feasts, and prophecies about the Messiah Jesus.
- Jewish people have been instructed, for generations, against recognizing Christ as Messiah and need teaching in understanding Messianic prophecies.

Native American People

Demographics

Native Americans once numbered about fifty million in North America, but were reduced in numbers by disease, genocide, war, government oppression, and relocation by European settlers. They now comprise about 5.2 million people native to the United States.

In order to keep track of these diverse groups, anthropologists and geographers divided them into ten separate culture groups as they are today. There are an unprecedented 567 federally recognized tribes, most, residing on 617 Native American reservations. Native Americans are a younger population than other American groups, with a median age 29 compared to the national average of 37.2.

Challenges

The biggest challenge, yet one of the biggest opportunities, is that Native Americans fare significantly below average on wellness scales. They have a 28.4 percent poverty rate, compared to the nation’s 15.3 percent. Native Americans die at higher rates: 600 percent higher for tuberculosis; 510 percent higher for alcoholism; 189 percent higher for diabetes; 229 percent higher for vehicular accidents; 152 percent higher for injuries; and 62 percent higher for suicide.
The second challenge is a composite of historic calamities imposed upon Natives—the many wars during which even our women and children were massacred; the broken treaties that led to broken trust; the reservations being located on the worst land available, which led to despair and anger; and, the establishment of boarding schools that were produced for the purpose of taking the “Indian out of the Indian.”

The third is a challenge we all share. After two hundred years of evangelizing, fewer than 2 percent of Natives are Christians. This should be deemed unacceptable.

**Recommendations**

The SBC has been working with Native Americans since its inception, and remains the best entity to help Native people. The following are recommendations for SBC:

- Pray the Lord of the Harvest to call Native Americans to the ministry.
- Work in partnerships with Native Americans.
- Develop world views that are culturally relevant and doctrinally sound.
- Implement an “Adopt a missionary, church planter, or pastor” program for Native Americans, financially supporting those who are being effective.
- Pray for a liaison—a “Person of Peace—to work between the cultures.
- Focus heavily on urban areas (an estimated 70 percent or more of the Native population live in urban areas).
- Address health and wellness matters.

**Russian Church Report**

**Demographics**

Russian immigration to America dates back to Alaska in 1784. Russian people in America are identified both by ethnicity and by language. The language policies of the Soviet Union forced all citizens to learn the Russian language, so, it is common to meet Ukrainians and Moldovans, Uzbeks, and Georgians who speak Russian. However, not all people who speak Russian are ethnic Russians. What we call Russian congregations in US are Russian-speaking congregations, which may include representatives from many ethnicities. The Russian population in America is about 2.9 million, up from less than one million in 2010.
Challenges

More than one-half of Russians in America cannot speak conversational English.

Currently, there is no single entity uniting Russian-speaking Baptists in the United States. There are about five different unions, of which the SBC is partnering with only one—the Pacific Coast Slavic Baptist Association.

A significant segment of Russian-speaking immigration comprises Jewish people, who should be reached primarily as Jewish immigrants, not just as Russians.

Recommendations

Southern Baptist churches should be intentional in reaching and partnering with Russian-speaking people and churches.

- Southern Baptists need to discover, and fund theological education for, prospective Russian-language church planters.
- Southern Baptists can offer buildings, support, expertise, and resources to new church plants on a long-term basis.
- Southern Baptists can reach out to Russian-speaking immigrants who enter established immigrant communities and offer help in finding housing and jobs, teach them English, distribute Russian language Bibles, celebrate their heritage, and, most importantly, share the Gospel with them.
- Ministering to the second generation of immigrants in the same congregation is a challenge. So, it is increasingly important that immigrant churches serve the needs of the new English-speaking generation.

For communities with a small number of Russian-speaking individuals, Southern Baptist churches can:

- Help find housing and work for new immigrants.
- Offer individual English language lessons.
- Offer evangelism literature and Bibles in Russian.
- Offer translation in Russian during worship services.
- Encourage Russian-speaking individuals to find other Russian-speaking families and share the Gospel with them.
- Grow and train Russian-speaking ministry leaders.
For communities with a dense population of Russian-speaking people, Southern Baptist churches can:

- Organize an ESL (English as a Second Language) ministry.
- Reach out to a Russian-speaking seminary student or encourage gifted Russianspeaking believers to go to seminary, then hire them as part of the pastoral staff and provide them with a building and necessary resources to start a ministry.

**Middle Eastern Report**

**Demographics**

Arab immigrants began coming to the US in sizable numbers during the 1880s. Today, it is estimated that nearly 3.6 million Americans trace their roots to an Arab country. Arab Americans are found in every state, but more than two-thirds of them live in just ten states: California, Michigan, New York, Florida, Texas, New Jersey, Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. Metropolitan Los Angeles, Detroit, and New York are home to one-third of the population. American Muslims represent the fastest growing segment of the Arab American community.

Contrary to popular assumptions or stereotypes, the majority of Arab Americans are US-born, and nearly 82 percent of Arabs in the US are citizens. The Pew Research Center estimates that there were about 3.3 million Muslims of all ages living in the United States in 2015. This means that Muslims made up about 1 percent of the total US population, the majority of which has ancestral ties to Lebanon, Syria, Palestine, Egypt, and Iraq.

**Challenges**

By 2040, Muslims are projected to become the second-largest religious group in the US. By 2050, the American Muslim population is projected to reach 8.1 million people or 2.1 percent. Therefore, evangelizing them is critical. The various religions among the Middle Easterners are Greek Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Assyrian Catholic, Chaldean Catholic, Sabian, Yazidi, and Muslims. Their understanding of God will not lead to salvation unless there is a church community of believers that will patiently work with them and be supportive of them.

Their beliefs make it complicated for scholars and historians to pin down the nuances of their religion.
Recommendations

- Study Arab religions and understand where they are coming from. Ask them to share with you what they believe and why they follow their religion.
- Find theological ground that you agree on, such as the belief in one God, and then explain the reason why you follow Christ.
- Understand your own doctrine of God, Trinity, sin, atonement of salvation, and judgment.
- Middle Eastern churches are traditional in their format, and the majority of the people who attend have no idea what the Bible says about their religion. They follow different traditions with significant variants of Christian beliefs and call it Christianity.
- Most Middle-Easterners are newcomers to your neighborhood and came to the US as refugees. Welcome them into the neighborhood.
- Some foods are forbidden by their Arab religions. Avoid them in their presence so you don’t risk offending anyone.
- Invite them to come with you to your church. Ask their youth and kids to participate with your church youth/children’s group.
- Love them truly and sincerely. Attend their wedding, their funerals, and their festivals. As neighbors, be available when they need you.
- Learn not to have boys and girls together in Arab functions, and do not offer to shake the hands of their women.
- Volunteer at a refugee relief organization in your city.
- Let them see what Christ has done in your life by your conduct, dress, eating, prayer, and church attendance.

Central-Eastern Africa Report

Demographics

Central-Eastern Africa comprises people originally from Burundi, Congo, Rwanda, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, and Sudan.

Most of these people came to the US as refugees, international students, diplomats, or seeking jobs. In addition to their native language, most of them speak up to eight different languages, including English.
Challenges

The Central-Eastern Africans are not monolithic. In fact, they have different backgrounds, beliefs, cultures, and behaviors.

Also, they have many different languages, which poses a challenge to translators.

Recommendations

We give thanks to the SBC for the leadership and hard work reaching this generation and recommend that Southern Baptists continue providing assistance.

- Because 90 percent of Central-Eastern Africans came into this country as refugees, they need help overcoming the challenges of acclimating to their new home.
- Central-Eastern Africans need financial support in the ministry to be able to evangelize, mentor and teach leaders, and plant new churches and help them to grow.
- Central-Eastern African believers need help in making fliers and creating websites to reach their fellow countrymen in their native languages.
Women in the SBC

Rhonda Kelley and Candi Finch, Compilers

Southern Baptists determined one of the best ways to increase the involvement of women in the SBC was to start a conversation. In January 2016, Frank Page, president and CEO of the SBC Executive Committee, appointed a Women’s Advisory Council to gather information concerning the involvement of women’s ministry leaders and ministry wives in their churches. The task force is comprised of eighteen ladies from fourteen states representing different age groups, stages of life, ethnic backgrounds, and ministry positions.

The task force was hosted on three occasions (January 7–8, 2016, August 11–12, 2016, and March 30–31, 2017) by officers of the Executive Committee of the SBC including: Frank Page, president and CEO of the SBC Executive Committee; Ken Weathersby, vice president for Convention advancement; and Roger S. (Sing) Oldham, vice president for Convention communications and relations. During the meetings, the purposes of the task force were defined:

♦ To determine if and how women are involved in the SBC;
♦ To discuss how the SBC can serve women as they minister to other women in and through the local church; and
♦ To recommend a variety of ways for Southern Baptist women to be involved at all levels in Convention life according to biblical guidelines.

Rhonda Kelley, president’s wife at the New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary and a leader in women’s ministry, served as chairwoman of the Women’s Ministry Advisory Council and facilitated the discussion of the following:

♦ What ministries, training, and resources are provided at this time for women in the SBC?
What evangelistic methods and resources are effective in reaching women with the Gospel of Jesus Christ?

What additional support is needed by the women of the SBC?

What recommendations should be made to the SBC Executive Committee for consideration to increase involvement of women in Southern Baptist life, according to biblical guidelines?

Following the meetings, press releases were published announcing the work of the committee.

A survey was developed for distribution to Southern Baptist women, and areas of ministry were identified for individual committee members to investigate. Survey Monkey was used to conduct the survey which was composed of twenty questions, both quantitative and qualitative. A link to the survey was published through Baptist Press and social media. Results were digitally compiled and immediately available to task force members. In order to gather data, the group created a shared document to post input and findings about resources and ministries specifically for women.

**Historical Findings**

The Bible teaches that women are created in God’s image, equal in worth and value, and have unique roles in ministry based on their gender (Genesis 1:26–28, 2:8–25; 1 Corinthians 11:2–16, 12:7–11; 1 Timothy 2:11–15; Titus 2:3–5). Southern Baptists follow a complementarian perspective of gender roles in the local church and across denominational entities. (See *Baptist Faith and Message*, Article VI on The Church and Article XVIII on The Family for additional information.) Throughout history and in the Southern Baptist Convention, women have played important roles in the local church and denominational life.

For more than one hundred years, Southern Baptist women have been involved in mission education through the capable leadership of the Woman’s Missionary Union. This mission organization was begun in 1888 with a three-fold purpose: to learn about missions, to do missions, and to support missions. Southern Baptist churches have organized missions for women in different ways. During the 20th century, women within many local churches recognized the need for more than missions and began to organize a variety of other ministries.

At several times in more recent years, SBC leadership has considered how to involve and support women more effectively. In 1992, SBC President Ed Young appointed a task force to consider how the denomination could support women’s ministry. Then, in 1993, the Baptist Sunday School Board (now LifeWay Christian Resources) created
the Women’s Enrichment Ministry to provide resources, leadership, and field services specifically for women’s ministry. In 1996, a research proposal summarized the historical, biblical, philosophical, and ministry perspectives in order to recommend increased involvement and support of women in the SBC. Other entities of the SBC have also appointed staff to specifically serve women of the SBC.

Current Findings

National – Several entities of the Southern Baptist Convention provide specialists in women’s missions and ministry.

♦ International Mission Board – Global Mission Catalyst, Women, and Non-Traditional Churches.
♦ Women’s Missionary Union – Consultants for myMISSION, Women on Mission, and Adults on Mission.

Regional – The six Southern Baptist seminaries are located in different geographic areas of the country to focus on ministry training in their areas. Women are enrolled in all Southern Baptist seminaries for training in ministry. All six Southern Baptist seminaries have programs for student wives and several have academic training for women’s ministry students.

♦ Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary (Kansas City, MO) – www.mbts.edu.
♦ Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary (Wake Forest, NC) – www.sebts.edu.
♦ The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary (Louisville, KY) – www.sbts.edu.
♦ Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary (Fort Worth, TX) – www.swbts.edu.

State – Most Southern Baptist state conventions have a staff position for women’s missions and ministries and/or ministry wives, often requiring seminary training. Several states have consultants working with specific ethnic groups, such as Hispanic women in Arizona and Texas and Asian women in North Carolina.

Associational – Many associations of Southern Baptist churches have lay leaders serving in women’s ministry as mission leaders, and as ministry wives.
Local Church – An increasing number of Southern Baptist churches have organized women’s ministry and missions programs, each varying according to the local church context.

Survey Findings

An electronic survey was conducted in order to gather information from women across the SBC. It was distributed through Baptist Press and social media channels and was available from March to November of 2016. In total, 3,617 women responded. The survey was composed of twenty questions, soliciting both quantitative and qualitative responses. The following questions were included in the survey. Also noted are the percentage of responses and a sample of additional comments:

1. **Does your church have an organized women’s ministry or other programs specifically for women?**
   
   **81.31% Yes, 18.69% No**
   
   The significant majority of respondents indicated their churches have an organized program for women though the types of programs seem to vary significantly. Some comments indicated a formal organization like women’s ministry or Woman’s Missionary Union, while others noted individual components like Bible studies, special events, or exercise classes. Several explained that their programs were “struggling” or “under reconstruction.”

2. **Is there a woman on your paid church staff whose focus is ministry to women?**
   
   **9.29% Part-time, 9.40% Full-time, 81.31% No**
   
   Fewer than 20 percent of the respondents reported a full-time or part-time paid staff position for women’s ministry. Most leaders of women serve as lay leaders in local churches, although most state Baptist conventions have paid positions for women’s missions/ministry, as do some associations of churches.

3. **Do you serve as a leader of women in your church?**
   
   **34.81% Lay Leader, 3.68% Paid Staff, 61.52% No**
   
   The majority of the respondents do not serve in positions of leadership with women. The women are active in church and serve in a variety of ways. However, they were familiar with all programs and ministries for women in their churches.
4. **Are you involved in Woman’s Missionary Union, Women’s Ministry, or another group of women?**

   **56.51% Yes, 43.49% No**

Just over one-half of the respondents are involved in women’s organizations. Many women participate in one specific ministry (Bible study or prayer group) but do not consider themselves to be a part of a women’s organization.

5. **Are you the wife of a minister?**

   **28.61% Yes, 71.39% No**

Twenty-eight percent of the respondents are ministry wives—wives of pastors, youth ministry, and education ministers. Several noted their husbands serve as deacons.
While some ministry wives serve in positions of leadership for women, most leaders are lay women.

6. In what age group do you belong?

0.06% 18 or younger, 5.31% 18–24, 20.61% 25–34, 20.98% 35–44, 21.07% 45–54, 20.70% 55–64, 9.02% 65–74, 2.25% 75 or older

Sixty-three percent of the respondents were between the ages of 35 and 65. Attempts were made to increase the respondents from younger women by submitting the survey to collegiate ministers to distribute and to increase the respondents of older women by printing copies of the survey for distributions to senior adult groups.

7. In which state or territory do you live?

A larger number of responses came from Florida, Kentucky, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas. Fewer responses came from states with a smaller number of Southern Baptist churches (such as Delaware, Iowa, New Mexico, and Hawaii). At least one response came from each of the fifty states. Attempts were made to increase participation from states with smaller numbers of Southern Baptists through social media and emails to the state directors of women’s missions and ministry.

8. Do you have academic training in the areas of women’s leadership?

4.62% Certificate, 4.23%, Undergraduate, 8.46% Graduate/Seminary, 82.69% No

The overwhelming majority of respondents have no academic training in the areas of women’s leadership. About 17 percent reported certificates, undergraduate, or graduate degrees in women’s leadership.

9. Have you received specific leadership training for your work with women (i.e. LifeWay Women’s Leadership Forum, WMU training conferences)?

24.99% Yes, 75.01% No

The majority of respondents do not have leadership training in any of the given areas. For the 25 percent who said yes, comments were given that training was received through various leadership conferences, Women’s Leadership Forum, and WMU trainings. Those who attended some form of training event commented of attending between one and three a year.

10. Does your church provide training opportunities for women in leadership positions?

19.41% Yes, 80.59% No
The vast majority of respondents indicated that their churches do not provide training opportunities for women in leadership positions. The 20 percent who said yes commented that trainings held in their churches were for VBS, Sunday school, Bible studies, Precept, and various other leadership trainings offered through LifeWay, local associations, or state conventions.

11. **Does your church utilize online resources specifically for women?**
   
   22.20% Yes, 77.80% No
   
   The majority of respondents responded that their churches do not utilize online resources for women. Several that said yes commented that LifeWay and WMU were where they received their online resources.

12. **Does your church utilize Southern Baptist Convention printed resources for women (LifeWay, WMU, New Hope, Broadman-Holman)?**
   
   58.09% Yes, 41.91% No
   
   The results indicate that nearly one-half use SBC printed resources for women and that the other half does not. The majority of those who said that their churches did use SBC printed resources commented that the resources came from LifeWay.

13. **Does your church utilize non-Southern Baptist Convention printed resources specifically for women?**
   
   27.90% Yes, 72.10% No
   
   The majority of respondents indicated that their churches do not use a non-SBC printed resource. Non-SBC printed resources included Precepts, Group Publishing, and a variety of other Bible studies by authors such as Lysa Terkeurst and Kelly Mintor.

14. **Does your church offer Bible studies specifically for women?**
   
   82.80% Yes, 17.20% No
   
   The significant majority of respondents replied that their churches offered Bible studies specifically for women. A comment box was not given for respondents to elaborate their answers.

15. **Does your church provide missions and community ministry opportunities specifically for women?**
   
   54.27% Yes, 45.73% No
   
   About one-half of the respondents indicated that their churches provided missions and community ministry opportunities specifically for women. A little less than half
responded no. A comment box was not given for respondents to elaborate their answers as to where or what capacity the missions/community ministry opportunities took place.

16. **Does your church provide evangelism and discipleship training specifically for women?**

   29.08% Yes, 70.92% No

A significant majority of respondents said that their church does not provide evangelism or discipleship training specifically for women. Respondents who said yes were not given the opportunity to comment on the types of training their churches offer for women.

17. **Does your church host special events specifically for women?**

   80.56% Yes, 19.44% No

A significant amount of respondents replied that their churches host special events specifically for women, with only 20 percent of churches who do not. A comment section was not given for respondents who said yes to elaborate on the type of events the churches host for women.

18. **In your opinion, are women adequately involved across Southern Baptist life?**

   42.24% Yes, 57.76% No

About 42 percent of respondents believed that women were adequately involved across Southern Baptist life, whereas a little more than one-half disagreed with the question. Several explained that women are “disconnected from SBC life,” or “majority of women are involved within the church, but not with overall SBC life.” Others were concerned with the exclusion of women in their own ministries and with SBC life.

19. **Could women be more involved in Southern Baptist life?**

   91.07% Yes, 8.93% No

The vast majority of respondents believed that women could be more involved in Southern Baptist life. Even those who think there’s good involvement think there should be more. Respondents suggested that women should be more involved in all levels of the SBC life through trainings and mentorships, and should become more aware of resources for women provided by the SBC.

20. **Do you have any additional comments about women in the SBC?**

   15.68% Yes, 84.32% No
The majority of respondents did not leave any additional comments about women in the SBC. Sixteen percent said yes, and comments suggested further education to equip women at all stages of life, Apps for women, and Bible studies that cover various forms of mental illness.

**Research Findings**

In order to gather data, the group created a shared document to share input and findings about resources and ministries specifically for women. Each committee member researched an area and provided findings in specific categories. A brief summary of the findings is listed below. More complete findings are included in the Council’s report posted at SBC.net.

1. **Personal Evangelism Resources** – While numerous evangelism resources are available, few have been developed specifically to reach women and even fewer to reach minority women with the Gospel. Many present resources can be adapted for use with women as well as translated to specific languages and cultures. Resources to share the Gospel and engage the lost are cited in the Council's report posted at SBC.net. Additional personal evangelism resources developed by women and for women would be useful in spreading the Gospel to women of all backgrounds.

2. **Evangelism Training Resources** – Fewer evangelism training resources are available than general evangelism resources. Two evangelism training resources have been developed by women specifically to train women for evangelism: *HeartCall* by Jaye Martin and *Why Do You Believe That? Living in Truth*, by Mary Jo Sharp. These two resources are highly recommended for use in training women to reach other women with the Gospel. Additional evangelism training resources developed by women and for women would be useful in equipping women to spread the Gospel to women of all backgrounds.

3. **Evangelistic Events and Ministries** – Several entities of the SBC sponsor evangelistic events and ongoing ministries for women. The International Mission Board hosts service opportunities as well as giving opportunities throughout the year. The North American Mission Board encourages evangelism through movements, materials, events, and volunteer opportunities. LifeWay Christian Resources provides leadership training and resources as well as special events through LifeWay Women. The Woman’s Missionary Union offers mission trips and Christian Women’s Job Corps as well as leadership training and resources.

4. **Lay Leadership Training and Resources** – A wide variety of leadership training opportunities and resources are available to Southern Baptists. Some are specifically geared toward training women who are lay leaders in the church. LifeWay
Women hosts training conferences for women’s ministry leaders and ministers’ wives and produces books and webshows. The Woman’s Missionary Union publishes training materials and hosts leadership conferences. Other evangelical ministries provide lay leadership training and resources as well.

5. **Academic Training at Colleges and Seminaries** – Women are enrolled in many different degree programs in secular and Christian colleges and seminaries. However, few schools offer accredited degrees specifically for women serving in the local church and other ministries. Several Christian colleges and SBC seminaries include academic programs to equip women. The seminaries offer other programs and degrees in a variety of fields that are open to both men and women, from degrees in education to theology to practical ministry to courses strategically aimed at preparing for woman-to-woman ministry. Many schools offer classes in several formats (on-campus, online, hybrid, weekend or week-long intensives) to enable women desiring more academic training with more options than ever before in the history of the SBC.

6. **Academic Training for Ministry Wives at Colleges and Seminaries** – Few colleges provide academic training for ministry wives due to the younger age of students and smaller percentage of married students. However, several seminaries provide academic training for student wives to equip them for ministry alongside their husbands. All six of our SBC seminaries offer certificate level training for ministry wives. While each program is unique, all combine practical ministry and biblical studies courses. In addition, several programs offer specific courses approved by the International Mission Board to fulfill seminary training requirement for wives. In addition, the six SBC seminaries host fellowship meetings for student wives on a regular basis. Non-student ministry wives are often invited to participate in academic courses and ministry fellowships as well.

7. **Ministry Wives Training, Resources, and Support (non-academic)** – Non-academic training, resources, and support are provided for Southern Baptist ministry wives. Connections on social media seem to be very popular, as ministry wives can share fellowship and counsel with more anonymity and no cost.

8. **Women and Culture** – Several Southern Baptist organizations provide helpful resources for women on the culture. There are some books specifically about navigating the culture as a Christian woman. Resources and training have begun to be offered to specific ethnic and language groups, though a great need continues as the SBC diversifies. Special attention is also being given to bivocational/smaller membership churches.
9. **Prayer Resources and Ministries for Women** – Many books are available through LifeWay and other publishers to equip women to learn how to pray for themselves, their families, their churches, and other ministries. Some resources are geared for individual study and growth while other materials help women gather with other believers to guide them in growing in the discipline of prayer as well as forming strategic and focused prayer groups. Prayer, one of the mightiest tools in the believers’ spiritual armory, is often the most overlooked. However, our research showed that there are already many excellent resources to help teach and train women on the discipline of prayer.

10. **Missions Education and Resources** – Three organizations within the Southern Baptist Convention have missions as their central focus: the International Mission Board, the North American Mission Board, and the Woman’s Missionary Union. Each provides a variety of missions’ education and resources. WMU educates all ages about the importance of domestic and international missions. NAMB focuses on domestic missions and training, and IMB focuses on international missions and training.

11. **Mission Experiences and Opportunities** – There are many ways for women to be involved in missions, both short term and long term, in their own communities and overseas. These opportunities are planned each year, so the best way to find out about what is available is to check with local Southern Baptist churches, associations, state Baptist conventions, WMU organizations both the state and national level, NAMB, and IMB.

12. **Discipleship and Mentoring Resources and Training** – One of the blessings of Southern Baptist life is being a part of a denomination that has been faithfully producing and publishing discipleship and mentoring resources for many years. Through LifeWay Christian Resources, as well as through other publishing companies and through local churches, there is a wealth of materials available, many of which are geared specifically to women who are interested in discipling and training other women. Leadership training for women in the areas of discipleship and mentoring should be increased.

13. **Bible Study Resources and Training** – Similar to discipleship and mentoring resources, women have a plethora of Bible study resources available to them. In addition to the training provided by each of the six SBC seminaries on how to study the Bible, resources in a variety of categories are available today.

14. **Community Ministries** – The possibilities for community ministry are practically endless. On average, the target audience for the local church lives within a five-mile radius of the church. For this reason, the church must be sensitive to the needs of their local community and provide ministries that address those needs.
There are resources available within the state conventions and associations to help churches identify their community demographics. If the church is successfully reaching its community, then the needs of the congregation will be the same and the ministries and programs of the church should reflect those needs. As members are transformed and developed, then they are equipped and empowered to further evangelize their community through powerful, personal testimonies.

15. **Special Events for Women** – Many local Southern Baptist churches have special events for women throughout the year, targeting different ages and life stages of women. More than 80 percent of respondents said their church hosts special events for women throughout the year. Leaders should develop strategies and be more intentional about evangelizing the lost at special events.

16. **Involvement of Next Generation Women in the SBC** – The survey results showed that more than 90 percent of respondents felt that women could be more involved in SBC life. Leaders of women should train older adults to cultivate relationships with the younger generation. Biblically-based mentoring programs should be encouraged as well as involvement in ministry by younger women. In 2017, the Executive Committee of the Southern Baptist Convention appointed a Young Leaders Task Force to hear from those within the younger generation in the Convention. Hopefully this new task force can also discuss ways to involve the next generation of women in the SBC since there is work to be done in encouraging younger women in SBC involvement.

**Recommendations**

As a result of the survey results and the research findings, the following recommendations are made by the women’s advisory council to increase involvement of women in the SBC:

**Recommendation One** – We affirm the many vital ways women are currently serving in local churches, associations, state conventions, and the denominational entities of the Southern Baptist Convention, and we encourage increased recognition of the spiritual gifts and leadership skills of women already serving in biblically appropriate ways in their churches and beyond.

**Recommendation Two** – We request a revision of the Annual Church Profile (ACP) to include new categories such as gender of church members and women in leadership positions. This addition and other measures will help identify more women in leadership positions in local churches, associations, state conventions, and denom-
national entities to help disperse information about existing resources, training, and support provided for women in the SBC.

**Recommendation Three** – We promote the development of vehicles to communicate more effectively with Southern Baptist women. New forms of communication could include:

- Email for Southern Baptist women (sbwomen@sbc.net).
- Southern Baptist Women page on sbc.net to include “Did You Know” and “How To” as well as “Best Practices in Women’s Missions and Ministry” sections.
- Videos “I am a Southern Baptist Woman” to depict diversity in age, stage, race, etc.
- News articles and blogs.
- Social media (Facebook, Instagram, etc.).
- Hashtag - #sbwomen.
- Printed pieces.

**Recommendation Four** – We recommend that state conventions and local associations encourage churches to provide training for women’s missions and ministry leadership as well as identify and network with lead churches in the area to offer support to smaller churches.

**Recommendation Five** – We propose the development of more resources and training materials as well as the use of all available technologies for Southern Baptist women especially in the areas of discipleship, evangelism, and mentoring. We encourage the production of leadership materials by women with seminary training and biblical studies backgrounds.

**Recommendation Six** – We recognize the need for support of women in leadership positions as well as ministry wives who struggle with personal crises or emotional health issues. Increased awareness of resources is needed as well as lay counseling by women and for women.

**Recommendation Seven** – We desire increased involvement of Southern Baptist women, representing the different ages and seasons of life as well as the diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds, on state and national convention committees and boards.

**Recommendation Eight** – We suggest that several members of the Women’s Advisory Council also serve as representatives on the Convention Advancement Advisory Council.
**Recommendation Nine** – We acknowledge the need for a follow-up meeting of this task force to discuss specific strategies for the implementation of the recommendations through the appropriate SBC entities.

**Conclusion**

The SBC Women’s Advisory Council has been a valuable and productive task force not only to identify present resources for women in leadership and to reflect the involvement of women in the SBC but also to recommend ways to increase involvement of women at all levels in Convention life according to biblical guidelines. The group of eighteen ladies met on three occasions to develop strategies to accomplish the assigned task, distributed a survey to hear from Southern Baptist women, researched areas of training and resources for women by category, and delineated recommendations for action. Historical and current findings were identified, then survey and research findings were summarized in the report. Additional information is provided in five appendices at the end of the report posted at SBC.net.

A draft of the final report was compiled by Rhonda Kelley (chairwoman) and Candi Finch (council member) and emailed to all council members for review and input. Suggestions by the council members were incorporated into the report prior to the Council’s third and final meeting, where the final report was completed. The final report was submitted to Drs. Page and Weathersby at the “Many Faces of the Southern Baptist Convention” booth in the exhibit hall on June 12, 2017, the Monday prior to the 2017 meeting of the Southern Baptist Convention in Phoenix, Arizona.

Members of the council express appreciation for the opportunity to serve Southern Baptists on this task force. Our prayers will continue for Southern Baptist women to use their spiritual gifts in ministry effectively and spread the Gospel of the Lord Jesus intentionally. We are available to assist in implementation of our recommendations and communication with Southern Baptist women. Our prayer is for Southern Baptist women to grow in their personal faith, disciple women in the faith, and lead others to salvation.
**What the SBC Looked Like**

Rodney Webb

**What kinds of people** comprised the Southern Baptist Convention at its inception in 1845? The predominantly Anglo American group encompassed various Caucasian people groups descended from England. Others were of European ancestry and enslaved Africans who worshiped in the church their owners attended. During this time, Baptists were also extending their evangelistic efforts to reach Native Americans. Many Southern Baptists desired to form their own mission agencies; however, some were not ready for this change.

Spanish philosopher George Santayana said, “Those who do not remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”¹ It is prudent for Southern Baptists to remember our history so that we may move forward, not repeating missteps of the past.

**History of SBC Formation**

The Southern Baptist Convention was born into a highly charged atmosphere that was influenced by geopolitical, socio-economic and theological issues. The Convention has grown from 4,126 cooperating churches with 351,951 members in 1845 to 47,272 churches with 15,216,978 members in 2017. “Today the SBC is the largest non-Catholic, evangelical denomination in North America.”²

To understand Southern Baptists, it is imperative to comprehend the world in which they lived at the time of formation. Their environment and culture evolved within each period of society. Dr. Robert A. Baker, in *The Southern Baptist Convention and Its People 1607–1972*, points out that the period between 1814 and 1845 was filled with turmoil and rapid change across the South.³ The issues impacting change overlapped economic, social, political, and religious circles.
A major change agent in the South’s socioeconomic trajectory was Eli Whitney’s cotton gin invention in 1793. This innovation had enormous impact upon the southern economy, resulting in the expansion of the South’s cotton industry. The cotton growing spread from the coastal regions to the South’s interior. Whitney’s invention allowed for a faster and more profitable production of a short-staple variety of cotton, which grew very well in inland southern soil.

The Industrial Revolution’s ripple effects continued to impact the cotton trade and the southern economy. The invention of the spinning jenny, the power loom, and the development of the factory all enhanced the textile industry, which boosted the need for more cotton.

The negative consequence of these agricultural and industrial developments was the nagging problem of slavery. The capacity to produce more cotton faster had also invigorated the slave trade. The cotton industry’s advancements had increased profits, but the need for more slaves had accelerated simultaneously.

Dr. Baker points out that the period from 1814 to 1845 was filled with turbulent events that impacted the expansion of Baptists in the South. The growth that took place in the southern region of the US represented an average annual membership gain of 5.25 percent.4

When the Baptists from various parts of the South met in Augusta, [Georgia], on May 8, 1845, in response to the call issued by Virginia Baptist Foreign Mission Society, some of them had been giving considerable thought to the kind of denominational body or bodies that Baptists in the South should organize. The kind of structure finally adopted was, in fact, somewhat of a departure from the former practice of carrying on benevolent work through separate autonomous societies.5

There were major differences in the way northern Baptist churches supported their mission work to facilitate the distribution of designated funds needed to implement mission goals. These varying practices were contributing factors in the division between the Baptists in the North and the South.

In its organizational meeting in Augusta, Georgia, in 1845, the Southern Baptist Convention established two mission boards to serve at home and abroad. The work of both foreign and home missions would be conducted by one convention, with a separate board for each rather than with a completely independent organization for each. The convention would determine assignments, elect directors, receive reports, give instructions, and make suggestions as it deemed wise. The then prevalent plan of
working through societies provided membership in a society for the individual, church or group of churches which cared to contribute, apart from organic connection with a denominational body. The establishment and direction of the mission boards by the Convention itself identified the work of missions as a basic concern of the Convention. It emphasized that missionary work is not optional to the Christian or to the church. Nevertheless, it remained for these mission agencies, the Foreign Mission Board and the Domestic Mission Board, later known as the Home Mission Board, to gain the confidence and support of Southern Baptist churches. Support was especially a challenge for the Domestic Board located in Marion, Alabama, in the Southwestern part of the Convention territory. The Foreign Mission Board was located in Richmond, Virginia, in the northeastern section of the [Southern Baptist] churches.6

Southern Baptist churches in 1845 were concerned about God’s work but they also had become victims of cultural captivity. Many in the emerging Convention had been against slavery until the economy changed with a rapid influx of money. The potential for increased revenue became a motivating factor for a number of Baptists inclined to support slavery.

**Shaping a New Baptist Body**

Early events in Baptist life shaped the Convention, and over the course of two centuries, various events (wars, financial crises, political crises, racial tension, and religious conflict) have molded our culture and impacted our churches. Negative influences have impacted who we are as a Convention, but good and positive events have shaped Southern Baptists as well.

The single most dominant factor in the beginning of the Convention’s growth was revivalism growing out of the two great awakenings. The first awakening will be shown to flow south into the coastal states. The second wave of revivalism spread west. The organized revival became a major mode of church extension. . . . A consequence of the camp meetings was the vitality which it poured into the participating churches.7

South Carolina Baptists had organized the first state convention on December 4, 1821. This body was built on a network of local associations, looked toward sponsoring multiple benevolences, and had other centralizing features. Other southern states adopted similar structures in succeeding years. The experience of Southern
Baptists with these bodies led them to feel that there was little to fear that any of these structures might ever become oppressive.

In addition to the previous measures, another strong safeguard for keeping such a new body from usurping the authority of the local church was the democratic nature of the Convention. The floor vote at the annual meeting was the final authority in the body, and this inhibited usurpation. The 1845 constituency felt that should there be any evidence of misplaced authority, the matter could be firmly and quickly settled through free discussion and decisive vote.  

In the earlier part of the 1870s, several Baptist leaders urged closer cooperation between the Home Mission Board, the state boards, and the Southern Baptist Convention board. These leaders recognized that if Southern Baptists did not give full support to the Home Mission Board, the mission agency’s existence and the Convention itself were at stake. Unfortunately, this full support did not come until the next period in Baptist life.

The Role the Cooperative Program

Historian Robert Baker helped Southern Baptists recognize how the economy and financial issues from the 1850s through the twentieth century influenced Southern Baptists both negatively and positively.

Sensitiveness relative to centralization in the Convention began to disappear rapidly during the 1920s. Increasing financial stringency following the Seventy-five Million Campaign; . . . [and] the recognized need for a Convention “watchdog” to maintain the integrity of the body brought the appointment of a Committee on Correlation. . . . It became the fiduciary, fiscal, and executive agency of the Convention in all its affairs, not specifically committed to some other board or agency. It represented a de facto year-round corporate voice for the Convention.

The SBC Executive Committee, formed in 1917 and restructured in 1927, continues this function today.

Cecil and Susan Ray wrote about the Cooperative Program (CP): “Before we as Southern Baptists could adopt a lifestyle of cooperation, we had to learn how to harmonize two great loves—love of freedom and love of missions.” Cecil Ray led Southern Baptists’ Planned Growth in Giving stewardship emphasis during the 1980s and researched the CP’s origins with his daughter, Susan. In their book they affirm that the Cooperative Program was not something merely created; but rather,
it was a gift from God to enable Southern Baptists to accomplish His mission in the world. The CP has been a channel that has helped send missionaries both in our own country and to other countries.

**Post-World War II**

After World War II, Southern Baptists were geographically limited to work in seventeen Southern states in accordance with agreements established with Northern Baptists. In 1949, the Convention took action to assure that “the state conventions of Baptists may cooperate with whomever they will, irrespective of geographical location.” Two years later in 1951, the Southern Baptist Convention passed a resolution instructing its agencies “to serve as a source to any community or any people, anywhere in the United States.”

Enormous industrial growth and massive migration continued in the post-war boom. In that process, the country was becoming more urbanized, and industrialization was postured to dictate much of America’s future. Meanwhile, the SBC was preparing for a twenty-year era of its greatest numerical growth in churches and membership. The SBC realized a net gain of 7,197 new churches in that period. State conventions reported starting 9,955 churches during that time. However, as new churches were started, others were dissolved. The SBC had a loss of 2,758 churches that started but did not constitute during this same twenty-year period.

The decisions coming out of the SBC’s annual meetings after World War II prepared Southern Baptists for a movement of God through their churches, which was accomplished chiefly by the southerners who had migrated out of the south into all sections of the country. Encouraging the state conventions to work with Baptists wherever they were and whenever they asked for help was a major denominational breakthrough. The SBC was able to hold the allegiance of rural Baptists who relocated from the rural areas into the towns and cities. Many brought with them leadership skills that provided strong leaders in the churches they joined or helped start. The migration from the southern region of the country led to the planting of new churches for several reasons.

The influx of rural residents into urban settings benefited those areas; however, the migratory pattern also resulted in the death or decline of many rural Southern Baptist churches. Those who migrated were not always fulfilled in the churches they were visiting. In many cases, they were uncomfortable with the theology and worship styles. In response to their frustration, they started new churches that replicated the worship experiences they had experienced in the South. They recruited pastors from the South, and soon the term Southern Baptist became equated with
components like worship style, theology, and doctrine, and not just a geographical region. Adrian Lampkin Jr reflected: “Few denominations can tell a story equal to this.” Border states in the middle of the northern and western migrations—Missouri, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Texas—benefited the least. Post-war industrialization brought growth to almost all the states. “This was not a planned challenge to the existing Baptist bodies in the North,” Lampkin stated. As new state conventions were formed and churches and associations affiliated with existing state conventions, tremendous growth was literally thrust upon the Convention.\(^{15}\)

In 1969, my wife and our baby daughter moved to the New York City metropolitan area. Dr. Maurice Fain, pastor of the newly-constituted Rockland Baptist Church, the only Southern Baptist church in a county of over 250,000, helped us find an apartment in New City. From there, I served as the missionary to the Deaf for a nine-state area in the Northeast. After we moved into our New City apartment, many of our neighbors would ask why we moved there. From these types of questions, my wife and I had the opportunity to share our faith. Our church was a plant started by Dr. Fain. The first time we attended a worship service, we discovered a congregation that consisted primarily of people from the South who had migrated to the region because of employment. A great thing about our church was that we had diversity among the thirty-five members. Several families in the church were native New Yorkers. The worship leader was a Chinese music professor. The church was greatly blessed and aided by churches from the South, the Baptist Convention of New York, the Metropolitan New York Baptist Association, and the Home Mission Board. Summer missionaries and mission teams came to assist with Vacation Bible School, provided inspirational speakers, and visiting choirs. The association offered a variety of training opportunities. Eventually, with the help of the Home Mission Board Church Loans Department, we were able to purchase property and modular units. Construction teams from southern churches provided assistance to help make the modular units usable.

Many pastors and lay people who served in new work areas came to the realization that their churches had unmet needs. Southern Baptist churches in the South believed the mission needs of new work areas were critical, and worked to help new churches and fledgling state conventions reach the lost in areas beyond the southern parameters. Congregations in the Bible Belt provided programs and promoted methods and literature they felt could be useful in any size church. However, they were not effective in all geographical regions or in churches with small numbers and limited resources.

There appeared to be no specific strategy to help plan and develop materials according to what new work churches needed. Basically, there was a continuation of their current programs that the long-established churches felt had always been effective for them.
Church layman William Diehl, sales manager at a major overseas steel corporation, wrote *Christianity and Real Life*, about the gap between the secular and the sacred in church circles:

> In the almost thirty years of my professional career, my church has never once suggested that there be any type of accounting of my on-the-job ministry to others. My church has never once offered to improve those skills which could make me a better minister, nor has it ever asked if I needed any kind of support in what I was doing. There has never been an inquiry into the types of ethical decisions I must face, or whether I seek to communicate the faith to my coworkers. I have never been in a congregation where there was any type of public affirmation of a ministry in my career. In short, I must conclude that my church really doesn’t have the least interest whether or how I minister in my daily work.\(^{16}\)

Diehl’s statement about the gap between the secular and the sacred in church circles, as well as his church never holding him accountable, caused me to think about the Monmouth Baptist Church near an Army base in Monmouth, New Jersey. When one of their members was moving away, the church would set aside a Sunday night service to celebrate the departure by sending them out as missionaries from their church to serve in their new location. This church empowered these people as they commissioned them to service in a different place.

Combine what William Diehl said with how the Monmouth Baptist Church lived their faith in community with members as well as with the SBC, reveals that this is possibly a missing piece in many of our churches. The local church needs to equip and empower members by sending them out as disciples where they live and work, while supporting those who feel called by God to serve vocationally as missionaries.

Douglas Beggs characterized the rapid expansion of Southern Baptist work across the United States:

> The growth was often lay-led and lay-initiated. The growth of the newer conventions was so strong that in the decade of the 1960s, they matched the number of churches gained by the old-line states. In the 1970s the newer conventions had a net gain of ninety-one more churches than the Old South with all its resources. The Convention led in the development of a new approach to evangelism that captured the imagination of the churches. The evangelistic fervor was matched by the development of specific events and short-term programs to facilitate church extension. Evangelistic and church extension emphases were continuous from 1950
until 1964. This effort resulted in the greatest number of new churches being constituted in any period in the Convention’s history.

The exciting growth of churches, associations, and state conventions climaxed in 1964 with the culmination of the Thirty Thousand Movement. The goal was 10,000 new churches and 20,000 new missions. The HMB reported 4,703 new churches constituted and 11,796 missions established between 1956 and 1964. These new churches and missions fueled evangelism growth. In 1950 the United States was 36 percent rural and 64 percent urban, but [Southern Baptist] churches were 83 percent rural. The Convention would have to break out of its regional mold if it would respond to the cries for help from every corner of the nation.17

Expansion, Extension and Evangelism: 1950 through 1964

- The SBC promoted and planned emphases to challenge churches, associations, and state conventions to partner with HMB to start new churches and missions.
- Evangelism was the primary tool to reach people.
- Every church was asked to start at least one new work.
- During the first two years, 75 percent of the churches held revivals.
- By 1956, fifty-two cities were involved in the City Missions Program Ministry (CMPM).
- The HMB partnered with associations to accomplish the CMPM. Later, state conventions joined in the process.18

The Big Cities Program focused on six urban centers from 1957–1961: Chicago, Baltimore, New York City, San Francisco, Seattle, and Detroit. The mission funds were used for assistance with pastors’ salaries and/or loans for purchasing building sites. The three most successful cities were Chicago, Seattle, and Detroit. This program was dropped in 1962 due to a drop in Cooperative Program receipts.19

Southern Baptists had no developed strategy in the two decades after WWII, but the Convention set goals tied to projects and emphases. In 1966, the HMB adopted a set of guidelines for the decade ahead for mission work in cities:

The urban centers of the United States shall receive the major thrust of the Home Mission Board. With 70 percent of the population now in urban centers by AD 2000, it seems necessary that urban missions be given priority. Urban areas are the centers of political, economic, educational, and moral influence. Giving priority to urban areas will not mean we will neglect human needs in other areas.20
Southern Baptist Work in Areas that Are Part of Adjacent State Conventions, 1967

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>Churches</th>
<th>Total Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2,243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5,529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2,861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5,991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>15,542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2,830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In 1959 the Convention instructed the HMB to enlarge their work in areas where the state conventions were weak or emerging. They were to turn existing work over to the established states and give attention to the pioneer areas. This brought the Convention to the fifth major program of the period, developing cooperative agreements and strengthening relationships with the established states.  

The years from 1945 to 1964 were wonderful decades of expansion and extension in both evangelism and migration. The Home Mission Board continually sought to bring their work and the work of their missionaries into mainstream Convention life. Loyd Corder noted: “Though insisting on complete freedom to administer its direct mission work, the Home Mission Board seeks the closest possible understanding and cooperation with the state conventions. The Convention was trying to learn how to coordinate a national mission approach that would touch every level of SBC life.”

The decision to stop direct missions in the South was well received by state conventions. The established states were to assume more responsibility and negotiate joint projects with HMB personnel.
Arthur B. Rutledge said: “Direct mission efforts principally included language groups, good will centers, and rescue missions. Cooperative missions included city and pioneer missions, rural and mountain missions.” This was designed to unify the mission plan inside the state and to allow the board to assist smaller, less developed states. Meanwhile, the state convention related to the association or the church. This was a positive move to restore responsibility to the two historic drivers of Convention church expansion—the local church and the association. There can never be a national strategy without full cooperation from all four partners in the fulfilling of the mission plan that is in the heart of God. 23

**Bold Mission Thrust (BMT)**

The Home Mission Board’s (HMB) initiative to help cooperating Southern Baptist churches focus on mission needs in the United States was a major effort to reach a nation that was growing more lost each year. The objectives, strategies, and guidelines for the HMB in implementing Bold Mission Thrust were adopted on March 16, 1983.

**BMT Objectives**

1. To lead Southern Baptists in evangelizing our land by presenting the Gospel to all persons and giving them an opportunity to respond.

2. To lead Southern Baptists in congregationalizing so every person will have the opportunity to share in the life of a New Testament church.

3. To challenge and equip all Southern Baptists to minister to meet the needs of persons.

4. To move into new frontiers where the need for evangelizing, congregationalizing, and ministering is more crucial.

5. To lead Southern Baptists to a greater awareness of missions and evangelism needs and opportunities for response.

**BMT Strategies**

1. The Home Mission Board will appoint, support, and equip missions personnel to serve in their vital role as a means to accomplish the purposes of the Board.

2. The Home Mission Board will look upon the service of short and long-term volunteers and bivocational ministers as an important resource in the work of missions and evangelism.

3. The Home Mission Board will lead in strengthening Baptist associations.
4. The Home Mission Board will work in cooperation with various Baptist state conventions according to mutually agreed upon plans.

5. The Home Mission Board will assist churches in the development and promotion of evangelism and missions with special emphasis on the Church Evangelism Committee and Church Missions Committee.

6. The Home Mission Board will lead in the development of an effective, comprehensive, and cohesive approach to the great cities of our land.

7. The Home Mission Board will lead in the enlistment and development of leaders from the people served, recognizing them as full participants in Southern Baptist life.

**BMT Guidelines**

1. State conventions, associations, and churches shall be encouraged to accept responsibility for evangelizing, congregationalizing, and ministering in their areas, freeing the Home Mission Board to do what churches, associations, and state conventions cannot do alone.

2. The Board’s continuing emphasis will be placed on investment in personnel involved in missions and evangelism.

3. The Cooperative Program shall continue to be emphasized as the basic means of support of the Home Mission Board. The Board shall continue to assist the Woman’s Missionary Union in the promotion of the Annie Armstrong Easter Offering and gladly receive other special gifts.

4. The principles of good stewardship of the funds entrusted to this agency shall permeate all of its operations.

5. The Home Mission Board will work in close cooperation and consultation with other Southern Baptist Convention agencies.

6. Communication and cooperation with other denominations shall be welcomed and initiated by the Home Mission Board where there is no sacrifice of principles or weakening of basic beliefs and practices. 23

Under the umbrella of BMT, new state conventions were formed in the West and in the East. In the newer state conventions, “new work was the constant focus of each church. . . . Even the smallest and newest churches endeavored to start missions and new churches.” 24

Migration from the South and the decline of many churches there had convinced the leadership of the old-line state conventions that there was not a widespread need for new churches. During the 1960s, the old-line states had a net gain of 1,057
churches, while new work areas had a net gain of 1,052. In the 1970s, new work states gained 769 churches, while old-line states gained 678. The majority of new churches were in the newer conventions. This trend reversed in the 1980s, due to the influences of the HMB and its research division.\textsuperscript{25}

\textbf{Anglo Church Planting}

The years leading to World War I and World War II were years of discovery for Southern Baptists. What does this mean for Baptists today? Southern Baptist churches in the South were rural and many had farmer-pastors or bivocational pastors. Some of these part-time pastors had seminary training, but many did not. Experienced pastors often served as mentors to bivocational leaders who were passionate about sharing the Gospel with their communities. These bivocational pastors were committed to living the Christian life and they understood the importance of making a church available to all people, even those in sparsely-populated areas.

The post-World War II years brought with them a new season in SBC life—a fresh wave of young adults strongly desired to worship with believers of like mind and faith. When younger, mobile Baptist southerners moved beyond the Mason-Dixon line and to the West, they searched for churches with familiar worship styles. When none could be found, they connected with others who desired the same type of worship experience they did. These lay people acted under God’s guidance and would form a church and call a pastor. When the SBC become aware of this phenomenon, it began to move in the direction of starting new churches with people who felt called to start churches. One presumption that impacted outreach efforts in the Northeast, Midwest, Southwest and far West, was that whites, Anglos, and other Caucasians could be reached using the same methodologies used to reach southern whites. Despite this lack of regional cultural awareness, God blessed and prepared Southern Baptist leaders for the next stage of phenomenal growth.

Under Redford’s leadership the HMB’s Church Extension Division developed strategies that empowered churches to reach different Anglo cultures. The term “Anglo” originally referred to Anglo-Saxons, which represented the Germanic people and much of Western Europe, including England. They came to America from different countries and from different cultures within the same country.

Redford presented a vision and strategy for the future of “Anglo” Church Extension in reaching the diverse Caucasian people groups in the United States and Canada. He emphasized that church planting is primarily the task of the local church. Second, that flexibility is necessary to effectiveness in building bridges to others. And finally,
it is foundational that priorities be defined and humans be committed to the church plant. Dr. Redford led his division to work with state conventions to develop strategies to reach various Anglo people groups. Church extension provided training conferences for the state missions directors, Anglo church extension missionaries, and new church planters to equip and strengthen them for planting churches.

Language missions became a focus along with a continuing attempt to reach the cities. The board hired its first ethnic leader in 1965, Oscar Romo. He orchestrated major new thrusts to start the SBC on a new path of indigenous language leadership. Dr. Romo led Southern Baptists to become the most effective denomination in the nation in reaching ethnic-language culture people groups, representing more than 100 languages and 97 Native American tribes. Under his leadership there were over 7,000 language congregations. The Language Missions Division developed strategies and budgets based upon census data from the US government. Strong catalytic missionaries were hired to strengthen ethnic congregations to grow and plant new churches for their language groups. The annual Language Missions Conference provided speakers and conferences that included expert missiologists, anthropologists, sociologists, and urban planners. Cultural experiences created awareness and sharpened the skills of denominational leaders. This passionate strategist worked at the grassroots level to find ideal locations and leaders for church plants. “Contextualization” was his favorite word. Romo worked diligently to train pastors and church leaders in many languages.

Refugee resettlement became another way to plant new ethnic congregations. The Language Missions Division established an Office of Refugee Resettlement that worked with state convention staff to find churches to train and equip in resettling refugee. Many language churches began to meet the spiritual needs of the refugees. Lewis Myers, a furloughing missionary with the Foreign Mission Board, volunteered to help with refugee resettlement when the United States experienced the great influx of Vietnamese refugees. Myers rejoiced that Baptists started more congregations for this people group in the US than in Vietnam.

The Home Mission Board’s Christian Social Ministries Division trained missionaries, pastors, and lay people to become better equipped to witness through ministries that often provided a programmatic foundation for new churches. Literacy missions and conversational English classes taught immigrants to read and write the English language. Their teachings included biblical content in these lessons. Many Anglo and ethnic learners accepted Christ as a result of these classes. Ministry centers met the daily physical and spiritual needs of people, and several had worship services for their communities.
The HMB’s Evangelism Division had the task of motivating and training people to share their faith personally. They assisted churches and associations in preparing for evangelistic events, such as block parties and revivals.

The Division of Chaplaincy organized chaplain ministry to equip them for service. This division also processed and approved new chaplains for the military, hospitals, and police departments, as well as to serve in various businesses and industries.

The Church Loans Division assisted churches by realistically assessing the church’s building needs and financial strength.

Black Church Extension gave leadership to planting Black Southern Baptist churches. They built bridges with the National Baptist Convention.

The Associational Missions Division focused on assisting associations with meeting the needs of local churches. Support and training were given to the associational directors of missions.

Interfaith Witness helped Southern Baptists understand world religions. Training and educational resources helped Baptists understand how to witness to adherents of different faiths.

The major influence on church planting should have been BMT, . . . launched in 1977 by the HMB and then adopted in 1978 by the whole Convention. The goal for 1977–82 was 5,800 new churches and missions, which was exceeded when 7,465 churches and missions were started. This number included approximately 1,000 language-culture units. The goals for 1982–85 included 1,500 new churches and ignored the need for church-type missions that would feed church growth and reach more new people. A total of 1,321 new churches reported starts during this time. The baptismal goal was missed again by a wider margin without the new missions to spur the reaching of people. Goals were set, but there was never a strategy to drive the process. Every agency in the Convention took what part they wanted and moved forward with their programs.27

The roots of the Convention needed to draw it back to the twin emphases of evangelization to start new churches and for new churches to reach people. A good beginning was starting to unravel early in the process.... The Convention had begun to drift into theological liberalism as evidenced by several controversies. Conservatives began to bring the SBC back to its biblical roots in 1979. By 1990 the conservatives were in control of the Convention and church planting would come back into national prominence.28
Where do we need to go?

As Southern Baptists move further into the twenty-first century, the Convention faces several issues that are critical to witnessing the Gospel effectively in North America. These issues revolve around the urbanization of North America with growing multicultural and pluralistic urban centers; the redefining of the White American—termed Anglos by Southern Baptists; the declining presence of white Southern Baptist churches in urban centers; and the need to plant churches in the urban core that recognize the non-homogeneity of the white or Caucasian population. The search for identity by the white population has led in many directions of redefining the role of the Anglo population currently known as European American.

Key Issues for Southern Baptists

- North America is an unevangelized continent. An unevangelized continent is one that lacks a multiplying movement of churches that could significantly impact major sections of that continent for Jesus Christ.
- The United States of America is today the largest mission field in the English-speaking world.
- Between 92 percent and 98 percent of Canadians are unchurched.
- Perhaps the most striking trend in American religion in recent years has been the growing percentage of adults who do not identify with a religious group. The vast majority of these religious “nones” (78 percent) say they were raised in a particular religion before shedding their religious identity in adulthood.
- One-half of all churches in the United States did not add one new member through conversion growth in the past year.
- North America is the only continent where Christianity is not growing.

Options for Invigorating Church Growth

Given the current religious and social climate in North America, Southern Baptist church and Convention leaders face a moment of decision:

1. They can continue to stand by and watch while Canada and the United States slide further into a Christless void.
2. They can chase quick fixes and fads that have proven to be ineffective. For example, in the 1980s, Baby Boomers returned to the church looking for purpose
and meaning. Many failed to find anything in the church that was different from what they had in the world. As a result, they left again.

3. Or, Southern Baptists can turn again to the Bible and learn how the Early Church lived, witnessed, ministered, and grew in a pre-Christian society. From the Bible lessons can be learned that are culturally relevant, contextually correct, and methodologically appropriate.

The third option is the only valid choice. It is crucial that Southern Baptists be honest with ourselves by recognizing there are key issues that need to be confronted. For Southern Baptists to turn a major corner requires facing the truth that our structures, programs, and attitudes are not accomplishing the task. The job cannot be hired out to ministry professionals alone. The Apostle Paul set the table for how the church will thrive: “And He personally gave some to be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors and teachers, for the training of the saints in the work of ministry, to build up the body of Christ.” (Ephesians 4:11–12, HCSB)

Our churches have to focus on equipping all believers in our Convention to be Christian witnesses in their daily lives. Then new believers must be empowered to continue the cycle.

**How do we need to get there?**

What would revolutionize the way we do business, enabling an accelerated pace of church planting? Making key adjustments is imperative!

- Raise the value of prayer movements inextricably linked to church planting movements.
- Participate in simultaneous decision-making with partners.
- Galvanize partners toward task accomplishment.
- Create an environment where churches are not threatened by competition.
- Develop the ultimate church planting search engine.
- Raise the value of multiplication in the local church through mass communication.
- Create a global learning environment that immediately improves church planting in North America.
- Provide our field-based partners an ongoing, world-class missiological education.
- Provide church planting leadership with ongoing skill development in key areas (resource development, strategic thinking, leadership development, systems design, worship).
Enhance personal relationships with church planters and churches for peer learning/resourcing.

In recent years, many Southern Baptists churches downsized or dissolved. This is discouraging, because the need is great for people to hear the Gospel and to be discipled by a church.

What is the cause of this decline? Many different cultures make up the Anglo community. Baptists need to contextualize the communication of the Gospel message without compromising. The only way this need can be met is for believers to mobilize and start new churches. It takes more than just “professionals” to do the job. Every church member must be willing to adapt for the sake of proclaiming God’s gift of salvation.

To reach North America effectively requires that Southern Baptists reevaluate how we communicate the Gospel. We must move from focusing on the different parts or saying one is better than the other—such as evangelism is more important, but church planting is second in importance; or learning the Bible is more important than evangelism. We need to move from a program approach to refocusing what we are doing.

You might ask, Why? Because the current view of the Christian church and how we present our message, how we deal with crises, and how we present the Gospel often make it seem like just another religion to pick and choose from.

We need to learn from Jesus, the disciples, and the Apostle Paul how to hear a secular society in how it searches for God. Surveys reveal that people have a high curiosity and interest in God. We should go back and study what Jesus modeled for us, as well as what the disciples, Paul, and the Early Church modeled in the early years of the Church’s rapid expansion across the globe.

They demonstrated a relationship with God through personal acceptance of His Son by faith, coupled with fellowship and discipleship before, during, and after people received Jesus Christ to become a child of God . . . and then they repeated the discipling process all over again.

The major questions for us, as Southern Baptist followers of Christ, is, Can we move beyond our culture and our traditions? Can we “go back to the future” within the context of the world today. Can we do just as the Early Church did and what the Reformation almost saw happen.

The direction we choose will determine how effective we will be.
In 2014, Frank Page, chief executive officer, SBC Executive Committee, appointed an Advisory Council to develop a report for the Executive Committee on how the Southern Baptist Convention and its entities can better understand and work with the vast number of smaller membership churches and those whose pastor is bivocational. This Council was formed through the leadership of Ken Weathersby, vice president for Convention advancement, SBC Executive Committee. Ray Gilder, pastor of First Baptist Church, Gordonsville, Tennessee, and executive director of the Bivocational and Small Church Leadership Network (BSCLN) was asked to serve as chairman. Mark Tolbert, director of the Caskey Center for Church Excellence at New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary, was asked to serve as vice chairman. Other advisory council members were:

- Ira Antoine Jr., director, Bivocational Pastors Ministry, Baptist General Convention of Texas, Houston.
- Vernon E. Beachum Jr, pastor, First Baptist Church, Fort Ashby, West Virginia.
- Paul Biswas, pastor, Cambridgeport Baptist Church, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
- Fredrick Brabson Sr, pastor, New Covenant Baptist Church, Knoxville, Tennessee.
- Bobby Clark, pastor, Abbot Baptist Church, Mansfield, Arkansas.
- Gordon Donahoe, pastor, Neely’s Bend Baptist Church, Madison, Tennessee.
- Kenny Heath, director of missions, Western Baptist Association, La Vale, Maryland.
- Hal Hopkins, pastor, Lighthouse Baptist Church, Breinigsville, Pennsylvania.
- Stephen R. Jones, pastor, Central Baptist Church, Alameda, California.
- Pusey Losch, pastor, Mountain View Community Church, Richfield, Pennsylvania.
- Henry Luckel, regional consultant for the BSCLN, Colorado Springs, Colorado.
- Gary Mitchell, pastor, First Baptist Church, Chataignier, Louisiana.
• Joel Perez, pastor, Iglesia Bautista La Cosecha, Okeechobee, Florida.
• Michael Pigg, pastor, Philadelphia Baptist Church, Lithonia, Georgia.
• Chip Smith, bivocational ministry, Alabama Baptist State Board of Missions, Montgomery, Alabama.
• Shannon Smith, regional consultant for the BSCLN, Fremont, Nebraska.
• A. Scott Tafoya, pastor, Indian Nations Baptist Church, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
• Elizondo Marcos Villarreal, pastor, Iglesia Cristiana Bautista, Lufkin, Texas.
• Cliff Woodman, pastor, Emmanuel Baptist Church, Carlinville, Illinois.
• Joe Young, pastor, Calvary Chapel, Parchman, Mississippi.

SMALL IS THE NEW TRUE BIG

In a report published by Bill Day from the Leavell Center for Church Health and Mark Tolbert from the Caskey Center for Church Excellence, of New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary, it was determined that small membership churches make up the largest portion of all Southern Baptist Churches. The following data describes cooperating Southern Baptist churches as reported in the 2015 Annual Church Profile. In 2015, New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary prepared a study, “Small Is the True Big.” With updated data, it still holds true.

The Southern Baptist Convention is a large convention of mostly smaller membership churches. The SBC has churches of every imaginable size. Some well-known Southern Baptist churches are numerically large. We are grateful for the large churches that are part of the SBC family. We praise God for them. It would be inaccurate, however to think of the large churches in the SBC as being typical. The opposite is actually the case. The vast majority of our churches are smaller membership in size and worship attendance (the current measurement standard).

Churches that are seeking to fulfill the Great Commission and the Great Commandments are significant churches performing significant ministry. Significance is not measured by numerical size alone. Neither is church health always reflected by numerical size. Healthy churches exist in all size categories.

Smaller membership churches are the truest reflection of who the SBC really is. This is reflected as one considers the size of Southern Baptist churches. As pertains to worship size, 66.49 percent of churches have 100 or less in Sunday morning worship; 89.07% of churches have 250 or less in Sunday morning worship. Only 1.43% of churches have 1,000 or more in Sunday morning worship attendance. The largest number of churches have 50 or less in Sunday morning worship (37.95%). One could
say with accuracy, smaller membership churches are normative churches in the Convention.

Smaller membership churches also make up the largest portion of Cooperative Program giving. Churches averaging 100 or less in Sunday morning worship attendance fund 17.26 percent of the Cooperative Program, 43.7 percent of the CP is funded by churches of 250 or less, 66.27 percent of the CP is funded by churches 500 or less, and 82.3 percent of the CP is funded by churches of 1,000 or less. In 2013 $449,553,873 was given to the Cooperative Program, $195,699,100 was given by churches that averaged 250 or less in Sunday morning worship attendance.

The number of baptisms is an important numerical measurement in Southern Baptist life. Here again, the number of baptisms reported by the SBC is driven by the baptisms reported by the normative, smaller membership churches. Almost one-half, 49.32 percent of baptisms reported by all churches, were performed in smaller membership churches. Here is the breakdown by size: churches of 1–50 in worship attendance – 9.02 percent, churches of 51–100 in worship – 16.24 percent, worship size of 101–150 – 10.9 percent, worship size of 151–200 – 7.52 percent, worship size of 201–250 – 5.64 percent, worship size of 251–500 – 13.92 percent, worship size of 501–1,000 – 11.32 percent, over 1,000 in worship – 25.44 percent. Baptism ratio (baptisms per worship attendance) also showed favorable ratios for smaller membership churches. In fact, churches averaging in the lowest two categories were among the highest ratios for baptisms. Churches of 1–50 in attendance had a ratio of 15.5 (one baptism per 15.5 in worship); churches of 51–100 had a ratio of 15.3; churches in almost every other category showed higher baptism ratios.

There are several conclusions that may be drawn from these reports. First, a normative size Southern Baptist Church is a smaller membership church. Secondly, almost half of the total Cooperative Program dollars comes from smaller membership churches. Similarly, smaller membership churches baptize almost half of those baptized in Southern Baptist churches, and a healthy baptism to worship total ratio is reflected in these churches. One could easily conclude that small is the true big.

**SBC BIVOCATIONAL/SMALLER MEMBERSHIP CHURCH ADVISORY COUNCIL REPORT**

The report is presented under five major headings:

1. Connect and Communicate Effectively.
2. Encourage and Involve.
3. Recognize the Importance of the Local Association.
4. Provide Practical Resources for Church Health.
5. Elevate Bivocational Models.

**Connect and Communicate Effectively**

The Bivocational and Smaller Membership Church Advisory Council was tasked by Frank S. Page with improving the connectivity of the Southern Baptist family with the leadership of smaller churches. Currently there exists a disconnect between the Convention leadership and church leadership. Many serving in the local church feel the Convention leadership is out of touch with the small church, or that the Convention leadership simply does not deem the small church important. There is a belief that the Convention leadership is solely focused on the larger churches.

A foundational belief of the Southern Baptist Convention is that together we can accomplish more for the kingdom of God. The lack of cohesiveness or connection causes fragmentation, distrust, and loss of focus. Bluntly, our enemy has caused division, which has kept us from fulfilling the Great Commission to the best of our ability. Increased and realistic connection should bring about a desired unity and trust among all churches and church leaders. If the connection brings about unity and trust, CP giving should also see incremental increases, bringing about greater ability to accomplish our Great Commission task. If the advisory council’s recommendations are effective in fostering connection, churches should see the realization of why we are working together as a Convention, understanding that we are a team, no stronger than our weakest teammate.

We cannot afford to come together, rehash ineffective strategies and walk away without implementing a plan that would embrace connection in a real and measurable way. Connection can be the cry that will call us to rally together our resources and prayers to petition God to bring a Great Awakening.

**Objective 1: Identify Misperceptions**

Misperceptions (in parentheses) identified by team:

1. Size (smaller churches are not that plentiful in the SBC)
   - 90 percent of Southern Baptist churches have 250 or less in worship.
   - 44 percent of Cooperative Program funds come from these churches.
2. Leadership (leaders of smaller churches have limited ability) — Many feel they are looked upon as second-class pastors, considered lacking in faith for not being full time or not very good preachers since they are in a smaller church.
   - Paul’s model of tentmaker is biblical and effective.
   - Many effective and dynamic preachers in the Southern Baptist family are either bivocational or lead a smaller membership church.

3. Significance (smaller churches have little impact on the Kingdom of God)
   - Many key leaders in SBC life come from smaller churches.
   - Many smaller churches are the church for their membership and community.

4. Health (most smaller churches must be unhealthy)
   - Church health is not determined by size.
   - Body life (volunteerism, fellowship) is often more evident in smaller churches.

Objective 2: Recognize and Affirm their Significance:
- Challenge and encourage local associations to help in identifying and recognizing special accomplishments through smaller churches.
- Celebrate these ministers and churches on local, state, and national levels.
- Embrace and promote spiritual health, and not simply size, as a standard of measurement.
- Intentionally include bivocational and smaller membership pastors in key leadership roles at local, state, and national levels.
- Provide a viable platform where Southern Baptists can hear from these pastors not just about them.
  1. Seriously consider restructuring the “meeting life” of state and national conventions for this to happen.
  2. Recognize that many associations are already a model for this.

Objective 3: Learn From and not Merely About Bivocational and Smaller Membership Church Pastors
- Identify successful bivocational/smaller church ministry models.
- Seek and provide ways for these pastors to be mentors and not always the mentees.
- Share what we have learned through our networks of communications.
Encourage and Involve Them

A. Encourage Them

1. Address issues of value and self-worth.
   - Promote the sharing of information about their vision and ministries.
   - Use social media to affirm them.
   - Share stories of impact through SBC communications.

2. Connect with resources.

3. Develop relationships.
   a. Association and cluster groups.

4. Increase value and relevance.

5. Provide incentives for first-time attendees at the SBC Annual Meeting.

B. Involve Them

1. Associational

2. State

3. SBC annual meeting
   - Track attendance of these pastors over last few years.
   - Look at involvement in leadership roles as well.
   - Check for proportionate representation.
   - Provide special ways for them to participate in mission work.
   - Help them to see their connection to CP missionaries.

Recognize the Importance of the Local Association

Basic premise: The local Baptist association is the basic unit of denominational life among Baptists. Therefore, we conclude:
It is imperative that our national and state entities and agencies recognize the primacy of the local association in denominational life.

Every denominational entity needs to work with local associations to effectively complete its own assigned tasks.

Every entity should have leadership which understands and appreciates the local association.

The associational director of missions must be recognized as the best link the denominational entities and agencies can utilize in accomplishing their tasks.

Baptist national and state agencies need to be proactive and intentional in the delivery of their products to the churches through the local association.

As representatives of bivocational/smaller membership churches across the SBC, we believe we represent them in offering the following insights and suggestions to SBC agencies:

**GuideStone**

The bivocational and smaller membership church leaders often feel left out of the denomination’s retirement program.

- We recommend that GuideStone work with local directors of missions to develop a network of advocates who understand the smaller membership church.
- GuideStone might employ a full-time bivocational/smaller membership church specialist.
- GuideStone could enhance its ministry by providing training for directors of missions and these smaller church advocates.

**North American Mission Board**

Regrettably, we learned that leadership in many small churches and their associations feel alienated from the North American Mission Board in recent years.

- The leaders of bivocational and smaller membership churches would like NAMB leadership to understand that it is impossible to accomplish its assigned tasks without the local associations as a means to reach individual churches.
- One of the best ways NAMB can restore confidence in its entity would be to employ a full-time liaison between NAMB and the local association, with adequate budget for travel and training of associational leadership.
NAMB needs to recognize that defunding directors of missions unless they are planting a number of churches at any given time is unreasonable. NAMB should work aggressively to restore confidence in itself by returning to a plan of funding associations in pioneer areas without the church start requirement.

LifeWay

Among bivocational/smaller churches, LifeWay is perceived as beginning to make a turn toward providing materials that meet their unique needs.

LifeWay should be commended for its recognition of the association in the delivery of its products and information regarding those products.

LifeWay should continue to acknowledge that the local association is the best place to provide training for Sunday school and discipleship programs.

The Six Seminaries

It was noted that several seminaries are providing training that will prepare the unique leaders needed in bivocational/smaller churches. The Caskey Center at New Orleans Seminary is one example.

The Contextualized Leadership Development programs of some seminaries are to be applauded.

It would be productive for the seminaries to consider providing training of future directors of missions with special emphasis on working with bivocational and smaller church leaders.

International Mission Board

IMB needs to continue its connection to local associations as an avenue to involve workers from bivocational and smaller membership churches.

IMB should be commended for recognizing that sending a bivocational pastor/missionary to a limited access area is the most productive way to evangelize and plant churches.

Untapped Resources

It should be noted that the Bivocational and Small Church Leadership Network (BSCLN), headquartered in Nashville, is currently the best place to turn for help in
learning about bivocational and smaller membership church needs, capabilities, and possibilities in ministry. It is not necessary for each state and national agency and entity to reinvent the wheel. Working with the BSCLN would prove productive in strengthening the work of this large portion of Southern Baptist churches.

Provide Practical Resources for Church Health

A variety of helpful resources are available for bivocational and smaller membership pastors and their churches. The following is a list of eight areas of concern for which practical resources would positively affect the health of a church.

1. Physical health of the pastor and his wife.
   - Stress in the pastor’s family is a growing concern.
   - Bivocational ministers and wives retreats are greatly needed on the state level as well as the regional level.
   - Training for ministers who have little formal ministry preparation will help produce confidence in a job well done.
   - A training program for the pastor and his leadership team on a regional basis would be quite effective in producing health for the pastor and his church.

2. Marriage enrichment for the pastor and his wife.
   - These resources may be provided or sponsored by Lifeway, Baptist state conventions, or local Baptist associations.
   - Pastoral support is provided by NAMB at www.namb.net/pastor-support/.

   - Need may be greater in smaller churches because of the possibility that prominent members often have greater influence and control.
   - Lifeway and our seminaries could help provide these resources.
   - A practical strategy could be developed to minimize the possibility of a catastrophic conflict arising.

4. Time management for pastors.
   - This is the number one issue with bivocational pastors.
   - Help in planning, prioritizing, and organizing is desperately needed.
A bivocational pastor needs help in accepting the fact that he cannot do everything he would like to do. He must be at peace with this fact. It is also imperative that he learn to equip and delegate effectively.

5. Leadership skills.
- It should be noted that many bivocational and smaller membership church pastors have not had formal ministry training and will need help in developing these skills.
- These resources must by practical and easily accessible.

6. Personal and church evangelism.
- NAMB should develop and implement intentional training and strategies for evangelism in the smaller church.
- The potential of increase in conversions and baptisms through bivocational and smaller membership churches in the SBC should not be underestimated.

7. Spiritual vitality.
- The smaller church deals with a sense of inadequacy when confronted with the numerical success in the larger church.
- Spiritual vitality involves authentic worship. These churches could benefit from training in leading and experiencing genuine worship.
- Spiritual vitality emphasizes church health. Spiritual growth should be measured by other standards than a simple increase in numbers.

8. Secular side of a bivocational pastor’s life.
- They need help in finding balance.
- They frequently need help in find secular employment which is compatible with the life of a minister.
- They frequently need help in finding ways to increase their earnings through secular employment.

Elevate Bivocational Models

With 90 percent of all Southern Baptist churches labeled as smaller membership (250 or less in worship attendance) or led by a bivocational pastor, it is time to:
- See the SBC recognize and affirm this vast majority of its churches.
• Acknowledge that having a pastor who is bivocational is a biblical, proven, and acceptable model for church leadership.

• Make a paradigm shift from promoting primarily megachurch models to an increased focus on promoting marketplace/bivocational models.

• Promote bivocational status as possibly the most successful model of church planting.

This is not an attempt to discredit or criticize fully-funded or megachurch pastors. This is an attempt to promote greater the focus to the true base of the SBC.

In an effort to elevate bivocational models in the SBC, the Bivocational/Smaller Church Advisory Council offers the following suggestions:

• Encourage Dr. Frank Page to continue his outstanding efforts to affirm and champion the work of the bivocational pastor.

• Challenge SBC leadership to continue and to escalate the celebration of the work of bivocational pastors.

• Encourage Directors of Missions, state convention staff, and others to identify and report significant work being done by bivocational pastors to state convention editors and other key leaders.

• Feature articles of outstanding accomplishments of bivocational pastors in state convention papers, Baptist Press, and SBC LIFE.

• Use outstanding bivocational leaders to speak at state conventions, the SBC annual meeting, and other major events in SBC life.

The Executive Committee Bivocational/Smaller Church Advisory Council humbly submits this report to Dr. Frank Page and the Executive Committee of the SBC in hopes that these efforts will produce greater unity and fruitfulness in the Southern Baptist family.
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Where do we go from here?

Kenneth Weathersby

It is our desire that in reading these pages you gain a greater understanding of how God has worked in the Southern Baptist Convention since its inception in 1845. Upon review of the various perspectives offered by our contributing writers, a good question may be: Where do we go from here?

God sets our direction and our future, as He has during the most joyous and the most tumultuous times. As we look toward our Convention’s next chapter, the most important thing to remember is that our starting point is the same as the concluding point—we go back to the Great Commission. The Great Commission commands us to go and make disciples of all nations. This implies that we must get to know the various ethnic groups and their cultures and share the Gospel with them. The participle “go/as you go” means we take ourselves to them. Jesus has already set the model as He reached out to people, even going to unpopular places, to give them the hope of the Gospel.

If we are to be Christlike in our evangelism, we must seek to understand other cultures and ethnicities in order for us to then be understood when we present the Good News. The Gospel demands that we build relationships with people for the purpose of proclaiming Jesus’ name.

Therefore, here are seven points I want you to consider:

1. We must repent of behaviors that do not reflect the love and character of Jesus Christ.

There are large numbers of people who have not lived outside of their culture or community. What they know about other ethnic groups is what they may have read in books or articles or have seen on television. In the absence of firsthand knowledge,
false portrayals, assumptions, and opinions get embedded deep in the heart without knowledge of the facts. We may find ourselves saying things and forming opinions based on information that may not be true. When we discover that the attitudes in our hearts do not reflect the attitude and heart of Christ, then we must repent and ask God to show us His love for all people. We must have the courage to confront the prejudices that lie within our hearts when revealed by God.

2. **We must double our commitment to make disciples of all the nations.**
   
   There are large numbers of Christians who say they do not see color. However, it is hard for me to believe that statement in a nation so defined by race. I know what the person is trying to say, that he or she is not a racist and accepts all ethnic groups. We need to see color so that we can identify the large numbers of ethnic people who have separated or isolated themselves in various communities. We must be willing to reach them with the Gospel, even though they have congregated or segregated themselves, living among themselves to sustain their people group and their culture. There is no reason why we should not share the Gospel with them, even if they have decided to relate only within their culture/people group.

3. **We must continue to celebrate our ethnic leaders’ participation and to encourage more participation from all the churches in our Convention.**
   
   The Lord has blessed Southern Baptists to become the largest and most diverse protestant denomination of congregations in the United States. Therefore, we recognize that we can do more together than what we can do alone. We must invite all congregations, whether they are Anglo, Black, ethnic, large, Deaf, small, or bivocational to be on mission for and with Jesus Christ.

4. **We must intentionally build relationships with people who are different and value their opinions.**
   
   Frank Page, president and CEO of the Southern Baptist Convention Executive Committee, appointed advisory councils to assist him in the work of the Convention. These council members were comprised of leaders from various groups within the Southern Baptist family. It is important for us to consider the recommendations resulting from their efforts and work hard to implement the ideas that they believe will help us to reach more people with the Gospel.

5. **We must identify and embrace passing the baton to the next generation to give leadership in making disciples of all the nations.**
   
   God has raised and is raising young leaders who are committed and who are making disciples in the United States and around the world. We must give them a platform...
and opportunity to carry out the vision that God has given them. They may have some ideas and strategies that we may not fully identify with or understand, but that is not a reason to prevent them from carrying out the vision and values God has given to them. So, it is my prayer that we would continue identify these leaders and call them out for the cause of Christ.

6. We must emphasize discipleship over membership enlistment.

The Lord has sent many different ethnic groups from around the world to the United States. It is imperative for us as Christians to do our best to share the Gospel among these groups in order for them to repent and believe in the Lord Jesus Christ. However, we must also embrace the idea that small groups are very important. It is in small groups that people are able to learn from one another, hear the Word of God, participate, fellowship, and put into action the things that they are learning.

We have seen baptisms decline across North America. One reason, I believe, is because many pastors and leaders emphasize the importance of attending a worship service over the importance of being involved in small group ministries. Discipleship must be a priority if we are going to reach the various people groups. Indigenous New Testament churches will be the result of making disciples and indigenous leaders will be called out to plant the Gospel in groups where there are language barriers. When we disciple people, evangelism will result.

7. We must emphasize that the Cooperative Program levels the playing field for all churches, regardless of size.

Frank Page always says that giving through the Cooperative Program is still the best way to level the playing field for all the churches. The Cooperative Program gives every Christian an opportunity to do missions around the world. Dr. Page also says that giving through the Cooperative Program gives every church an opportunity to do mission around the world. It is because of the Cooperative Program that many people around the world have come to know the Lord Jesus Christ and many New Testament churches are starting to share the Gospel around the world. The Apostle Paul reminds us that we must continue to press forward in doing the work of God. He said we must forget those things that are behind and reach forward to the things that lie ahead. We must press toward the goal for the prize of the upper call of God in Christ Jesus (see Philippians 3:14).

We serve a Savior who was very much engaged in the cultures of His day. He cared more about impacting people’s lives for the Kingdom than He did about the opinions of His detractors. Building the Kingdom requires the boldness of Jesus (Mat-
Matthew 21:12–13), the tenacity of Paul (Acts 14:19–28; 1 Corinthians 16:8), the humility of Stephen (Acts 6:5), the generous heart of Dorcas (Acts 9:36–42), the obedience of Phillip (Acts 8:26–40) and the willingness of Peter to let go of beliefs that do not align with our Father’s (Acts 10:9–16). No one among us possesses all of these virtues, but collectively we can use our strengths to reach the nations and the neighborhoods where hope seems to have died because the love of Christ has not been demonstrated among them.

Southern Baptists, we can do this! Our history demonstrates that we are a people of boldness and tenacity, of generosity and obedience. Above all, perhaps, we have demonstrated—as the various reports in this book reveal—that we are a people capable of letting go of that which does not align with our heavenly Father.

We have a ways to go, but we have come far from the ways of our past. In our ongoing efforts, we have formed a permanent Convention Advancement Advisory Council to work consistently and effectively with all entities and leaderships across the Convention. The council is to assist in any way possible the making of more disciples to reach all people with the Gospel a reality. We will continue to enlist and rely upon their guidance to advance the Gospel among Ta Ethnē — all people.
The collaborative missions and ministries of the Southern Baptist Convention rest foundationally on four pillars, forging what one writer called a denominational “consensus” that has allowed the Convention to develop an impressive array of cooperative ministries.

The four pillars are: (1) a common missional purpose; (2) shared doctrinal beliefs; (3) mutual trust; and (4) voluntary cooperation. To the extent that these four pillars have been broadly embraced by Southern Baptists, the Southern Baptist experiment has thrived. When Southern Baptists’ collective commitment to one or more of these pillars has shown signs of decay, the entire enterprise has been imperiled.

For example, W. A. Criswell, long-time pastor of First Baptist Church Dallas, and SBC president in 1970, told messengers to that year’s SBC annual meeting, “[i]f ever we lose [our] missionary passion we shall dissolve like a rope of sand.” He continued, “Our world-wide missions program holds us together with cables of steel. We may differ over many things, but we are one on this; namely, the desire to see men brought to Christ throughout the nations of the globe.”

Four years later, in preparation for the fiftieth anniversary celebration of the Cooperative Program, James L. Sullivan, Baptist Sunday School Board president, coupled Criswell’s two analogies into a compelling image to describe Southern Baptists’ work funded through the Cooperative Program (CP) as a “rope of sand with strength of steel.” Begun in 1925, the CP is Southern Baptists’ channel of giving, through which a local church can contribute to the ministries of its state convention and the missions and ministries of the SBC with a single monthly or weekly contribution.

Baptist identity hosted by Union University in Jackson, Tennessee. He asked the question, “How important is the concept of cooperation to Southern Baptist identity?” After giving a terse, three-word answer—“It is foundational”—he elaborated:

The “Rope of Sand” is James L. Sullivan’s description of our cooperative polity. Since the rope has been in existence, it has proven in many ways to be as strong as steel. Conversely, the material used to weave the rope obviously is fragile, and remains strong only as long as it remains tightly woven, even strengthening under stress. When Southern Baptists are not bound tightly together, there can be only one anticipated result, a dismantling of the rope. At first, a few grains of sand may drop from the rope without much notice, but once the sand begins to move, one grain against another, the entire rope will disintegrate at warp speed. This does not mean the bricks and mortar will fall as did the walls of Jericho. Like the cathedrals of Europe, some semblance of structure may stand for generations, but they no longer will house a mighty force of God’s people who came together with stouthearted biblical convictions, determined obedience to the Great Commission, a passionate love for the lost, and a compassionate heart for the hurting.

Two movements within Southern Baptist life over the past forty years underscore and illustrate the fragile yet resilient character of Southern Baptist work—the Convention’s “battle for the Bible” over the past three decades, culminating with the adoption of the revised *Baptist Faith and Message* at the 2000 SBC annual meeting in Orlando, Florida, and the Convention’s adoption of the Great Commission Task Force (GCTF) report ten years later at the 2010 SBC annual meeting, also in Orlando.

**A Common Missional Purpose**

From the Convention’s founding in 1845, Southern Baptists have believed they have an important role to play in world evangelization, trusting they can accomplish more by working together than they can by working alone. The Convention’s inaugural Constitution stated:

> We, the delegates from missionary societies, churches and other religious bodies of the Baptist denomination in various parts of the United States, met in convention in the city of Augusta, Georgia, for the purpose of carrying into effect the benevolent intentions of our constituents, by organizing a plan for eliciting, combining and directing the energies of the whole denomination in one sacred effort for the propagation of the gospel (emphasis supplied).
Article II of the Constitution further set forth the Convention’s *raison d’etre*—to promote foreign and domestic missions in cooperation with likeminded brothers and sisters.\(^\text{13}\)

Thirty-six years later, the Convention adopted its first set of bylaws. The “one sacred effort” phrase was restated in its preamble, amplifying the Convention’s focus on world evangelization by calling itself “to endeavor *more energetically and systematically* to elicit, combine, and direct the energies of the whole denomination in one sacred effort for the propagation of the Gospel” (emphasis supplied).\(^\text{14}\)

This missional thread is woven through annual mission board reports and major addresses preserved in the SBC *Annuals*. It is also the focus of Convention-wide movements such as “A Million More in ’54,” an effort to enroll one million individuals in small-group Bible study in a single year, followed thirty years later by the “8.5 [Million] by ’85” and “Challenge 10/90” campaigns held in conjunction with “Bold Mission Thrust,” an initiative during the last two decades of the twentieth century to reach the nations with the Gospel.\(^\text{15}\)

More recently, the Great Commission Task Force called on Southern Baptists to “make an unconditional commitment to reach the nations for Christ, to plant and serve Gospel churches in North America and around the world, and to mobilize Southern Baptists as a Great Commission people.”\(^\text{16}\) Its first recommendation, adopted in 2010, is posted online at SBC.net and states: “As a convention of churches, our missional vision is to present the Gospel of Jesus Christ to every person in the world and to make disciples of all the nations.”\(^\text{17}\) This remains Southern Baptists’ common missional vision.

**Shared Doctrinal Beliefs**

From its founding, Southern Baptists were firmly committed to the centrality of Scripture as the basis for the tenets of their faith and practice. During the nineteenth century, they found common ground through earlier Baptist confessions of faith, notably the 1833 New Hampshire Confession of Faith as modified and popularized by J. Newton Brown in his 1853 *Baptist Church Manual*.\(^\text{18}\)

Theologian John L. Dagg’s *Manual of Theology* (1857) and *Manual of Church Order* (1858) were also influential,\(^\text{19}\) with Dagg being asked by the Convention in 1879 to develop a catechism containing “the substance of the Christian religion, for the instruction of children and servants.”\(^\text{20}\)

Cooperating churches were also heavily influenced by notable Baptist scholars such as Basil Manly Sr., Basil Manly Jr., John A. Broadus, J. B. Jeter, E. C. Dargan, William B.
Johnson, R. B. C. Howell, Richard Fuller, P. H. Mell, and James P. Boyce, founder of The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. The latter five served as presidents of the SBC from 1845–1888, imbuing the Convention with a strong doctrinal heritage.

In 1925, facing new theological and social pressures, Southern Baptists felt it prudent to adopt their own confessional Statement on Baptist Faith and Message to provide doctrinal guidance for the churches and institutions of the Convention.\textsuperscript{21} Thirty-eight years later, with burgeoning controversy over the historicity of the first eleven chapters of Genesis, a new edition of The Baptist Faith and Message (BF&M) was adopted by the Convention in 1963.\textsuperscript{22}

By 1971, messengers were expressing dissatisfaction with Article I of the 1963 BF&M through motions at SBC annual meetings, seeking to clarify that the Bible in its entirety was (and is) the Word of God.\textsuperscript{23} After almost thirty years of Convention-wide debate, messengers addressed the inerrancy of Scripture through another edition of The Baptist Faith and Message.\textsuperscript{24} The 1963 edition of The Baptist Faith and Message stated that the Bible is the “record of God’s revelation of Himself to man”; the 2000 revision stipulated that the Bible “is God’s revelation of Himself to man” (emphases supplied).\textsuperscript{25} The 2000 BF&M also issued clear statements on pressing social issues such as racism, pornography, homosexuality, and other challenges to the Christian life.\textsuperscript{26}

Three articles in The Baptist Faith and Message represent significant contributions Baptists have made to the stream of Christian thought—distinctively Baptist positions on the Church as an autonomous body of baptized believers, banded together under the Lordship of Jesus Christ, serving the Lord and one another with covenantal love (Article VI); the nature of Christian baptism and the Lord’s supper in Christian worship (Article VII); and the personal responsibility “of every follower of Christ and of every church of the Lord Jesus Christ” to be fully engaged in evangelism and missions (Article XI).

**Mutual Trust**

During the Conservative Resurgence, Southern Baptists were convinced that the recovery of biblical inerrancy as a core theological commitment would secure the Lord’s continued blessings for numerical and spiritual growth.\textsuperscript{27}

By 2006, however, SBC statistical indicators were raising alarms. The SBC solicits an annual statistical snapshot from its cooperating churches through an instrument called the Annual Church Profile (ACP). For six successive years, beginning in 2000, annual reports showed that year-to-year membership was growing at less than 1
percent per year.  The number of reported baptisms declined by fifty thousand over the same six-year period.

When the 2007 ACP report was released in April 2008, it sent shock-waves across the Convention. Total membership in Southern Baptist churches had declined. Even more alarming, baptisms hit their lowest point since 1987. Both measures have continued this downward trend. Baptism numbers in 2016 were lower than any time since 1946, and total membership had fallen by more than one million since 2006.

The 2007 report triggered hand-wringing and finger-pointing about potential causes for these declines. Mistrust over how Convention funds had been spent and distrust about the theological, organizational, and personal motives of fellow Southern Baptists escalated.

The following year, this sense of discontent was fanned into flame when the sitting SBC president, following the lead of an SBC entity leader, declared the Convention was “bloated” and “bureaucratic” and in need of renewal, with a resultant call for a Great Commission Resurgence modeled after gains of the Conservative Resurgence.

Though the 2009 SBC annual meeting exposed numerous flash points of acrimony and debate, the meeting proved catalytic for a pivotal transition of the Convention. Over the next twenty-four months, the Convention adopted the Great Commission Task Force report authorized at the 2009 meeting (June 2010); adopted sweeping recommendations flowing out of the GCTF report (June 2011); saw changes in presidential leadership at its two missions entities and its Executive Committee (all in 2010); adopted twelve recommendations of a report designed to increase participation of ethnic church leaders in response to a referred motion at the 2009 meeting (June 2011); and reduced the percentage of Cooperative Program funds going to the SBC Executive Committee, shifting the difference to the International Mission Board (June 2011).

With so many dramatic changes in such a short time, new SBC Executive Committee (EC) President Frank S. Page set out to “rebuild trust by reducing bureaucracy” in preparation for the 2011 SBC annual meeting. He reduced EC staff by 19 percent, cut the EC budget by 14 percent, and presented SBC messengers a Cooperative Program allocation budget that directed “95 percent of Cooperative Program dollars to international missions, North American church planting and evangelism, and seminary education.”

Page invited the SBC president, the eleven SBC entity presidents, the executive director of Woman’s Missionary Union, executive directors of the forty-two state Baptist conventions that cooperate with the SBC, and leaders of numerous Southern Baptist ethnic and racial fellowships to join him in signing a historic document
called “Affirmation of Unity and Cooperation.” More than sixty Southern Baptist leaders joined him on the platform at the 2011 SBC annual meeting to demonstrate unity among and between these key Southern Baptist leaders.

Two of the Affirmation’s pledges addressed the fragile nature of cooperative relationships—“We pledge to maintain a relationship of mutual trust, behaving ourselves trustworthily before one another and trusting one another as brothers and sisters indwelt by the Holy Spirit of God (Philippians 4:8; Ephesians 4:20–32; 2 Peter 1:3–8),” and “We pledge to attribute the highest motives to those engaged in local church ministries and those engaged in denominational service in any level of Convention life—motives that originate within hearts truly desiring to serve the Lord Jesus Christ, whom we also serve (1 Samuel 2:3; 1 Corinthians 4:1–5; Matthew 7:1–5).”

Page has since appointed a Calvinism Advisory Group, whose 2013 report helped calm rising theological tensions, four ethnic and racial advisory councils, a mental health advisory group, a smaller church/bivocational ministry advisory council, a women's advisory council, and a young leaders advisory council, all with the goal of building bridges and rebuilding trust across the Southern Baptist landscape.

**Voluntary Cooperation**

The final section of the Great Commission Task Force report opened with these words: “Southern Baptists hold to an ecclesiology that honors and affirms both autonomy and cooperation.” It continued: “[W]e cannot direct individual Christians, local churches, associations, or state conventions to take any particular or specific action. . . . However, our doctrine of the church does not prevent us from challenging, encouraging, admonishing, and advising one another at all levels of SBC life for greater passion and effectiveness in pursuing the Great Commission.”

This local church independence was enshrined in the Convention’s 1845 constitution. The final clause of its Article II acknowledged that the Convention “shall fully respect the independence and equal rights of the Churches.” Article IV of the current SBC constitution is equally clear: “While independent and sovereign in its own sphere, the Convention does not claim and will never attempt to exercise any authority over any other Baptist body, whether church, auxiliary organizations, associations, or convention.”

This principle of non-coercive cooperation is amply illustrated in Scripture. In their 2005 book *One Sacred Effort*, Chad Owen Brand and David Hankins posited a “theology of cooperation,” drawing special attention to the collaborative nature of the Jerusalem Conference and the resultant letters sent to the Gentile churches (Acts 15) and
Paul’s encouragement for Gentile churches across the realm to contribute financially to the ministry needs of their Jewish brothers in Christ in the church at Jerusalem.47

The Old Testament also provides examples of cooperative service. When Israel entered the land of promise, the tribes of Reuben and Gad and half-tribe of Manasseh had already received their inheritance on the east of Jordan (Numbers 34:15). Nevertheless, they fulfilled their promise to help Joshua in the conquest of the Promised Land (Joshua 1:12–18; 22:1–6).

During the post-exilic era, the people worked cooperatively to rebuild the walls around Jerusalem. Apportioned along the wall according to their tribes and their families, each worked in support of the others for the benefit of the whole (Nehemiah 3–4).

Other Old Testament examples describe voluntary (freewill) offerings for the service of God’s House:

• In preparation for the construction of the Tabernacle, the people presented freewill offerings to Moses (Exodus 35), bringing their offerings every morning throughout its construction (Exodus 36).
• Anticipating the Temple to be built by his son, David challenged the people to offer gifts for Solomon to use when he began its construction (1 Chronicles 29).
• During Hezekiah’s reform, freewill gifts for the service of the Lord were encouraged, received, and disbursed for daily service in the house of God (2 Chronicles 31).
• Following the Exile, people voluntarily gave to construct the house for God’s glory (Ezra 1) and for the day-to-day ministry of the rebuilt Temple (Ezra 3).
• When Ezra later led a group to return to Jerusalem, the people gave cooperatively for the service of the House of God (Ezra 7—8).

In 2015, more than 42,600 of the Convention’s 46,793 cooperating churches 48 had 250 or fewer persons in Sunday worship.49 These churches contributed 42 percent of all Cooperative Program gifts.50 On the other end of the spectrum, only 167 churches ran two thousand or more in Sunday worship.51 In regard to the Convention’s diversity, 10,665 congregations (churches and church-type missions with weekly services) are predominately non-Anglo.52

When churches work in collaboration, churches of all sizes and every ethnic composition have a seat at the table and are empowered to participate in the Kingdom initiatives they believe in so strongly. They are able to address national and international ministry goals that would otherwise be out of the reach of the majority of individual churches. Pooling their resources levels the playing field. Every church can play a vital role in reaching beyond its own Jerusalem with the Gospel of Jesus Christ.53
Conclusion

In 1973, Elmer Towns predicted that collaborative ministries of denominations would be replaced by what he called “super-aggressive churches” with no need of a denominational apparatus to accomplish bold Kingdom purposes. While there will always be a certain number of strong churches that can do mighty ministries on their own, there is still a place for a network of churches of every size and economic status to impact the world with the Gospel. Despite current challenges of declining evangelistic effectiveness and church membership at the local church level, SBC ministries continue to flourish.

At the end of the most recent reporting year, the six SBC seminaries reported more than twenty thousand students enrolled for at least one course through their various degree programs, with a full-time equivalency of 7,976 Southern Baptist students in training for ministry. The North American Mission Board (NAMB) reported 926 new church plants, bringing the five-year total of new churches to more than 4,700. NAMB reported more than one-half of these new churches have been planted in some of the most culturally-diverse areas of America’s major cities.

Following a year-long financial reset, the International Mission Board (IMB) reported in November 2016 that its trustees celebrated a balanced budget for the first time in two decades. The mission agency also reported the appointment of fifty new fully-funded missionaries, stating its goal to appoint an additional 451 field personnel in 2017 to replace the estimated 350 missionaries who will retire from service or otherwise transition to other ministries. The agency projects a net increase of 3 percent to its overseas missions force.

The Southern Baptist Convention is not a perfect organization. It has experienced many times of testing and will be tested in the future. Trust will be strained. A group of churches will believe it has a better plan for reaching the nations with the Gospel. Voluntary cooperation will seem a poor investment. Some churches will deviate from their founding orthodoxy.

The beauty of denominational synergy is that the long-term vitality and sustainability of the Convention’s ministries, supported by a network of churches, are not dependent on the continued viability of any single church. By pooling their resources to “establish and advance Great Commission work,” the SBC provides an opportunity to “create a synergy in which the impact of the whole can be greater than the sum of the individual parts, giving churches a way collectively to express their convictions and realize their vision.”

*This article was originally published in *The Journal of Mid-America Baptist Theological Seminary*, Volume 4, (Spring 2017).
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One Convention. . . . Many Faces

The chapters in this book set a contemporary context for the Convention’s progress in racial reconciliation, summarize the ethnic advisory councils’ reports, and highlight their recommendations to strengthen the Convention’s effectiveness in reaching people from every race and language group with the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

This collaborative project informs the larger Southern Baptist family on the state of ethnic work within the SBC, reflecting on the Convention’s past efforts to reach and include ethnic churches and leaders, assessing the present reality of ethnic church participation in Southern Baptist life, identifying what needs to be done to increase effectiveness of reaching people from every ethno-linguistic group with the Gospel, and suggesting specific action steps for prayer, collaboration, and unity for a Great Commission Advance.